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This dissertation explains how and under what conditions voters are affected by 

campaign advertising, taking particular account of the conditioning role played by 

political knowledge and ad tone.  It builds on psychological research showing that people 

make regular mistakes in attribution, evaluation, and decision making; that they tend to 

give greater weight to negative than to equally credible positive information; that they 
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Panel Study, I examine the effect of campaign advertising on the attribution of 

candidates’ character traits, the evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals, and vote 

intentions.  I show that campaign advertising’s effects on the attribution of candidates’ 

character traits and the evaluation of their policy proposals are conditioned by the voter’s 

degree of political knowledge and the ad’s tone (negative or positive).  I also show that 

campaign advertising has a significant, indirect effect on vote intentions through its effect 

on the attribution of candidates’ character traits and the evaluation of their policy 

proposals.  Finally, I explain why negative advertising has systematically bigger effects 

on voting behavior than equivalent positive advertising. 
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developing democracies.  Since most academic research has looked at the United States, 
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of issue ownership, and the novelty of the party system renders voters more susceptible to 
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At first sight the United States seems to be the center of television campaign 

advertising (West 2010).  A record 915,000 television ads aired in the 2012 U.S. 

presidential election, shattering by a whopping 44 percent the records set in 2008 

(637,000 ads) and 2004 (634,000 ads).
1
 Yet these numbers pale beside Mexico’s: the 

United States’ southern neighbor and the undisputable new world champion of television 

campaign advertising.  Despite only lasting three months, a record 4.62 million ads aired 

in the 2012 Mexico presidential election, pulverizing the 39,860 aired in the 2006 

presidential election.
2
 

This thesis examines the effects of campaign advertising in Mexico, a developing 

democracy similar in important institutional respects to the United States.  Both Mexico 

and the United States are fully presidential systems where campaigns are mostly fought 

in the airwaves; where campaign advertising exhibits wide variation in tone (Lawson and 

Gisselquist 2006); and where the electorate exhibits wide variation in political knowledge 

(Greene 2011; McCann and Lawson 2005). 

The sheer volume of political propaganda clogging both countries’ airwaves 

suggests that campaign advertising matters in both.  If not, why would candidates in the 

United States spend close to one billion dollars inundating the country’s main media 

markets?
3
 Why would politicians in Mexico agree on an incredibly complex set of 

regulations to grant presidential candidates free access to over one million minutes of 

                                                        
1
 Estimates are the sum of ads aired by the Democratic and Republican presidential candidates and their 

national party committees.  In all cases the observed period is June 6 to October 21.  Data available at 

http://mediaproject.wesleyan.edu/2012/10/24/2012-shatters-2004-and-2008-records-for-total-ads-aired/. 
2
 Estimates are the sum of ads aired by the five presidential candidates running in 2006 and the four 

running in 2012.  In both cases the observed period is the official campaign (January 19–June 28 in 2006; 

March 30–June 27 in 2012).  More details available at http://www.ife.org.mx/documentos/proceso_2005-

2006/docs/rep_final_monitoreos.pdf. 
3
 Details on ad spending in the 2012 U.S. presidential election available at 

http://elections.nytimes.com/2012/campaign-finance. 
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television campaign advertising?
4
 Despite variation in rules for campaign finance (e.g., 

mostly private in the United States, mostly public in Mexico), the monotonically 

increasing airing of campaign advertising suggests that politicians and consultants 

confidently believe that it matters.  Yet questions remain. 

How and to what extent does campaign advertising persuade voters in Mexico 

(and the United States and other developed and developing democracies)?  Research on 

the United States has suggested that campaign effects in presidential elections are sizable, 

with a mean marginal shift in vote intentions of 3.4 percent (Bartels 1993; Berelson et al. 

1954; Campbell 2000; Finkel 1993; Holbrook 1996; Markus 1988; Shaw 1999, 2006) and 

a substantive increase in voter learning from exposure to negative advertising—which 

contains more issue information and prompts closer attention than positive advertising 

(Brians and Wattenberg 1996; Geer 2006; Lenz 2009; Stevens 2012)—and among the 

most aware—who experience the largest gains when asked to make inferences about 

issues not explicitly discussed in the ads (Valentino et al. 2004).
5
 Recent work on 

developing democracies like Brazil, Mexico, and Russia, however, finds much larger 

campaign effects than in the United States, shifting the vote intentions of 20 percent of 

the electorate in Mexico’s 2006 presidential election (Greene 2011) and substantively 

                                                        
4
 Mexico’s 2007 electoral reform made it illegal for political parties and candidates to buy airtime from all 

television networks.  To compensate for this limitation, broadcast networks were forced to allocate 41 

minutes (divided in 30-second slots) of free airtime for political campaign advertising.  While 30 percent of 

the airtime is distributed equally among political parties, the remaining 70 percent is distributed 

proportionally according to the number of each party’s deputies in the 500-member Chamber of Deputies.  

Unintentionally or not, the reform dramatically increased the number of campaign ads aired by candidates 

and political parties, who now only have to pay for production costs.  Another consequence of the reform 

was the creation of an incredibly complex monitoring system to ensure that the television networks air the 

ads in the times and slots assigned by the IFE.  More details on the 2007 electoral reform available at 

http://www.oas.org/sap/docs/DECO/7_EMBs/presentaciones/Valdes_Zurita_e.pdf. 
5
 The following are estimated marginal shifts in vote intentions due to the campaigns (i.e., campaign 

effects) in U.S. presidential elections: Berelson et al. (1954) = 6.5%; Markus (1988) = 2%; Bartels (1993) = 

1%; Finkel (1993) = 1.7%; Holbrook (1996) = 10%; Shaw (1999) = 2%; Campbell (2000) = 2%; Shaw 

(2006) = 2%. 
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increasing the electorate’s learning in Russia’s 1996, Brazil’s 2000, and Mexico’s 2000 

presidential elections (McCann and Lawson 2005).  Broadly speaking, campaign effects 

seem to be bigger in developing democracies.  Why should that be? 

This thesis examines campaign advertising’s effects on vote intentions and two 

tributary variables: the attribution of candidate’s character traits and the evaluation of 

their policy proposals.  In each case, I seek an explanation in properties of voters, 

properties of the ads, and institutional features of the election.  I particularly focus on the 

mutually conditioning roles of the ad’s tone and the voter’s political knowledge.  All else 

equal, voters with a moderate political knowledge are likelier to be persuaded by 

campaign advertising, and negative advertising is more persuasive than otherwise 

equivalent but positive advertising.  I also explain why such other explanatory variables 

as economic well-being, issue ownership, ad content, and media access are not as 

influential as ad tone and political knowledge in developing democracies like Mexico.   

My analyses rest on a variety of data: a content analysis of the ads aired in the 

2006 and 2012 Mexico presidential elections, a quantitative analysis of the cost and 

volume of campaign advertising in the 2006 Mexico presidential election, data from the 

2006 Mexico Panel Study, and an original experiment conducted in Mexico City in 2012.  

My theory and models are informed by 64 interviews conducted with politicians, 

candidates, campaign advisors, public officials, journalists, academics, political brokers, 

pollsters, advertising experts, and media consultants from Mexico, Spain, and the United 

States.
6
 I also conducted five focus groups with party members (three) and independent 

voters (two) to better understand the psychological processing of, and affective reaction 

to, campaign advertising in Mexico. 

                                                        
6
 Mexico’s campaign consulting, advising, and advertising markets are dominated by experts from Mexico, 

Spain, and the United States, who offer their services across Europe and Latin America (Trad and 

Ibinarriaga 2012). 
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Negative advertising purportedly altered the outcome of the 2006 Mexico 

presidential election and triggered the most recent electoral reform dealing with 

campaign advertising.  The common perception of 2006 is that Felipe Calderón of the 

conservative National Action Party (PAN, in Spanish) overcame a 10-point deficit thanks 

to the most aggressive advertising campaign in the country’s history (Treviño 2009).  The 

Federal Electoral Tribunal (TEPJF, in Spanish)—Mexico’s court in charge of certifying 

presidential elections—reinforced this account by declaring that some of Calderón’s 

negative ads threatened the right of Mexicans to vote freely.  Slandering, they wrote, 

could be a sufficient cause to invalidate the election, but lacking evidence of the ads’ 

effect on vote intentions they could only condemn the airing and recommend a fine for 

the sponsors.
7
 Public outcry over this decision started an ongoing debate over negative 

advertising, which motivated the banning of ads maliciously targeting candidates and 

political parties.
8
 

Not surprisingly, the 2006 Mexico presidential election and its policy implications 

attracted unprecedented attention, renewing the debate over speech freedom, media 

access, and campaign equality.  But what occurred in Mexico in 2006 is a story not only 

about clashing political ideologies (e.g., liberals versus conservatives on the limits of free 

speech) but also about how campaign advertising works to persuade voters.  Put gently, it 

is unlikely that Mexicans changed their minds about the merits and perils of speech 

                                                        
7 The TEPJF’s decision on the legality of the 2006 presidential election is available at 

http://portal.te.gob.mx/sites/default/files/publicaciones/file/Dictamen_relativo_eleccion_presidencial_2006.

pdf.  Pages 66-74 contain the gist of the argument on Calderón’s negative ads. 
8 Although at first the TEPJF’s decision and the 2007 electoral reform seemed to effectively ban all 

negative advertising, on April 2012 the Federal Electoral Institute (IFE, in Spanish)—Mexico’s institution 

in charge of organizing elections, solving administrative complains from parties and candidates, and 

distributing airtime for campaign advertising, certifying its content, and monitoring its airing in broadcast 

radio and television networks—allowed the PAN candidate, Josefina Vázquez Mota, to air a series of 

negative ads on the PRI candidate, Enrique Peña Nieto.  This decision set a precedent for sanctioning the 

airing of negative advertising as long as it does not slander a candidate or political party.  An example of 

this series of negative ads is available at http://pautas.ife.org.mx/pef2012/federal/RV00394-12.avi. 
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freedom over the course of one election cycle—even following the 2006 presidential 

election, its turbulent aftermath, and the 2007 electoral reform.  What changed in 2006—

and in each of the following state and national elections in Mexico (Trad and Ibinarriaga 

2012)—was how and to what extent candidates use campaign advertising to 

communicate with voters and attack rivals.  The main consequence of 2006 was the 

professionalization of campaign advertising—following the realization that it matters. 

 The increasing use of campaign advertising, particularly of negative advertising, 

appears to characterize other democracies as well.  Negative ads consume up to half of all 

expenditures in U.S. federal elections (Shaw 2006) and are spreading across the globe—

from Australia (Young 2002), to Brazil (Desposato 2007), to Ghana (Whitfield 2009), to 

the Netherlands (Walters 2012).  Like it or not, campaign advertising is more and more 

prevalent and more and more negative, in more and more places.  If campaign advertising 

did not matter, it would fly in the face of hundreds of political consultants working in 

dozens of countries across the globe.  Instead, it has created an international market of 

campaign advertising specialists (see any issue of Campaigns & Elections) and triggered 

a wave of legislation to regulate its airing and content (Aceves González 2009). 

I pay special attention to negative advertising because it has become a global 

trademark of election campaigns, with alarming ads like Felipe Calderón’s “Danger for 

Mexico” (2006) gradually displacing mellow ones like Ronald Reagan’s “Morning in 

America” (1984).
9
 Although this tonal shift has yielded a rich literature on the effect of 

negative advertising on voter turnout (see Lau et al. 2007), we still know relatively little 

about its effect on vote intentions (Ansolabehere and Iyengar 1995; Desposato 2007; 

Fridkin and Kenney 2004), even less using a psychological framework (Brader 2005; 

                                                        
9
 Ronald Reagan’s “Morning in America” is available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EU-

IBF8nwSY.  Felipe Calderón’s “Danger for Mexico” is available at 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zXCU0HDJ7Wk. 
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Houston et al. 2005; Krupnikov 2012).  This gap is worrisome considering that the tonal 

shift in campaign advertising might be having a significant, even decisive, effect on vote 

intentions, swaying voters in cases in which their policy issue positions are actually in 

line with the attacked candidates’ policy proposals.  Hence by further examining the 

effect of negative ads on voting behavior, I also intend to shed light on what might be a 

growing perversion of voting preferences. 

 One reason for the rapid diffusion of campaign advertising across democracies is 

that in close elections—as in Mexico’s 2006—the capacity to sway a few hundred 

thousand voters can be decisive.  Findings from the 1993 Canadian federal election 

(Haddock and Zanna 1997), the 2001 U.K. general election (Sanders and Norris 2005), 

the 2007 Scottish parliament election (Pattie et al. 2011), the 2008 Spanish general 

election (Peña-Jiménez 2011), and even the 1988 Chile plebiscite (Boas 2009) 

consistently show that both negative and positive advertising can sway voters and tip de 

balance in close contests.  Yet we still know little about the causes of these effects.  In 

this thesis I intend to shed light on this question. 

I argue here that the effects of campaign advertising on the attribution of character 

traits and the evaluation of policy proposals are a matter of direct priming, conditioned by 

ad tone (a property of campaign advertising) and political knowledge (a property of 

individual voters).  Due to the meager political knowledge of most voters across the 

democratic world (Bartels 1996; Converse 1975; Gordon and Segura 1997; Gröndlund 

and Milner 2006; Lawson et al. 2010; Luskin 2002; McCann and Lawson 2005; Slosar 

2011), information in campaign advertising is often used to attribute the candidates’ 

character traits and evaluate their policy proposals.  Hence, all else equal, I expect less 

knowledgeable voters to be more persuaded by campaign advertising.   
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The conditioning effect of political knowledge should be amplified under 

exposure to negative advertising, whose tone causes negative considerations to weigh 

more heavily in voters’ minds (Lau 1985) and to elicit more information-seeking, via fear 

and anxiety, than equivalent positive advertising (Brader 2005).  The effect of campaign 

advertising on vote intentions, on the other hand, is a matter of indirect priming, 

operating through its effect on the attribution of candidates’ character traits and the 

evaluation of their policy proposals.  Hence campaign advertising mainly affects vote 

intentions through intermediate variables. 

More knowledgeable voters are less likely to accept an ad’s message, whatever it 

may be, uncritically (though of course they are also less likely to encounter it in the first 

place: Converse 1975; Zaller 1992).  The politically knowledgeable know better which 

messages to reject and which to accept, whereas the less knowledgeable are likelier to 

accept messages both consistent and at odds with their political predispositions (Althaus 

1998; Bartels 1996; Converse 1964; Luskin and Globetti 1997; Zaller 1992).  This 

cognitive gulf is widened by the fact that knowledgeable voters rely more heavily on 

debates, books, and newspapers to form political opinions and evaluate candidates 

(Gómez and Wilson 2001; Kenski and Stroud 2005); hence they are not only better at 

decoding campaign ads in light of their political predispositions, but also less likely to be 

swayed by their content. 

Yet the effect of campaign advertising does not increase monotonically as 

political knowledge decreases.  Research suggests an inverted U-shaped relationship 

between campaign advertising and political knowledge (Converse 1975, 2000; Delli 

Carpini and Keeter 1993; Ha 2011; Valenzuela 2009; Zaller 1992).  Thus the effect of 

campaign ads should be nil among the politically ignorant and the very knowledgeable—

who respectively know too little and too much to consider information in campaign 
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advertising—and substantial among those with moderate knowledge—who know enough 

to consider the information but not enough to unpack, question, and decode its content.  

Although in this thesis’ empirical analysis this relationship is treated as linear, my theory 

explains why campaign advertising should affect voters as an inverted U-shaped function 

of political knowledge.  

Ad tone matters because negative considerations are more accessible in memory 

than analogous positive ones, giving them greater weight on opinion and attitude 

formation (Baumeister et al. 2001; Kellermann 1984; Lau 1985; Rozin and Royzman 

2001).  Our brains appear to be wired for “bad to be stronger than good” (Baumeister et 

al. 2001).  So the salience of considerations is a matter not only of accessibility but also 

of the intensity of cognitive processing (Anderson 1981; Fazio 1995; Neuberg 1989; 

Zaller 1992). 

 Yet political campaigns are incredibly complex.  Candidates rely on a wide range 

of media to communicate with voters, whom in turn rely on a wide range of tools and 

resources to evaluate candidates.  Ad tone and political knowledge are not the only 

variables affecting campaign adverting effects but can be expected to be highly 

influential.  Other variables, constituting “alternative explanations,” play supporting roles 

in comparison, particularly in developing democracies where few voters have cognitive 

buffers to resist the persuasive effect of campaign advertising.  

Party identification, in countries with relatively institutionalized party systems, 

may also moderate campaign advertising’s effects (Dalton and Weldon 2007; Rose and 

Mishler 1998; Schmitt-Beck 2003).
10

 Acquired during adolescence (Campbell et al. 

                                                        
10 While positive party identification refers to the psychological predisposition to vote for a given party, 

negative party identification refers to the psychological predisposition never to vote for a given party.  

Although positive party identification remains weak in Mexico (Greene 2011), negative party identification 

(against the PRI) was highly influential in national and local elections leading to the democratic transition 

in 2000 (Estrada 2005). 
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1960), party identification tends to withstand the vicissitudes of events and the passage of 

time (Niemi and Jennings 1991).  Thus in democracies with high levels of party 

identification like the United States, the main impact of campaign advertising, in bruising 

races fought over the airwaves, is to push partisans into their respective corners, leaving 

net campaign effects relatively small (Iyengar and Simon 2000).  In Mexico, however, 

where party identification has been relatively thin since the transition to democracy in 

2000 (Greene 2011; McCann and Lawson 2003), we should expect bigger net campaign 

advertising effects. 

Another possible moderator is economic well-being.  In developed and 

developing democracies alike, voters’ choices are often by their retrospective evaluations 

of their and their country’s economic situation (Fiorina 1981; Lewis-Beck and Stegmaier 

2008).  Voters tend to support or oppose the incumbent party or candidate as a function 

of the degree to which they see themselves and the country as prospering or struggling. 

Another possibility is “issue ownership” (Petrocik 1996).  Voters preponderantly 

trust certain parties to handle certain policy issues.  In the United States, for example, 

taxes and national security are “Republican” issues, while environmental protection and 

social welfare are “Democratic” ones.  In countries like Mexico, however, where 

campaigns and democratic elections are relatively new, such associations between issues 

and parties are less likely (Desposato 2007; Greene 2011; Moreno 2003), thus widening 

the grounds on which voters can be persuaded and allowing bigger campaign advertising 

effects. 

In addition to tone, content is the most significant characteristic of campaign 

advertising, mainly focusing on “issues” or “character” (Geer 2006; Lau et al. 2007).  Yet 

we still know little about the conditions under which issues are more influential than 

character and vice versa.  Evidence from developing democracies points at significant 
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persuasion effects from ads focusing on economic issues (Hart 2013), as well as from ads 

focusing on the candidates’ looks, character, and personality (Lawson et al. 2010; Slosar 

2011).  Evidence from the United States, on the other hand, points at more modest but 

still significant backlash (Kahn and Kenney 2004) and mobilization from “uncivil” ads 

focusing on character (Brooks and Geer 2007). 

Despite examining different dependent variables, these findings suggest that 

content can sway voters to the extent that it touches a sensitive chord (Fridkin and 

Kenney 2012).  While in some cases this chord might be a candidate’s charismatic 

personality (as Lula da Silva in Brazil’s 2002 presidential election), in others it might be 

a key issue like the economy (as in Mexico’s 2006 presidential election).  Further 

research is certainly necessary, but we should also expect bigger campaign advertising 

effects in Mexico relative to the United States, mainly because voting is more centered on 

personality and character.  In the case of uncivil attacks, however, we should expect 

similar effects. 

In countries like Mexico, where party identification is thin and political 

knowledge is meager, campaign advertising effects should also increase as a function of 

imbalances in campaign spending and media access, creating large persuasion effects in 

benefit of candidates with greater media access (Greene 2011).  Unfortunately, we still 

lack a sound test of this hypothesis in a developing democracy.  Greene’s (2011) 

encouraging findings on Mexico largely depend on questionable ad-spending data (see 

Chapter 3).  On the other hand, evidence from a developed democracy like the United 

States suggests a negligible impact of campaign spending, as candidates typically invest 

about equally in campaign advertising, exposing voters to offsetting messages (Iyengar 

and Simon 2000; Shaw 2006; Zaller 1996). 
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Broader Implications and Importance of Thesis 

This thesis speaks to at least four broader debates.  First, it deals with the 

recurrent conflict between freedom of speech and regulation of campaigns (Ansolabehere 

et al. 1994; Caywood and Preston 1989; Fleishman 1972; Geer 2006; Meyer 1996; Moran 

1991; Smith 1996).  Voters need information to participate in politics to the fullest, yet 

not all information is equally useful and not all voters use information equally well.  

Highlighting the informational value of campaign advertising without deeper 

consideration of variation in its impact seems premature at best, dogmatic at worst.  

Depending on its delivery, use, and content, information can have harmful as well as 

salutary effects.  I hope to make the debate over campaign regulations less dogmatic, by 

giving a clearer picture of advertising’s effects.   

Second, this thesis addresses the long-standing debate over the psychological 

foundations of political decision-making.  Are voters fully rational utility maximizers?  

To what extent do they deviate from the tenets of strict rationality?  What are the 

limitations of human cognition regarding the processing of political information?  In spite 

of decades of evidence on the conditioning role of political knowledge on voting 

behavior (see Luskin 2002), we have been slow at integrating these findings into research 

on campaign advertising, where stylized, memory-based models continue their 60-year 

reign (e.g., Downs 1957; Fiorina 1981; Kim et al. 2010; Lodge et al. 1995).  There have 

been few attempts to develop a theory that explores the mutually conditioning role of 

political knowledge with specific features of campaign advertising such as tone.  This 

thesis represents a solid step in this direction. 

Third, this thesis shows that, the greater the susceptibility of voters to be 

persuaded by campaign advertising, the bigger the effect of campaign strategy and 

regulation on election outcomes and democratic stability.  As urbanization continues 
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making it virtually impossible for candidates to canvass entire neighborhoods, television 

is likely to consolidate as the most cost-effective medium for communicating with the 

electorate—especially in developing democracies like Kenya, the Philippines, and 

Senegal, where radio and print media still hold significant clout.  Given this scenario, to 

the extent that campaign rules are unclear or poorly enforced, the rise of television is 

likely to stir controversy surrounding election outcomes, which might be regarded as 

resulting from an illegal, unethical, or unfair use of campaign advertising or an unequal 

access to the mass media.  The 2006 Mexico presidential election—characterized by 

questionable use of negative ads (Flores-Macías 2009)—and the 2013 Venezuela 

presidential election—characterized by grossly unequal access to the mass media—are 

two emblematic cases in an expanding universe. 

Finally, and most directly, this thesis informs the broader academic discussion on 

campaign effects.  Do campaigns matter?  Can voters hold elected officials accountable 

on objective criteria?  Do voters cast ballots in line with their political preferences?  

Landmark evidence on the consequences of political ignorance raises concerns about 

voters’ ability to pick candidates based on objective criteria and according to their 

political preferences (Althaus 1998; Bartels 1996; Converse 1964; Luskin and Globetti 

1997; Zaller 1992).  To the extent that voters are easily swayed by campaign messages, 

accountability might be undermined.  Assessing the effect of campaign advertising, 

therefore, is fundamental in advancing our understanding of voters’ responsiveness to 

campaign appeals. 

Research Design and Plan for Thesis 

Divergence in the direction and magnitude of campaign advertising effects seems 

closely related to differences in research design, measurement, and methods.  One 

common research strategy has been to correlate self-reports of media exposure—
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measured in surveys by reported media usage or reported campaign advertising 

exposure—with voters’ attitudes and opinion change (e.g., Bradburn et al. 1987; Pierce 

and Lovrich 1982).  These studies tend to find strong campaign advertising effects, but 

the results are vulnerable to two types of bias: selection (i.e., reported viewing patterns 

may be correlated with existing political views) and measurement (i.e., measurement 

error in self-reports may be correlated with political views).  This is, first, because people 

have notoriously weak memories for past events, especially when the “event” in question 

concerns an encounter with a particular campaign ad (see Ansolabehere and Iyengar 

1998), and second, because self-reported exposure to campaign ads is often endogenous 

to political attitudes, including vote intentions.  That is, those who choose to tune in to 

campaign ads might differ systematically (in ways that matter to their vote choice) from 

those who do not (see Wattenberg and Brians 1999). 

More recent studies improve on self-reports by combining ad-airing data with 

survey data on television viewing habits (Freedman and Goldstein 1999; Freedman et al. 

2004; Huber and Arceneaux 2007).  However, because advertising doses are often chosen 

by the campaigns, the level of advertising exposure received by a survey respondent may 

be correlated with other contextual differences, including the level of targeted campaign 

activity (such as mailings, visits, and phone calls) that is hard to measure accurately. 

Fortunately, laboratory experiments have allowed us to overcome many of the 

threats to internal validity plaguing observational studies on campaign advertising effects.  

For example, experiments have found that the tone of campaign advertising stirs voter 

cynicism (Ansolabehere and Iyengar 1995) and elicits emotions such as fear and anxiety 

that in turn motivate information seeking (Brader 2005).  Moreover, campaign 

advertising is found to significantly increase voters’ support for the sponsoring 

candidates (Ansolabehere and Iyengar 1995; Brader 2005; Kaid 1997; Valentino, et al. 
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2004).  These results are highly suggestive, but because laboratory experiments often go 

to great lengths to simulate a naturalistic viewing environment, it is unclear whether their 

findings parallel the direction and magnitude of voter responses and campaign effects in 

real-world settings. 

To overcome the limitations of observational and experimental studies, I rely on a 

research design that combines both methods in a single case.  Specifically, this thesis 

combines ad-airing data, data from a panel study, and data from an original laboratory 

experiment to test a theory about the mutually conditioning role of ad tone and political 

knowledge on campaign advertising effects.  With this research design I hope to construct 

a satisfying and generalizable account of campaign advertising effects in developing 

democracies like Mexico, which could serve as an insightful contrast with campaign 

advertising effects in developed democracies like the United States.  In the spirit of 

presenting a compelling explanation, I lay out my evidence gradually—from a systematic 

observation of broad trends in campaign advertising in the 2006 Mexico presidential 

election (Chapter 3) to statistical analyses of its effects under specific conditions 

(Chapters 4-6).  Since the laboratory experiment involves a fictitious Senate campaign, I 

also describe campaign advertising in national legislative elections, drawing contrasts 

with more candidate-centered elections such as presidential contests (Chapter 3). 

Chapter 2 lays out my theory and presents the main hypotheses tested in this 

thesis.  I explain how and why ad tone and political knowledge interact with exposure to 

campaign advertising to mutually condition its effect on voting behavior.  The more 

meager—though not nil—a voter’s political knowledge and the more negative—though 

not insulting—an ad’s tone, the bigger the effect on the attribution of candidates’ 

character traits and the evaluation of their policy proposals, which in turn should be 

among the best predictors of vote intentions.  I advance this theory based on seven 
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hypotheses and a set of facts about information processing and decision-making derived 

from findings in political and social psychology.  

Chapter 3 describes the broad trends of campaign advertising and vote intentions 

in Mexico, entertaining possible explanations for its effects.  First, it describes the main 

characteristics of the Mexican electorate, paying special attention to variation in political 

knowledge.  Subsequently, it describes the tone of campaign advertising and the changes 

in vote intentions in the 2006 Mexico presidential election.  By complementing this 

analysis with a brief description of campaign spending and ad airing in that election, I 

question Greene’s (2011) conclusion that changes in vote intentions were strongly 

affected by inequality in media access.  Third, I describe the tone of campaign advertising 

and the changes in vote intentions in the 2012 presidential election.  This allows me to 

hypothesize about the main aggregate-level effects of the 2007 electoral reform, which, 

after all, did not ban all negative advertising.  I conclude by discussing the main 

characteristics of national legislative campaigns in Mexico, presenting the backdrop of 

the laboratory experiment.  This also allows me to explain why the choice of a fictitious 

Senate campaign does not compromise my findings and in fact facilitates a more refined 

testing of the mutually conditioning role of political knowledge and ad tone on campaign 

advertising effects. 

The three subsequent chapters explore different effects of campaign advertising 

on voting behavior.  Chapter 4 deals with its effect on the attribution of candidates’ 

character traits, Chapter 5 with its effect on the evaluation of candidates’ policy 

proposals, and Chapter 6 with its effect on vote intentions through intermediate variables.  

In each I construct a theoretical model in equation form, outline hypotheses based on the 

Mexican case, and present the results using tables and figures. 
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Chapter 4 explains how and to what extent campaign advertising affects the 

attribution of candidates’ character traits, describing under what conditions ad tone and 

political knowledge can moderate it.  Moreover, I explain how, by affecting the 

attribution of candidates’ character traits, campaign advertising can have an indirect 

effect on vote intentions.  This effect is a function of an ad’s degree of negativity and a 

voter’s degree of political knowledge: among moderately knowledgeable voters, the more 

negative the ad, the bigger the effect on vote intentions.  To advance this argument, I rely 

on evidence from the 2006 Mexico Panel Study and the laboratory experiment mentioned 

above.  This research strategy should allow me both to confirm my experimental findings 

in a real election campaign and to garner evidence about the causal mechanisms 

described in this thesis. 

Chapter 5 explains how and to what extent campaign advertising affects the 

evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals, also conditioned by ad tone and political 

knowledge.  By shifting the evaluation of a candidate’s policy proposals, it can 

significantly increase or decrease the probability of voting for him or her.  This effect is 

also a function of an ad’s degree of negativity and a voter’s degree of political 

knowledge: among moderately knowledgeable voters, the more negative the ad, the 

bigger the shift on the evaluation of the candidate’s policy proposals.  To advance this 

argument, again I rely on a combination of evidence from the 2006 Mexico Panel Study 

and the laboratory experiment mentioned above. 

Chapter 6 explains how and to what extent campaign advertising affects the 

probability of voting for a given candidate through its effect on the attribution of his 

character traits and the evaluation of his policy proposals.  By showing the leading role of 

these variables in explaining variation in vote intentions—and that campaign ads do not 

have a direct effect on this variable—I confirm that a more nuanced model of voting 
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behavior is necessary to account for the effects of campaign ads.  To advance this 

argument, again I rely on a combination of evidence from the 2006 Mexico Panel Study 

and the laboratory experiment mentioned above. 

Chapter 7 concludes by summarizing the findings, discussing empirical 

implications, addressing possible limitations, and suggesting avenues for future research.  

I explain how this thesis advances our knowledge of campaign advertising effects in 

comparative perspective, particularly in developing democracies like Mexico, where 

campaign ads are an increasingly common feature of election campaigns.  I also explain 

why regulation or an outright ban on negative ads might not be the most effective 

solution when seeking to eradicate the undesirable effects of campaign advertising.  I 

advance this argument by explaining how the Mexico 2012 presidential election—

following the partial banning of negative ads in 2007—illustrates some of the unintended 

consequences of regulating campaign advertising based on conjecture—that is, without 

robust empirical evidence about its effects.  Based on my theory and empirical findings, I 

explain why the most effective antidote against the undesirable effects of campaign 

advertising might be increasing the voters’ degree of political knowledge. 
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It is in the nature of election campaigns that candidates communicate with 

voters—most commonly, these days, by means of television ads.  According to an 

influential media consultant in the United States, television ads are appealing for their 

economies of scale: in thirty seconds a candidate can deliver a precise message, at 

relatively low cost, to millions of potential voters.
11

 This same appeal has also made them 

the “weapon of choice” in developing democracies, where television viewing is often 

higher and urbanization makes it increasingly hard for candidates to rely exclusively on 

their “ground game.”
12

 

Not surprisingly, the most competitive candidates of both the left and the right 

seem to be those who have adapted faster to the so-called “Americanization” of election 

campaigns (Doolan 2009; Espino 2009; Lee et al. 1998; Swanson and Mancini 1996; 

Norris 2004).  One of the few things that Lula da Silva (President of Brazil, 2003-2011), 

Ivo Sanader (Prime Minister of Croatia, 2003-2009), Rafael Correa (President of Ecuador 

2007-present), Enrique Peña Nieto (President of Mexico, 2012-present), Jacob Zuma 

(President of South Africa, 2009-present), José María Aznar (Prime Minister of Spain, 

1996-2004), Chen Shui-Bian (President of Taiwan, 2000-2008), Tony Blair (Prime 

Minister of the United Kingdom, 1997-2007), Barack Obama (President of the United 

States, 2009-present), and Hugo Chávez (President of Venezuela, 1999-2013) share in 

common is their masterful use of television campaign advertising.  As it continues 

playing a central role in election campaigns, the candidates with the best media strategies 

will continue having an edge. 

                                                        
11

 Author interview with anonymous media consultant with over 25 years of experience working in 

gubernatorial and local-level election campaigns in the United States (March 2011). 
12

 A detailed comparative analysis of television viewing habits in developed and developing democracies is 

available at http://www.nordicom.gu.se/common/publ_pdf/NMT12.pdf. 
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Yet examining campaign-advertising effects requires focusing on the voters, not 

the candidates.  The persuasiveness of campaign advertising has long been hotly debated 

(Atkin and Heald 1976; Atkin et al. 1974; Glaser 1965; Hahn 1970; Kaid and Sanders 

1978; McClure and Patterson 1974).  Early research tended to downplay its effects, 

giving birth to the so-called “minimal effects” thesis that held sway until the 1980s 

(Klapper 1960). Since then, however, the overwhelming majority of studies have 

concluded that campaign advertising can have substantial effects on voting behavior, 

most notably via persuasion (Ansolabehere and Iyengar 1995; Finkel 1993; Goldstein and 

Freedman 2002; Holbrook 1996; Huber and Arceneaux 2007; Iyengar and Simon 2000; 

Norris 2006; Shaw 1999, 2006).  But that leaves the questions of how and to what extent 

campaign advertising affects voters and whether these effects are conditioned by 

variables related to properties of individual voters, properties of the campaign ads, 

institutional features, or a combination of variables from more than one set. 

This chapter introduces a general theory of how individuals react to campaign 

advertising in light of their political knowledge and their natural impulse to give greater 

weight to negative information (i.e., negativity bias).  I consider two reactions—the 

voter’s attribution of candidates’ character traits and evaluation of their policy 

proposals—and then explain how each independently affects vote intentions, operating as 

intermediate variables between campaign advertising and vote choice.  I lay out specific 

hypotheses derived from this theory. 

A Psychological Theory of Campaign Advertising Effects 

Voting in presidential systems—the aggregate-level unit of analysis of this 

thesis—is a two-step cognitive process. A voter first attributes the candidate’s character 

traits and evaluates their policy proposals based on information available in memory, and 

then uses these attributions and evaluations to estimate his or her subjective utility of 
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voting for each candidate.
13

  A largely implicit comparison of utilities then determines the 

vote.  Vote choice is admittedly also affected by emotions, which may trigger 

information processing and elicit behaviors like information seeking (Brader 2005), but 

mostly results from the implicit comparison of utilities (Enelow and Hinich 1984; Merrill 

III and Grofman 1999; Riker and Ordeshook 1968), in turn resting on attributions of the 

candidates’ character traits and evaluations of their policy proposals (Bartels 1986; 

Downs 1957; Slosar 2011). 

While one could focus on any number of explanatory variables at various causal 

distances, I focus here on “considerations” (Zaller 1992): the beliefs, attitudes, 

perceptions, and values most proximately affecting voters’ utilities.  This is not to say 

that other variables do not matter.  Indeed, variables such as party identification, 

economic well-being, and issue ownership, among others, play an important role in 

shaping utilities.  Yet since these arguably more causally distant variables influence 

voters through their effects on considerations (Lodge et al. 1995; Markus and Converse 

1979; Zaller 1992), I opt for the latter as the building block of my theory. 

Voters take a variety of considerations into account when evaluating voting 

decisions (Markus and Converse 1979; Zaller 1992). In particular, I focus on character 

and policy considerations because together they explain most of the variation in vote 

intentions (Luskin and Globetti 2002; Rahn et al. 1994).   

Not all voters calculate candidate utilities in the same way, however.  Variation 

across individuals, campaigns, and electoral contexts make certain considerations weigh 

heavier than others in the minds of voters.
14

 I focus on political knowledge (a property of 

                                                        
13

 Because a vote intention approximates the utility that a voter expects to derive from a given candidate 

(Downs 1957; Enelow and Hinich 1990; Fiorina 1976), I use “vote intentions” and “candidate utilities” 

interchangeably in this thesis. 
14

 In this thesis “weight” refers to an effect’s magnitude (i.e., its absolute value). 
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the voter) and advertising tone (a property of the ad and, averaging across ads, of the 

campaign).  Both figure to be highly influential in new democracies like Mexico, where 

party identification and issue ownership respectively tend to be novel and ambiguous 

(Desposato 2007; Slosar 2011). 

Hence voters’ cognitive processing and utility calculation should vary 

significantly as a function of ad tone and political knowledge.  Specifically, I predict that 

campaign-advertising effects are an increasing function of ad negativity and a decreasing 

function of political knowledge.  I dedicate most of this chapter to develop this 

hypothesis and its empirical implications.  And because voters in developing democracies 

face a more cognitively demanding electoral context, I also explain how campaign-

advertising effects should vary across electoral contexts. 

Although the idea that political knowledge conditions campaign effects is not new 

(Campbell et al. 1960; Delli Carpini and Keeter 1993; Sniderman et al. 1991; Zaller 

1992), we still understand little about the nature of this relation.  Political knowledge 

increases a voter’s ability to process political information, facilitating opinion formation 

and utility calculation (Bartels 1996; Luskin 2002).  But as I elaborate below, political 

knowledge is unlikely to condition all campaign effects to a meaningful degree.  It 

should, however, condition the effect of aspects of the campaigns that are more relevant 

for moderately knowledgeable voters, who comprise the vast majority of the electorate in 

developed and developing democracies alike (Gordon and Segura 1997; Gröndlund and 

Milner 2006). 

Specifically, whereas moderately knowledgeable voters are likelier to evaluate 

candidates and calculate utilities using information from television campaign 

advertising—they have little exposure to political information other than that encountered 

unintentionally—, highly knowledgeable voters are likelier to evaluate candidates and 
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calculate utilities using information from debates, in-depth interviews, journalistic 

articles, and political platforms—they purposefully seek out a wide range of political 

information.  It is not that highly knowledgeable voters do not encounter campaign 

advertising (they do, especially as Election Day draws near: West 2010), but that if they 

encounter it they are less likely to use it to evaluate candidates and calculate utilities. 

Something similar should be true about the possibility that tone conditions 

campaign advertising effects.  Although negativity has been signaled as the main cause 

for why some campaign ads have a bigger effect than others (Jasperson and Fan 2002; 

Lau 1982; Meffert et al. 2006), we still understand little about how this effect might vary 

across voters.  Negative information dominates over positive information in most cases 

and contexts, including candidate evaluations and utility calculations (Rozin and 

Royzman 2001).  But as I elaborate below, ad negativity is unlikely to affect all voters 

similarly and to the same extent.  It should, however, condition its effect among voters 

paying close attention to campaign advertising, particularly in elections where most ads 

have a negative tone.
15

 

Specifically, whereas moderately knowledgeable voters should be more 

susceptible to ad negativity—they pay closer attention to campaign advertising and are 

likelier to use its information to evaluate candidates and calculate utilities—, highly 

knowledgeable voters should be less susceptible to ad negativity—they pay little 

attention to campaign advertising and are unlikely to use its information to evaluate 

candidates and calculate utilities.  It is not that political knowledge conditions a voter’s 

                                                        
15

 This prediction’s embedded assumption is that campaign advertising is rarely monotone in the course of 

an election campaign.  The average tone of campaign ads in any given election tends to vary significantly.  

Whether a campaign is deemed negative ultimately depends on the candidates’ decision to “go negative,” 

which in turn is conditioned by a variety of contextual and institutional factors such as the number, relative 

position, and closeness of the running candidates (Skaperdas and Grofman 1995); the timing of ad-airing, 

the status of the contested seat or office, and the number and quality of the challengers (Peterson and Djupe 

2005); and the country’s electoral rules, system consolidation, and competitiveness (Desposato 2008). 
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susceptibility to ad negativity (the negativity bias, like a virus, affects everyone similarly 

independent of context and individual-level factors: Baumeister et al. 2001), but that less 

knowledgeable voters rely more heavily on campaign advertising to reach voting 

decisions.  Put simply, paying attention to campaign advertising and relying on its 

information to make voting decisions are the necessary conditions for the conditioning 

effect of ad tone. 

The Conditioning Role of Political Knowledge 

 Most voters in most countries are bombarded with campaign advertising during 

election campaigns.
16

 Because of many limitations inherent to human cognition 

(Kahneman 2011; Kahneman and Tversky 1973, 1974, 1979; Simon 1959, 1972, 1979), 

nobody can notice, interpret, and store all this information.  This is why voters use 

schemata—preexisting cognitive structures consisting of phenomenal objects and 

cognitive connections (Kuklinski et al. 1991)—to process new information.  Schemata 

determine what information is processed, its organization and storage in memory, and the 

channels available to retrieve it (Conover and Feldman 1984; Fiske and Linville 1980; 

Lau and Sears 1986).  Hence schemata are more or less developed depending on their 

size, breadth, and interconnectedness (Luskin 1987). 

 A schema’s development affects both the reception of new information and the 

use of related information stored in memory.  Reception refers to the process of noticing, 

interpreting, and storing new information.  As such, reception is distinct from exposure—

different people exposed to the same campaign ad may receive different amounts and 

aspects of its information.  Use, on the other hand, refers to the process of retrieving 

stored information from memory to evaluate a candidate, form an opinion, and calculate 

                                                        
16

 Norway, France, and Japan are three noteworthy exceptions.  While Norway forbids any form of 

television campaign advertising and France has some of the world’s strictest regulations, in Japan the few 

campaign ads allowed tend to be highly apologetic for their “intrusiveness” (Plasser 2003). 
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utilities.  Schemata development, therefore, affects the amount and interconnectedness of 

information available for evaluating candidates and calculating utilities.  The sum of a 

voter’s relevant schemata constitutes his or her “political belief system” (Converse 1964).  

The development of a voter’s political belief system constitutes his or her degree of 

“political sophistication” (Luskin 1987). 

 Political cognitions (the bricks and mortar of political knowledge) are not limited 

to nuggets of political information.  As voters become more politically knowledgeable by 

processing new information, they start making connections between new and stored 

information (Luskin 1990).  This, in turn, allows them to identify their political 

predispositions and match them with the “right” candidates (Bartels 1996).  The 

combination of breadth and being able to distinguish between right and wrong political 

facts constitutes a voter’s “political knowledge.” Political sophistication, on the other 

hand, requires that a voter’s political knowledge is not only vast and factually correct but 

also highly organized. 

Unfortunately, measuring the level of organization between political cognitions is 

not simple (Delli Carpini and Keeter 1993; Luskin 1987; Luskin and Bullock 2011; 

Mondak 1999, 2001).  It requires a combination of tasks and open-ended questions that in 

the end perform no better than a small set of open-ended and multiple-choice questions 

(Delli Carpini and Keeter 1993; Luskin 1987; Mondak 1999).  Hence I focus on political 

knowledge rather than political sophistication to examine the reception, processing, and 

use of political information in campaign advertising. 

 Since most voters pay little or no attention to politics, their political knowledge 

tends to be meager.  As a result, a vast majority of voters frequently encounters campaign 

ads without having thought much about politics and without having an opinion about 

political information.  These voters are highly susceptible to persuasion because they 
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have underdeveloped schemata to process the ads and/or little information to retrieve 

from memory.  Highly knowledgeable voters, on the other hand, are generally equipped 

with robust belief systems, which make them not only better at decoding information in 

campaign advertising, but also less likely to take it into account when evaluating 

candidates and making voting decisions.  This is not an arrogant or elitist behavior on the 

part of highly knowledgeable voters, but a rational and reasonable decision given that 

they know where to find the most reliable and relevant information. 

For at least two reasons the increased ability to process and receive new political 

information makes highly knowledgeable voters better able to evaluate candidates.  The 

first relates to quantity: the highly knowledgeable have more cognitions and information 

to evaluate candidates (Luskin 1990).  Moreover, these voters are likelier to have 

informed opinions on a vast array of political issues, which makes them better at 

connecting new information with their political predispositions (Bartels 1996).   

The second reason relates to quality: the highly knowledgeable have higher-

quality information (Delli Carpini and Keeter 1993).  This makes a substantive difference 

when it comes to forming opinions and evaluating candidates.  Highly knowledgeable 

voters will have a better grasp of facts like the candidates’ policy issue positions, past 

record, and recent performance (Luskin 2002).  This facilitates the decoding of campaign 

advertising, which despite containing a fair amount of true and verifiable information 

(Geer 2006), is mostly characterized by generalizations, diluted policy proposals, partial 

truths, fudged statistics, and conclusions that do not follow from the premises (West 

2010). 

 Inequalities in the quantity and quality of political cognitions between moderately 

and highly knowledgeable voters should affect the calculation of candidate utilities.  

While moderately knowledgeable voters should calculate utilities relying heavily on 
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information from campaign advertising, highly knowledgeable voters should calculate 

them relying on information from other sources.  Hence considerations derived from 

campaign advertising should be more salient in the memory of moderately 

knowledgeable voters, affecting their evaluations and vote intentions to a bigger extent 

than those of the highly knowledgeable. 

 Voting on the basis of considerations other than those made salient by campaign 

advertising requires exposure to other information or the influence of other variables.  

Research shows that moderately knowledgeable voters rarely seek out political 

information (Valentino et al. 2004).  Considering that the salience of party identification 

(Barnes et al. 1988; Dalton and Weldon 2007; Katz 1979; Rose and Mishler 1998) and 

issue ownership (Bélanger and Meguid 2006; Petrocik 1996; van der Brug 2004) varies 

widely across countries and voters, it is likely that campaign advertising is one of the few 

factors informing the evaluations and utility calculations of moderately knowledgeable 

voters, especially in contexts like Mexico and the United States, where campaign 

advertising is the main medium by which candidates communicate with the electorate.  

Thus, relative to highly knowledgeable voters, the moderately knowledgeable should be 

likelier to evaluate candidates and make voting decisions based on considerations made 

salient by campaign advertising. 

 Unlike acquiring information from in-depth interviews, debates, and journalistic 

articles, learning from campaign advertising requires little, if any, cognitive effort.  As a 

result, political knowledge should condition the type of considerations most accessible to 

voters looking to evaluate candidates and make voting decisions.  In this light, we should 

not be surprised that considerations from campaign advertising are often significant 

determinants of candidate evaluations.  Compared to policy proposals and issue positions 

(usually obtained from sources other than campaign advertising), evaluating candidates 
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on the basis of information in campaign advertising is, after all, easy.  Hence the absolute 

weight of these considerations matters a lot, leaving more complex policy considerations 

to highly knowledgeable voters.  Considerations from campaign advertising are 

preponderant, and often by extreme degree, simply by virtue of the ease with which 

voters obtain them and the meagerness of their political knowledge. 

 The relative weight of considerations derived from campaign advertising depends 

on the extent to which voters have well-developed schemata relating to political matters 

such as public policy, candidate records, government action, and so forth.  Hence the 

more developed the schemata, the less the reliance on information from campaign 

advertising to form opinions and evaluate candidates.  Or, put differently, relative to 

highly knowledgeable voters, the effect of campaign advertising on the attribution of 

candidates’ character traits and the evaluation of their policy proposals should be bigger 

among the moderately knowledgeable. 

Based on this discussion, I derive a first general hypothesis about the cognitive 

processing and effect of campaign advertising: 

H1. Voters with moderate levels of political knowledge are likelier to 

consider information in campaign advertising and hence likelier to be 

swayed by its content when making attributions about a candidate’s 

character and evaluating his policy proposals. 

The Conditioning Role of Ad Tone 

 Research in social psychology has consistently found that negativity tends to have 

a stronger impact than positivity on information processing, affecting one’s initial 

attention to, and subsequent recall of, information (Baumeister et al. 2001; Ito et al. 1998; 

Pratto and John 1991; Suslow et al. 2001).  This evolutionarily adaptive feature of human 

cognition, better known as “negativity bias,” affects many aspects of human behavior and 
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refers to the greater weight given to negative information relative to equivalent positive 

information.  It is responsible for bad events wearing off more slowly than good events 

(Brickman and Campbell 1971; Brickman et al. 1978); for people overestimating the 

extent to which negative events in their lives will affect them (Gilbert et al. 1998); for bad 

moods eliciting more thorough cognitive processing than good moods (Bless et al. 1992; 

Clore and Ortony 1988; Forgas 1992; Schwarz 1990; Taylor 1991); for punishment 

leading to faster learning than rewards (Constantini and Hoving 1973; Meyer and 

Offenbach 1962; Tindall and Ratliff 1974); for larger brain-wave amplitude when 

exposed to negative stimuli (Ito et al. 1998; Lau et al. 2000; Posner 1994); and for 

upsetting social support weighing heavier than helpful social support (Fiore and Coppel 

1983; Manne et al. 1997; Pagel et al. 1987). 

Research in behavioral economics also points at a negativity bias in information 

processing.  Insofar as people are cognitive misers, they are not capable of processing all 

information to an equally full extent (Kahneman 2011; Kahneman and Tversky 1973, 

1974, 1979; Simon 1959, 1979).  People must prioritize their cognitive energy and focus 

on what seems important (Lodge et al. 1995).  If negativity seems more important than 

equivalent positivity, negative information should receive more attention—and remain 

more salient in memory—than equivalent positive information.  Hence, relative to 

positive ads, negative ads should: (1) be more readily accessible, (2) receive more 

attention, (3) elicit more intense cognitive processing, and (4) have greater influence on 

impression and attitude formation.  So the salience of political information is a matter not 

only of accessibility (as in Zaller’s RAS model), but also of the intensity of cognitive 

processing. 

 In the case of negative advertising, highly knowledgeable voters should be less 

susceptible to persuasion by the mere fact that they pay little or no attention to campaign 
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advertising in general (Delli Carpini and Keeter 1996; Stevens 2005).  Hence negative 

ads should have a bigger effect than equivalent positive ads among the moderately 

knowledgeable.  Highly knowledgeable voters, on the other hand, should not be affected 

by ad negativity, taking other considerations into account when evaluating candidates and 

calculating utilities.  It is not that the highly knowledgeable are immune to the negativity 

bias—in principle, if they paid close attention to campaign ads, they would also be more 

affected by negative ads relative to equivalent positive ads—, but that they are unlikely to 

consider any information in campaign advertising. 

 Yet, paradoxically, it is unclear whether increased susceptibility to ad negativity 

makes moderately knowledgeable voters better able to evaluate candidates.  Research on 

the conditioning role of emotions on the effect of campaign advertising suggests that fear 

and anxiety—the two emotions elicited by ad negativity (Brader 2005)—motivate 

information seeking, which in turn might help voters in making more informed voting 

decisions.  Following Cacioppo and Gardner (1999) and Marcus et al. (2000), Brader 

(2005) separates the conditioning role of emotions into two subsystems—disposition and 

surveillance—that condition our reactions to novel situations and modify our habitual 

behaviors.  The disposition system monitors habit and allows performing tasks without 

consciously considering them.  When expectations are not challenged by new 

information, as in the case of positive ads, voters can safely rely on habitual responses.  

The central emotion of the dispositional system is enthusiasm.  When habitual responses 

suffice, enthusiasm is elicited. 

 The surveillance system, on the other hand, is activated when something 

unexpected is encountered.  This, in turn, produces anxiety, which drives conscious 

attention to a problem and promotes learning.  Thus, when new information is 

inconsistent with our habitual responses, or when a response produces outcomes 
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inconsistent with our expectations, anxiety and conscious awareness tend to increase.  

This is why it takes longer to process negative information—it is generally inconsistent 

with our habitual responses (Marcus et al. 2000)—and why we tend to be more conscious 

of our negative emotions—positive emotions trigger habitual responses that do not 

require intense cognitive processing (Cacioppo and Gardner 1999). 

The surveillance system is better understood from an evolutionary perspective.  

Anxiety—the key affective component of the surveillance system—is a correlate of 

active learning because heightened anxiety implies a more careful consideration of what 

to do next (Marcus et al. 2000).  Of course, the context of an election campaign is 

substantially different from one of survival, the primary motivation of evolution.  Threats 

in the political environment are quite different from those putting one’s life on the line.  

Even so, emotional responses to campaign ads produce results that look quite similar to 

those produced by presumably more dangerous stimuli (Brader 2005).  This explains why 

negative ads motivate information seeking and facilitate active learning.  Hence ad 

negativity might paradoxically contribute to narrowing the knowledge gap between the 

moderately and the highly knowledgeable voters, helping the former to arrive at more 

informed voting decisions in line with their political predispositions (as in Bartels 

1996).
17

 

Based on these predictions, I derive a second general hypothesis about the 

cognitive processing and effect of campaign advertising: 

H2. Negative information in campaign advertising will weigh more 

heavily in impression and attitude formation than equivalent positive 

information, stirring emotions such as fear and anxiety. 
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 This prediction is partly questioned by Stevens (2005), who finds that voters with low political 

knowledge gain little or no information from negative advertising, while highly knowledgeable voters learn 

a great deal as long as they pay attention. 
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Dependent Variables: Three Aspects of Voting Behavior 

 My three dependent variables are the attribution of candidates’ character traits, the 

evaluation of their policy proposals, and vote intentions.  In this section I describe each 

variable's conceptualization, discussing possible effects of campaign advertising and how 

political knowledge and ad tone should condition or not each effect. 

Attribution of Candidates’ Character Traits 

 The attribution of candidates’ character traits generally falls into two separable 

dimensions: trustworthiness and competence (Funk 1997).  American, Mexican, and 

Spanish campaign consultants agree that most campaign ads are purposefully crafted to 

highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the candidates’ character traits, which in turn 

aims to affect their trustworthiness and competence in the eyes of voters.
18

 In fact, 

focusing on character traits is a particularly effective strategy in a developing democracy 

like Mexico, where election campaigns mainly revolve around individual candidates 

instead of parties (Slosar 2011)—partly because the costs of acquiring information about 

candidates are high and partly because electoral rules encourage personal voting (Lawson 

et al. 2010). 

 Trustworthiness, the first and main dimension of the candidates’ character traits, 

is a relational quality but in a limited sense.  Even when there is no call for trust, a 

candidate can possess attributes of trustworthiness (e.g., honesty, a good personal 

reputation, a strong public record, etc.), which signal to voters that he or she will not 

betray their trust.  These attributes fall along two dimensions.  The first involves a 

commitment to act in the voters’ best interest because of values that emphasize keeping 

promises, caring about voters, or both (Levi and Stoker 2000).  The second is competence 
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 Author interviews with eight anonymous American, Mexican, and Spanish campaign consultants who 

have worked in dozens of campaigns throughout Latin America, Europe, and the United States (September 

2010-May 2011). 
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in the domain over which trust is being given, which in the case of candidates is the 

representation of the public’s interest. 

 Unfortunately for candidates, trustworthiness is a fragile asset that can crumble 

rapidly if voters encounter negative information (true or not) about their character, 

conducts, and the undesirable effects of their policy proposals.  When a voter is uncertain 

about policy outcomes or the candidates’ motives, candidates can try to convince voters 

of their trustworthiness by publically demonstrating their commitment to the public’s 

interest.  Yet electoral and institutional incentives often induce candidates to opt for 

personal attacks over publically demonstrating that they can be trusted (Desposato 2008; 

Skaperdas and Grofman 1995).  Accurate attribution of trustworthiness is thus made 

difficult, biasing voters’ attribution of candidates’ character traits.  Hence by eroding 

candidates’ trustworthiness in the eyes of voters, negative advertising might affect voters’ 

attribution of candidates’ character traits, predisposing them to think poorly of 

candidates. 

 Based on the discussion above, I expect a bigger effect of campaign advertising 

on the attribution of candidates’ character traits among moderately knowledgeable voters.  

The reason for this effect is that campaign ads in general and negative ads in particular 

are likelier to make candidate considerations salient in the minds of the moderately 

knowledgeable, who rely more heavily on campaign ads for making attributions, 

evaluating candidates, and calculating utilities.  Campaign advertising effects are also 

likely to be an inverted U-shape function of political knowledge because as voters learn 

and understand more about politics they tend to evaluate candidates and calculate utilities 

based on considerations other than the candidates’ character traits (Slosar 2011). 

Based on this discussion, I derive two additional hypotheses about the cognitive 

processing and effect of campaign advertising: 
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H3. Campaign advertising will affect the attribution of candidates’ 

character traits as an inverted U-shaped function of political knowledge. 

H4. Among moderately knowledgeable voters, campaign advertising will 

affect the attribution of candidates’ character traits as an increasing 

function of ad negativity. 

Evaluation of Candidates’ Policy Proposals 

 The evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals is my second dependent variable 

because—along with the attribution of candidates’ character traits—is among the best 

predictors of vote intentions, particularly in contexts with thin party identification like 

Mexico (Greene 2011).  Naturally, the most relevant policy considerations are those 

addressing the voters’ biggest concerns.  In the case of Mexico these are typically some 

combination of economic, education, security, and health-care proposals (Lawson 2006; 

Moreno 2003).  American, Mexican, and Spanish campaign consultants also agree that 

most campaign ads are purposefully crafted to discuss the desirable and undesirable 

consequences of the candidates’ policy proposals.
19

 This seems like a particularly 

effective strategy in developing democracies like Mexico, where political knowledge is 

meager—even compared to U.S. standards—and hence voters are more prone to making 

mistakes in the calculation of policy outcomes and the matching of candidates’ policy 

proposals with their personal preferences (Greene 2011). 

 The evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals is the combination of analytic 

assessments and “hot” affective reactions (Fazio 2007).  Since these evaluative 

summaries are potentially stemming from beliefs, affect, and/or other behavioral 

information, campaign advertising is a leading source of information for evaluating 
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candidates’ policy proposals.  Their unique combination of image, sound, and text makes 

them particularly effective at touching emotional and cognitive chords while delivering 

concise information about the candidates’ policy proposals.  Voters’ evaluations may be 

based on considerations about the attributes that characterize the candidates’ policy 

proposals, as in expectancy-value frameworks; they can stem from emotional reactions 

evoked by policy proposals, as in conditioned emotional responses; they can be based on 

voters’ past experience with the policy proposals; or they can be based on some 

combination of these potential sources of considerations.  In all cases, however, exposure 

to campaign advertising triggers intense cognitive processing, which is the basis of 

voters’ evaluations of candidates’ policy proposals. 

 Across voters, evaluations of policy proposals necessarily vary with respect to 

their associative strength.  This variability can be understood as a continuum with non-

attitudes at one end and strong attitudes at the other (as in Converse 1970).  Non-attitudes 

appear when voters lack any prior evaluative association with the candidates’ policy 

proposals.  Due to their novelty or location in a sphere of indifference for the voter, no 

related schemata are available and no information can be retrieved from memory.  Yet as 

we move along the continuum, schemata are not only available but also more closely 

related to the candidates’ policy proposals. 

Thus, for some voters, the association of the candidates’ policy proposals may be 

such that they evoke strong attitudes, which in turn are activated automatically from 

memory upon observation or mention of the candidates’ policy proposals.  To the extent 

that voters pay close attention to campaign ads, they are likely to exhibit strong attitudes 

and make associations with relevant schemata, helping them to evaluate candidates and 

calculate utilities in line with their own policy preferences. 
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 Yet, as mentioned above, highly knowledgeable voters—the most capable of 

associating information in campaign ads with relevant schemata—pay little or no 

attention to campaign advertising.  This suggests that the effect of campaign ads on the 

evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals is also an inverted U-shaped function of 

political knowledge.  Thus moderately knowledgeable voters should also be likelier to 

rely on campaign advertising for evaluating candidates’ policy proposals.  And since 

these voters have little political information to retrieve from memory—that is, since they 

do not have strong schemata to make automatic associations between campaign ads and 

their own policy preferences—they are also the most likely to be swayed by information 

in campaign advertising.  In the absence of complex schemata and strong attitudes to 

parse out the content of campaign advertising, moderately knowledgeable voters are 

likelier to rely on the ads’ content to evaluate candidates and calculate voting utilities. 

Based on this discussion, I derive two additional hypotheses about the cognitive 

processing and effect of campaign advertising: 

H5. Campaign advertising will affect the evaluation of candidates’ policy 

proposals as an inverted U-shaped function of political knowledge. 

H6. Among moderately knowledgeable voters, campaign advertising will 

affect the evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals as an increasing 

function of ad negativity. 

Vote Intentions 

I conceptualize vote intentions as a variable mainly affected by the confluence of 

party identification, the attribution of candidates’ character traits, and the evaluation of 

candidates’ policy proposals, yielding a set of overall candidate evaluations on the basis 

of which choices are made (Markus and Converse 1979).  Hence to the extent that 

campaign advertising affects the attribution of candidates’ character traits and the 
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evaluation of their policy proposals, vote intentions may vary indirectly as a result of 

exposure to campaign advertising.  Moreover, because, by definition, campaigns involve 

more than one candidate, vote intentions are comparative assessments of the competing 

candidates’ character traits and policy proposals. 

Based on this discussion, conceptualizing vote intentions as a dichotomy would 

miss this variable’s dynamic nature.  A voter might report a given intention to vote for 

one candidate, but without asking about this intention’s strength, we cannot know the 

relative closeness of the final decision.  Hence, whenever possible, I conceptualize vote 

intentions as continua, capturing the likelihood of voting for each candidate. 

Finally, I do not expect that the effect of campaign advertising on vote intentions 

will vary as a function of political knowledge.  The reason for this prediction is that vote 

intentions are largely a linear function of the attribution of candidates’ character traits and 

the evaluation of their policy proposals, which in turn condition the salience of the 

considerations used to calculate vote intentions.  For the same reason, campaign-

advertising effects on vote intentions are unlikely to vary as a function of ad tone.  

Negativity persuades voters to think poorly of the candidates’ character traits and their 

policy proposals, which then affects the direction of their vote intention, but only through 

these intermediate variables. 

Based on these predictions, I derive a final hypothesis about the cognitive 

processing and effect of campaign advertising: 

H7. Campaign advertising will affect vote intentions indirectly, through its 

effect on the attribution of the candidates’ character traits and the 

evaluation of their policy proposals. 
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Key Independent Variables: Campaign Advertising and Political Knowledge 

Campaign Advertising 

 Campaign advertising is my key independent variable.  Television, radio, e-mail, 

social media, billboards, posters, direct mail, and phone, among many traditional and new 

media, can deliver campaign ads.  In the United States and Latin America, they are most 

often delivered by television.  But in countries like South Africa, where radio remains the 

most influential medium, or like Norway, where electoral laws forbid television 

campaign advertising, they are delivered by other means (Plasser 2003).  This thesis 

focuses on television ads because their careful crafting and systematic delivery makes 

them easier to track, code, and analyze (Freedman and Goldstein 1999). 

 Generally speaking, scholars have classified campaign ads by tone and content 

(see Lau et al. 2007).  In the case of tone, the most common distinction is between 

“negative” and “positive” (Geer 2006).  Although some euphemistically speak of “attack” 

and “advocacy” ads (Jamieson 1993)—and others have focused on specific subtypes of 

negative ads such as “uncivil attacks” (Brooks and Geer 2007)—the best 

conceptualization for making cross-country comparisons is the broader, more basic 

differentiation between negative and positive ads.  In the case of content, the most 

common distinction is between “issues” and “character” (see Lau et al. 2007).  While 

issues refer to the candidates’ policy proposals, character refers to the candidates’ 

character traits (Geer 2006).  Although content is not a key independent variable in my 

explanation, in Chapter 3 I use it to describe the campaign ads aired in the 2006 and 2012 

Mexico presidential elections. 

 I advocate conceptualizing campaign tone and content as continua and measuring 

them using 0-1 scales indicating the proportion of a given attribute’s presence.  In this 

way, for example, a campaign ad can be coded as 0.66 negative and 0.33 positive (e.g., a 
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campaign ad that in the first 20 seconds attacks a candidate and in the last 10 exalts the 

sponsor), or as 0.50 devoted to a candidate’s character and 0.50 devoted to his policy 

proposals (e.g., a campaign ad that allocates about equal time to discussing both aspects 

of a single candidate).  The specific criteria to calculate proportions are open-ended.  

Whether one decides to code each ad’s second (time), line (script), and/or frame (picture) 

is a matter of theory and empirical testing.  Unfortunately, the data available for this 

thesis do not facilitate coding campaign ads as continua.  Hence I settle for the imperfect 

though useful distinction between negative and positive ads (as in Geer 2006), defining a 

negative ad as any campaign ad that primarily criticizes a candidate and a positive ad as 

any campaign ad that primarily exalts a candidate. 

A key difference between negative and positive ads is that since the former have a 

higher burden of proof than the latter, its arguments are generally more truthful, 

supported by stronger evidence, and more resistant to public scrutiny (Geer 2006).  

Considering that people respond differently when given no evidence and when given 

evidence—when no evidence is given, prior probabilities are properly utilized; when 

evidence is given (even if worthless), prior probabilities are ignored (Kahneman and 

Tversky 1974)—voters exposed to negative ads should be more prone to ignoring prior 

probabilities when making attributions about candidates’ character traits and evaluating 

their policy proposals.  This should be most evident among voters with meager political 

knowledge, who are likelier to use campaign ads for solving the complex task of picking 

one candidate among several unknown options. 

Political Knowledge 

 Political knowledge is my second key independent variable.  In its simplest form, 

it refers to the political facts that citizens hold (Delli Carpini and Keeter 1993).  Although 

great attention has been paid to “belief systems” and “cognitive complexity,” belief 
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systems are not just the organization of cognitions.  According to Luskin (1987), they 

consist of a “person’s political cognitions, together with those with which they are 

constrained” (858) and vary on at least three dimensions: size (the number of cognitions), 

range (the coverage of the political universe), and organization (constraint).  By adding a 

fourth dimension—whether the cognitions are correct political facts—I intend to 

underline that political knowledge refers not to the political facts that citizens hold, but to 

the correct political facts that they hold. 

 The core of any measure of political knowledge should be a set of questions about 

what government is and does (Delli Carpini and Keeter 1993).  In its simplest form, 

“what government is” refers to basic government structures—separation of powers, 

constitution, majority rule, rights, cabinet organization, etc.—.  Thus, at the very least, a 

politically knowledgeable voter should know the country’s main political issues, their 

history, and current relevance, what the parties stand for and against, and how 

government works on a daily basis.  In a republican form of government, selecting public 

officials is a voter’s most important political power.  Thus politically knowledgeable 

voters should also know about political leaders, their roles, ideologies, issue positions, 

proposals, and affiliations. 

 Based on this discussion, I advocate conceptualizing political knowledge as a 

continuous variable and measuring it using a 0-10 index of the degree of a given voter’s 

political knowledge.  The index can be constructed using a variety of items on 

government organization, political actors, political parties, and policy issues.  Ideally one 

would construct the index using a combination of open-ended and multiple-choice 

questions, tapping onto a voter’s memory about political facts and ability to differentiate 

between options.  The higher the score on the political knowledge index, the higher the 

degree of a given voter’s political knowledge. 
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Campaign Advertising Effects across Countries 

 I have argued that individual-level variation in campaign advertising effects is a 

function of voters’ varying ability to process political information.  Country-level 

variation should behave similarly, as political contexts can be more or less cognitively 

demanding, affecting voters’ ability to evaluate candidates and calculate utilities 

(Desposato 2007).  I focus on three contextual variables that should shape the extent to 

which voting behavior is affected by campaign advertising.  These variables relate to the 

institutionalization and structure of political competition. 

The first two variables—related to the institutionalization of political 

competition—are experience with democratic elections and party system 

institutionalization.  The range of voters’ store of political information is an increasing 

function of experience with democratic elections (Greene 2011).  Democracy’s iterative 

nature allows voters to learn about the country’s main political parties and actors, the 

organization and branches of government, and the key policy issues affecting their well-

being (Delli and Carpini 1996).  Hence the salience of policy and performance 

considerations should increase as experience with democratic elections increases, also 

increasing the voters’ political knowledge.  And given that the effect of campaign 

advertising is an inverted U-shaped function of political knowledge, it should be bigger in 

developing democracies like Mexico, where voters have limited experience with 

democratic elections, than in developed democracies like the United States, where voters 

have much greater experience. 

 The second component of the institutionalization of political competition is party 

system institutionalization.  A party system is more or less institutionalized to the extent 

that parties tend to be ideologically cohesive and inter-party competition across elections 

is stable (Mainwaring 1999; Mainwaring and Scully 1995).  As party systems become 
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more institutionalized, political parties become more “central” cognitions in voters’ 

political beliefs systems (Luskin 1987).  Information about specific policies, issues, and 

candidates gets organized in terms of its association to political parties, facilitating 

interconnections among a wider range of political cognitions in the voters’ beliefs 

systems (Lodge and Hamill 1986; Rahn 1993).  This party-centric cognitive mapping 

facilitates voters’ efforts to evaluate candidates and calculate utilities, relegating 

campaign advertising to a supporting role in voting behavior. 

 Yet when party systems are weakly institutionalized, voting on the basis of 

partisan considerations can be difficult.  When an incumbent political party does not have 

a candidate or when candidates switch parties constantly, it becomes more cognitively 

demanding to make connections between the incumbent’s record and the candidates’ 

policy proposals (Desposato 2006).  Moreover, when parties are not recognized as 

ideologically cohesive groups with consistent and identifiable policy platforms, 

approving or disapproving of the incumbent’s performance may not affect candidate 

evaluations, hindering voters’ ability to calculate utilities on the basis of policy issue 

positions and proposals. Under these circumstances, campaign advertising becomes a 

useful, perhaps essential, tool for making sense of the political landscape.  Hence the 

effect of campaign advertising should be a decreasing function of party system 

institutionalization. 

 Media access (or the capacity to air campaign ads)—a function of campaign rules 

and/or the money available for campaign spending—is a key structural variable 

conditioning campaign-advertising effects at the country level (Greene 2011).  By 

determining the candidates’ capacity to communicate with the electorate, it can 

significantly alter the degree of voters’ exposure to positive or negative information about 

the candidates, hence affecting the considerations they use to make voting decisions.  In 
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its simplest form, candidates can sway voters and win elections by airing more campaign 

ads than their rivals.  This should be particularly obvious in countries like Mexico, where 

political knowledge is meager and voters are more susceptible to information in 

campaign advertising.  Hence campaign-advertising effects should also be an increasing 

function of inequality in media access. 

 Yet it is not entirely clear how media access can be the key variable determining 

election outcomes.  Although it is true that democracy needs a level playing field (Way 

and Levitsky 2010), there is a non-trivial number of cases in which the candidate airing a 

significantly larger number of ads than his closest rival still managed to win or lose by a 

razor-thin margin.  Venezuela’s 2013, Peru’s 2011, and Ecuador’s 2006 presidential 

elections are three recent Latin American cases (Trad and Ibinarriaga 2012).  The 

Russian, Spanish, and Taiwanese 2000 general elections are three additional noteworthy 

cases (Gross et al. 2001).  Hence, although media access is likely to condition the effect 

of campaign advertising, I remain unsure about the specific circumstances under which 

this might be true. 

Effects and Main Predictions 

Based on H1-H7 above, I expect that the effect of a campaign ad on the 

attribution of candidates’ character traits and the evaluation of their policy proposals will 

be systematically conditioned by two variables: a voter’s degree of political knowledge 

and an ad’s tone.  Among moderately knowledgeable voters, the more negative the tone, 

the bigger the ad’s effect on both the attribution of candidates’ character traits and the 

evaluation of their policy proposals.  Psychologically, this should result, first, from the 

greater reliance of moderately knowledgeable voters on information in campaign 

advertising, and second, from the heavier weight of negative information relative to 

equivalent positive information.  Table 2.1 schematizes these predictions including the 
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conditioning effects of political knowledge and ad tone.  Note that all predictions are in 

the direction expected by the ad’s sponsor: more positive attributions of the advocated 

candidate’s character traits and higher evaluations of his policy proposals from exposure 

to positive ads; more negative attributions of the attacked candidate’s character traits and 

lower evaluations of his policy proposals from exposure to negative ads. 

 
Table 2.1. 

Campaign Advertising Effects on Voting Behavior 

 
 Political Knowledge 

 

High 

 

Moderate 

A
d

v
e
r
ti

si
n

g
 T

o
n

e 

P
o

si
ti

v
e 

 

None More positive attributions of 

character traits; better 
evaluations of advocated 

candidate’s policy proposals 

N
e
g
a

ti
v

e 

 

None More negative attributions of 

character traits; worse 
evaluations of attacked 

candidate’s policy proposals 

In some cases the effect of a campaign ad on the attribution of a candidate’s 

character traits and the evaluation of his policy proposals might be amplified by the 

negativity bias.  This form of cognitive bias, like any other, occurs because humans tend 

to ignore or underweight prior probabilities (Kahneman and Tversky 1974).  Since 

negative information tends to weigh heavier than equivalent positive information, 

information in negative advertising is likelier to be salient when making attributions 

about a candidate’s character traits and evaluating his policy proposals. 

Finally, campaign ads should affect vote intentions indirectly, through their effect 

on the attribution of the candidates’ character traits and the evaluation of their policy 

proposals—that is, at the stages of most intense cognitive processing (Zaller 1992).  
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Hence vote intentions are partly a function of intense cognitive processing at a prior 

stage, one of character attribution and policy proposal evaluation. 

Figure 2.1 summarizes the hypotheses above in a causal diagram.  The squares 

and circles respectively represent the dependent and independent variables.  Campaign 

advertising appears at the top of the figure because it is my key independent variable.  

Solid arrows illustrate the direct effects of campaign advertising on the attribution of 

candidates’ character traits and the evaluation of their policy proposals, as well as the 

conditioning role of ad tone and political knowledge on campaign advertising’s effect on 

these two dependent variables.  Dotted arrows illustrate the effect of campaign 

advertising on vote intention through its effects on two intermediate variables: the 

attribution of candidates’ character traits and the evaluation of their policy proposals. 
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Figure 2.1. 

The Effect of Campaign Advertising on Voting Behavior 
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To study campaign advertising it helps to focus on countries with a lot of it.  That 

eliminates countries like France, Japan, and Norway, where campaign ads are highly 

regulated or forbidden (Cwalina et al. 2000; Karlsen 2009; Tkach-Kawasaki 2003).  It 

also helps to focus on countries with a fully presidential system, like the United States, 

where voters choose the chief executive, thus raising the stakes and increasing the 

salience of the candidates’ character traits.  That eliminates prime-ministerial countries 

like Australia, Spain, and the United Kingdom (Plasser 2002).  And, finally, it helps for 

comparison to focus on countries with electoral rules, structures of government, media 

systems, and other institutions as similar as possible to those of the United States, on 

which the vast majority of relevant research has been done (Lau et al. 2007).  Since radio 

is Africa’s main medium of campaign communication, the field narrows to Latin 

America, where several countries have presidential systems and sanction campaign 

advertising (McCann and Lawson 2005). 

Within Latin America, Mexico is one of the most interesting cases.  Since 

transitioning to democracy in 2000, Mexico has held a presidential election—that of 

2006—in which campaign advertising appears to have played an influential, perhaps even 

decisive role (García Beaudoux and D’Adamo 2006; Treviño 2009).  Thus first I focus on 

this campaign.  Specifically, I describe how variation in the tone of campaign advertising 

might account for a sizable portion of variation in the polls through the campaign.  To 

bolster this argument, I explain why ad tone is a likelier cause of this variation than media 

access.  I do so by presenting ad-airing and spending data, casting doubt on Greene’s 

(2011) findings.  These descriptions and explanations are preceded by a brief discussion 

of political knowledge in Mexico, which intends to bolster the hypotheses (see Chapter 2) 

about its conditioning role on the effect of campaign advertising on voting behavior. 
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Finally, separating out the effect of ad tone requires empirical testing in an 

environment free of affective attachments to well-known candidates.  Hence in this 

chapter I also examine national legislative campaigns in Mexico, on which I base a 

laboratory experiment conducted in Mexico City in 2012.
20

 I conclude by explaining why 

this choice in fact strengthens my capacity to generalize my findings to other developing 

democracies and to developed democracies like the United States. 

Mexico’s Meager Political Knowledge  

Voters have meager political knowledge—in Mexico, as elsewhere.
21

 Most 

Mexican voters do not know how laws are made, cannot identify key actors in the 

policymaking process, and cannot locate these actors’ positions on most issues (McCann 

and Lawson 2005; Greene 2011).  In the 2000 Mexico Panel Study, 57% did not know 

the name of the three branches of government and a minuscule 2% named them correctly 

across waves (McCann and Lawson 2005).  In the 2006 Mexico Panel Study, only 27% 

named the three branches of government in all waves (author calculations with data from 

the 2006 Mexico Panel Study).  In the 2010 Americas Barometer, Mexicans averaged 

answering correctly only 2.0 of 3 very easy political knowledge questions (see Díaz-

Domínguez 2011)—more than those answered correctly by the respondents from 

Nicaragua (1.3), Venezuela (1.6), Belize (1.6), or Brazil (1.7), but distinctly fewer than 

respondents from Costa Rica (2.5), El Salvador (2.5), Honduras (2.6), or Uruguay (2.6).
22

 

Table 3.1 shows scores for 24 Latin American countries.  Scores are country means 

                                                        
20

 See Desposato (2007) and Hayes (2008) for helpful discussions on treatment contamination in studies on 

campaign advertising. 
21

 Note that in this chapter I use political knowledge and political sophistication interchangeably.  See 

Luskin (1990) for insightful observations on the relationship between these variables. 
22

 The three questions used to construct the political knowledge measure are: (1) “what’s the name of the 

current U.S. President?”; (2) “how many provinces/states/departments does your country have?”; and (3) 

“what’s the length of the presidential term in your country?” 
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calculated from survey data using a 0-3 scale, where 0 indicates no correct answers and 3 

indicate three correct answers. 

 
Table 3.1. 

Mean Scores of Political Knowledge in Latin America  

 
Uruguay 2.6 

Honduras 2.6 

Costa Rica 2.6 

El Salvador 2.5 

Guyana 2.5 

Haiti 2.4 

Bolivia 2.3 

Surinam 2.2 

Chile 2.2 

Peru 2.2 

Argentina 2.1 

Panama 2.0 

Mexico 2.0 

Jamaica 2.0 

Guatemala 2.0 

Colombia 1.9 

Ecuador 1.8 

Trinidad and Tobago 1.8 

Dominican Republic 1.8 

Paraguay 1.8 

Brazil 1.7 

Belize 1.6 

Venezuela 1.6 

Nicaragua 1.3 

 

Note: Data from the 2010 Americas Barometer. 

Mexico’s still-brief experience with competitive elections may have something to 

do with this moderate (or mid-range) political knowledge.  Before transitioning to 

democracy, Mexico was ruled uninterruptedly for 71 years by the then-dominant PRI.
23

 

Growing dissatisfaction with economic instability (Greene 2007), scattered episodes of 

political violence (Knight 1999), and high levels of political corruption (Davis et al. 

2004) led to the 1977, 1986, 1989, and 1996 constitutional reforms—the crucial steps 

toward a level playing field between opposition parties and the PRI (Magaloni 2006).  

The eventual result, in 2000, was the victory of the PAN’s Vicente Fox—which still did 

little to boost political knowledge, mainly because the main issue “at stake” was simply 

                                                        
23

 Mexico’s three main political parties are the National Action Party (PAN, in Spanish), the Democratic 

Revolution Party (PRD, in Spanish), and the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI, in Spanish). 
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the transition from PRI rule (Estrada 2005; Moreno 2006).  Although political knowledge 

should increase as Mexicans become more experienced with democracy, three general 

elections and a handful of local-level contests might be too little for a visible, not to say 

meaningful, change. 

Given Mexico’s still-moderate level of political knowledge, campaign advertising 

might be playing a larger role than in other countries, serving as an important source of 

information for moderately knowledgeable voters.  This may help account for the high 

volatility of vote intentions since the transition (Greene 2011).  Among those who voted 

for Fox in 2000, a mere 55% voted for the PAN candidate in 2006 (author calculations 

with data from the 2006 Mexico Panel Study).  This suggests a remarkable campaign 

effect: 50% of panel respondents in 2006 switched their vote at some point in the 

campaign (see Tables 3.2 and 3.3 below).  A significant fraction of the electorate might 

have been largely basing its vote on information encountered in campaign advertising. 

With this in mind, now I turn to a discussion of campaign advertising in Mexico’s 

two most recent presidential elections.  First I discuss the 2006 presidential election: the 

most interesting case of a Mexican election from the standpoint of campaign advertising.  

Then I discuss the 2012 presidential election, the backdrop for the laboratory experiment 

I conducted in Mexico City.  Finally, I discuss national legislative elections, providing a 

benchmark to assess the validity and generalizability of my experimental findings. 

The 2006 Mexico Presidential Election 

On July 2, 2006, Mexican voters elected Felipe Calderón of the conservative PAN 

over Andrés Manuel López Obrador (AMLO) of the leftist PRD by the narrowest margin 

in the country’s history: 0.56%.  The outcome was shocking, considering that Calderón 

was not favored to win the PAN primary—let alone the presidential election—and that 

AMLO had a double-digit lead halfway through the campaign.  Yet Calderón emerged 
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victorious.  Figure 3.1 shows the trends in the polls from November 2005 to Election Day 

on July 2, 2006, illustrating both Calderón’s gradual comeback and AMLO’s dramatic 

fall. 

 

 
 
Note: Lines represent monthly averages from 51 national sample surveys from November 5, 2005, to June 23, 2006.  

Average error margin +/- 2.9; average sample 1,209 respondents. 

The contest was bruising, marked by widespread negative advertising, though it 

began more conventionally.  When AMLO officially started campaigning in late January 

2006, he led the polls by at least seven points.
24

 Calderón, by contrast, had just won the 

PAN primary but was struggling to position himself as a competent job creator.  A third 

candidate—Roberto Madrazo, from the PRI—started the race within error margin of 

Calderón, though his reputation as an old-guard politician rapidly sank him.  Madrazo, 

nevertheless, was responsible for setting the negative tone of the campaign. 

                                                        
24

 Mexico’s 2006 presidential campaign was remarkably long by international standards, officially starting 

on January 19 and running until June 28, four days before Election Day. 
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Figure 3.1.  Variation in Vote Intentions in the 2006 Mexico Presidential 

Campaign  

AMLO Calderón Madrazo
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In early March, lagging AMLO by 15 points, Madrazo decided to take advantage 

of AMLO’s decision not to attend the first of two presidential debates.  He turned his 

campaign consistently negative, crusading to persuade voters that AMLO was afraid of 

discussing his policy proposals with the other candidates.
25

 According to two of 

Calderón’s closest advisors, the appeared effectiveness of Madrazo’s negative ads 

motivated Calderón to fire his chief strategist, send two close advisors to Chile for an 

“intensive course” on negative advertising, and turn his campaign consistently negative, 

crusading to persuade voters that AMLO represented a “danger for Mexico”.
26

 

Calderón’s negative ads skyrocketed after in March AMLO called in a campaign 

rally for then-President Fox to “stop squeaking.” Calderón used this statement in negative 

ads airing in April, expecting that they will exhibit AMLO’s “authoritarian” personality.
27

 

By moving the focus away from himself, he hoped to “divide and conquer” AMLO’s 

supporters, who at the time were a heterogeneous coalition of poor and elderly voters, 

informal workers, young professionals, small business owners, and Mexico City 

dwellers.
28

 

By early April, AMLO had become the main subject of a bruising campaign from 

two fronts: Madrazo, still hoping to make a surprising comeback, and Calderón, willing 

to take big risks for the sake of gaining momentum.  The polls remained mostly 

unchanged through March, but the distance between the leading candidates narrowed 

dramatically following Calderón’s second wave of attacks later that month—so much that 

by mid-April most polls placed him within error margin of AMLO, finally leaving 

                                                        
25

 An example of Madrazo’s negative ads on AMLO is available at 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bEnNXpBgD6s.  
26

 Author interviews with Calderón’s war room coordinator, Javier Lozano (October 2010), and campaign 

coordinator, Josefina Vázquez (December 2010). 
27

 Examples of Calderón’s first wave of negative ads on AMLO are available at 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AR0TMsDKIUM&list=PLC2CE5E2B47B1FBF7. 
28

 Author interview with AMLO’s campaign coordinator, Jesús Ortega (August 2010). 
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Madrazo behind in a distant third place.  Calderón had struck with a mix of character and 

issue attacks, casting AMLO as authoritarian, intolerant, and aggressive, while labeling 

his proposals as a threat to economic stability.
29

 Yet AMLO did not respond until late 

April, first describing Calderón as dishonest, condescending, and incongruent, and then 

associating his policies with special interests.
30

 Although with ebbing intensity, Madrazo 

also continued attacking AMLO, casting him as an incongruent and fearful politician.  

This exchange set up the table for the closest election in Mexico’s still-brief democratic 

history. 

Variation in Vote Intentions 

Variation in vote intentions between October and July suggests an important 

impact of the campaigns.  Tables 3.2 and 3.3 describe the proportion of votes “won” and 

“lost” by each candidate.  Table 3.2 shows vote intentions in May 2006 given vote 

intentions in October 2005; Table 3.3 shows vote intentions in July given vote intentions 

in May.  Between 33.5% and 49.9% of the electorate changed its vote intention at least 

once between October 2005 and July 2006 (Flores-Macías 2009; Greene 2011). 

Adding net changes in the two tables suggests that Calderón increased his share of 

vote intentions by 16.7% between October and July, 8% of which came from AMLO and 

7.7% from Madrazo.  The other 1% came from undecided voters.  AMLO, on the other 

hand, essentially lost as many votes as he won, “improving” by a mere 0.1%—between 

October and May he lost 1.8%, recovering by 1.9% between May and July.  In sum, 

Tables 3.2 and 3.3 indicate that Calderón particularly benefited from an inflow of voters 

                                                        
29

 Examples of Calderón’s second wave of negative ads on AMLO are available at 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HRXJ6jllPiQ&list=PLC2CE5E2B47B1FBF7. 
30

 An example of AMLO’s first wave of negative ads on Calderón is available at 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_xImvoVtJM. 
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between October and May.  As I show below, this coincides with the period of most 

intense negative advertising on AMLO. 

 
Table 3.2. 

Change in Vote Intentions in the 2006 Mexico Presidential Campaign:  

October 2005-May 2006 
 

  May 2006  

  Calderón AMLO Madrazo Others Undecided October Total 

O
ct

o
b

er
 2

0
0
5
 

Calderón 

 

20.8%  1.9% 1.1% 0.6% 1.0% 25.3% 

AMLO 5.0%  25.6% 1.8% 1.1% 0.8% 34.3% 

Madrazo 3.4% 2.2% 17.2% 1.0% 0.7% 24.5% 

Others 1.5% 0.4% 1.1% 1.1% 0.1% 4.3% 

Undecided 4.0% 2.3% 2.2% 0.7% 2.5% 11.7% 

 May Total 34.7% 32.5% 23.4% 4.4% 5.1% 100% 

 Net Change +9.4% -1.8% -1.1% +0.1% -6.6% 100% 

 
Note: Data from 2006 Mexico Panel Study (author calculations) 

 
Table 3.3. 

Change in Vote Intentions in the 2006 Mexico Presidential Campaign: May-July 2006 
 

  July 2006  

  Calderón AMLO Madrazo Others May Total 

M
a

y
 2

0
0

6
 

Calderón 

 

30.5%  2.9% 0.8% 0.4% 34.7% 

AMLO 3.0%  27.5% 1.4% 0.6% 32.5% 

Madrazo 4.3% 1.9% 17.1% 0.1% 23.4% 

Others 1.0% 1.0% 0.4% 2.1% 4.4% 

Undecided 3.2% 1.1% 0.7% 0.1% 5.1% 

 July Total 42.0% 34.4% 20.4% 3.3% 100% 

 Net Change +7.3% 1.9% -3.0% -1.8% 100% 

 
Note: Data from 2006 Mexico Panel Study (author calculations) 
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Campaign Advertising 

What explains such remarkable variation in vote intentions?  Since the first wave 

of negative ads on AMLO came in late March, it is likely that they played an important 

role persuading a significant fraction of AMLO’s supporters and even PRI sympathizers 

looking to vote strategically in the face of the demise of Madrazo’s chances.  This 

hypothesis is bolstered by the fact that AMLO took a month to respond to the attacks, 

letting Calderón and Madrazo set the advertising agenda early in the campaign.  Figure 

3.2 illustrates the tone and subject-candidate of the campaign ads aired through the 2006 

Mexico presidential election.  While all negative ads aired by Calderón and Madrazo 

were on AMLO, all negative ads aired by AMLO were on Calderón.  Naturally, the three 

candidates’ positive ads were on themselves. 
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The tone and subject-candidate of the campaign ads aired in the 2006 Mexico 

presidential election tell an interesting story.  Of the 222 campaign ads produced by the 

three main candidates, 72 (32.4%) were negative and 150 (67.6%) were positive.  

Although overall this appears like a fairly positive campaign, a closer look suggests a 

significant bias.  Of the 72 negative ads produced by the three candidates, 53 (73.6%) 

were on AMLO and 19 (26.4%) were on Calderón, with no negative ads targeting 

Madrazo.  Hence, by and large, AMLO was the main target of the negative ads aired in 

the 2006 Mexico presidential election. 

Another interesting fact has to do with the timing of the airing of the negative ads.  

Although no negative ads aired in February, the 23 airing in March and April were on 

AMLO, leaving Calderón immaculate until early May.  Though less one-sided, the wave 

of attacks on AMLO continued until Election Day: of the 49 negative ads airing between 

May and June, 30 were on AMLO and only 19 were on Calderón.  Considering that 

AMLO overall aired the most ads through the campaign (100), the disparity in negative 

ads suggests an effect of negativity beyond any “normal” campaign advertising effect.  If 

all ads had affected voters similarly, AMLO’s positive ads would have kept him afloat 

despite his rivals’ attacks, which aired significantly fewer ads through the campaign 

(Calderón aired 75 ads; Madrazo aired 47 ads). 

It is also likely that negative ads played an important role in cementing vote 

intentions in the final stretch.  Between May and July, Calderón and AMLO respectively 

retained 30.5% and 27.5% of vote intentions (see Figure 3.1).  Compared to the period 

between October and May, in which Calderón and AMLO respectively retained 20.8% 

and 25.6%, it seems like both candidates consolidated their support in the last two months 

of the campaign.  According to Figure 3.2, this trend coincides with the period in which 

Calderón and AMLO attacked each other with greatest intensity. 
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Yet looking only at the total number of campaign ads produced in the 2006 

Mexico presidential election misses the number of impacts, which ultimately determines 

the voters’ degree of exposure to each candidate’s campaign advertising.  For example, 

although AMLO produced more ads than Calderón, if Calderón’s aired more frequently, 

they are likely to have had a bigger impact on vote intentions. 

Mexico’s Federal Electoral Institute (IFE, in Spanish) monitored the ads aired 

through the campaign, painting a detailed picture of the dose of each candidate’s 

campaign advertising.  Unfortunately, they only measured the number of impacts, 

limiting our capacity to make inferences about the effect of ad tone on vote intentions. 
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Figure 3.3 illustrates the number of campaign ads aired by the three main 

candidates.
31

 Of the 38,645 ads aired in total, 16,316 (42.2%) were aired by AMLO, 

11,904 (30.8%) by Calderón, and 10,425 (27.0%) by Madrazo.  Yet timing again appears 

to tell the most interesting story.  Although the three candidates aired a similar number of 

ads between January and May, AMLO took a clear lead in June, ultimately airing 4,412 

more ads than Calderón and 5,891 more than Madrazo.  This might be indicative of a 

distinct effect of negative ads on vote intentions.  Although the three candidates aired a 

similar number of ads between April and May—that is, at the peak of the negative 

campaign against AMLO—the fact that Calderón and Madrazo were both targeting 

AMLO suggests that he was the subject of a significantly larger number of negative ads 

than his rivals.  Hence AMLO’s decline in the polls might be correlated with the airing of 

negative ads on him—that is, roughly controlling for the volume of campaign advertising, 

tone appears like the key variable moderating the effect of campaign ads on vote 

intentions. 

If true, this would also explain AMLO’s comeback in the polls in the last month 

of the campaign, in which he aired not only a significantly larger number of ads than his 

rivals, but also a significantly larger number of negative ads than Calderón and Madrazo 

(see Figure 3.2).  Considering that the number of positive ads produced in June by 

AMLO and Calderón was almost identical (26 vs. 27), it is likely that airing a 

significantly larger number of campaign ads than his rivals—combined with the fact that 

AMLO produced more negative ads than Calderón (22 vs. 14)—allowed AMLO to crawl 

back a few points in the polls.  If the effects of positive and negative ads were roughly 

equivalent, AMLO’s significantly larger volume of campaign advertising would have 

secured his victory. 

                                                        
31

 Data available at http://www.ife.org.mx/documentos/proceso_2005-2006/docs/rep_final_monitoreos.pdf. 
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Finally, Figure 3.4 illustrates the probability of a voter switching his vote 

intention from AMLO to Calderón between October 2005 and May 2006: the peak of the 

negative campaign on AMLO.  The probability was calculated with data from the 2006 

Mexico Panel Study, estimating a logistic regression model that includes an interaction 

between political knowledge and reported exposure to an emblematic negative ad on 

AMLO.  Political knowledge was measured with a set of multiple-choice and open-ended 

questions on Mexican politics.  The negative ad is a controversial 30-second spot where 

AMLO was associated with Venezuela’s president Hugo Chávez and accused of being an 

intolerant politician.  It aired heavily in April, the month prior to the panel’s second wave 

(May 3
rd

 to 16
th

).
32

 

Despite being a “telescopic” look at the effect of Calderón’s negative ads on vote 

intentions, the effect is consistent with this thesis’ central hypotheses and this chapter’s 

observations.  The probability of switching from AMLO to Calderón between October 

2005 and May 2006 not only increases as a function of reported exposure to this 

emblematic negative ad, but is systematically conditioned by the voters’ degree of 

political knowledge: as political knowledge increases, the probability of switching 

decreases. 

Moreover, looking at the distribution of political knowledge in the sample (see 

Figure 3.4’s background), it is likely that a significant proportion of the voters who 

recalled having watched this negative ad on AMLO were among the 8% who switched 

from AMLO to Calderón between October 2005 and July 2006 (see Tables 3.2 and 3.3): 

the more meager the electorate’s political knowledge, the bigger the aggregate-level 

                                                        
32 The model also includes: (1) a vector of demographic variables (gender, age, income, and education); (2) 

a vector of economic and candidate evaluations (sociotropic and pocketbook evaluations of the economy, 

and evaluations of the three candidates’ character and policy proposals); and (3) a vector of political 

variables (party identification, political interest, and frequency of political discussion). The regression 

coefficients appear in Table A.1.1 in Appendix 1. 
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effect of negative ads on vote intentions.  Considering that this is only one of several 

negative ads aired by Calderón—albeit an emblematic and memorable one—, it is likely 

that his vote intentions at least partly increased as a function of his negative ads on 

AMLO, especially those watched by moderately knowledgeable voters. 

 

 

Spending on Campaign Advertising 

 In an influential article, Greene (2011) uses ad-airing data to advance the 

argument that inequality in campaign spending (i.e., media access) accounts for much of 

the variation in vote intentions in the 2006 Mexico presidential election.  Yet Greene’s 

(2011) evidence is questionable because ad-spending data from the electoral authorities in 

charge of auditing the campaigns is inconsistent with his characterization of the 

candidates’ media access. 
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Table 3.4. 

Advertising Spending in the 2006 Mexico Presidential Election 

 
Advertising AMLO* Calderón** Madrazo*** 

Television $357,285,092.49 $175,087,740.06 $335,649,271.54 

Press       $7,902,903.67       $9,760,679.96       $25,521,733.17 
Radio       $65,883,124.79 $181,302,631.68       $79,709,827.79 

Total $431,071,120.95 $366,151,051.70       $440,880,832.5 

 
Note: Data refer to ad spending from January 19 to June 28.  Spending amounts are in Mexican pesos.  

Since in June 2006 $1 U.S. dollar exchanged for $11.31 Mexican pesos, dividing the amounts by ten gives 
a rough approximation of ad spending in U.S. dollars. 

* Data available at http://www.ife.org.mx/docs/IFE-v2/UF/UF-PP/IC-Fiscalizacion/IC-

Formatos/FormatosIC-2006-docs/CPBT-IC_PresidenteDiputadosSenadores.pdf. 
** Data available at http://www.ife.org.mx/docs/IFE-v2/UF/UF-PP/IC-Fiscalizacion/IC-

Formatos/FormatosIC-2006-docs/PAN-IC-PresidencialComitesEstatales-parte1.pdf. 

*** Data available at http://www.ife.org.mx/docs/IFE-v2/UF/UF-PP/IC-Fiscalizacion/IC-
Formatos/FormatosIC-2006-docs/CAPM-IC_PresidenteDiputadosSenadores.pdf. 

Table 3.4 presents ad spending in television, press, and radio by the three main 

candidates in the 2006 Mexico presidential election.  The first interesting finding is that 

AMLO, not Calderón, as suggested by Greene (2011), spent the most in television 

campaign advertising, close to 30 million dollars.  He was followed by Madrazo, also 

spending close to 30 million dollars, and by Calderón, spending close to 15 million 

dollars.  If inequality in ad spending were indeed responsible for variation in vote 

intentions, AMLO should have won by a landslide: AMLO outspent Calderón in 

television campaign advertising nearly two-to-one. 

AMLO’s decision to “invest” most heavily in television is confirmed by 

examining ad spending in other media.  While Madrazo was the biggest spender in press 

(close to 20 million dollars), Calderón was the biggest spender in radio (close to 18 

million dollars, slightly more than the 16 million spent in television advertising).  Indeed, 

Calderón and Madrazo respectively outspent AMLO in press and radio ads nearly three-

to-one.  Finally, the fact that Madrazo, not AMLO, was the biggest overall spender in 

campaign advertising suggests that ad spending is uncorrelated with vote intentions.  To 

the extent that Calderón’s comeback was propelled by campaign advertising, it was not 

due to ad spending or media access. 
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Another reason why Greene’s (2011) evidence is questionable is that a closer look 

at ad-airing data from the electoral authorities reveals that AMLO aired a significantly 

larger number of ads than his rivals (see Figure 3.3).  Greene’s finding that Calderón 

aired more ads than AMLO—hence purportedly spending much more in media—might 

be an artifact of assuming that the campaign ads aired by the PAN national committee 

were on Calderón.  While in fact, since in 2006 Mexicans also voted to renew the two-

chamber national legislature and thousands of local offices, the content of most ads aired 

by the PAN national committee was generic.  Hence, without a thorough content analysis, 

the assumption that all advertising aired by the PAN national committee intended to 

bolster Calderón is highly questionable. 

Table 3.5 details the volume of generic television ads aired by the PAN, PRD, and 

PRI national committees in the 2006 Mexico general election.  Generic ads do not 

promote a specific candidate, but a set of candidates running for one party.  They can 

have a negative tone (i.e., they can wage generic attacks against a rival party or a set of 

candidates), but the vast majority simply endorses the party’s candidates.  Although 

indeed the PAN aired more generic ads (14,196) than the PRD (9,496) and the PRI 

(7,705), there is no way of knowing what proportion of the PAN’s generic ads endorsed 

Calderón or attacked AMLO.  Hence the assumption that the generic ads aired by the 

PAN national committee intended to persuade voters to support Calderón is also 

questionable. 
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Table 3.5. 

Generic Ads Aired by the PAN, PRD, and PRI 

in the 2006 Mexico General Election 

 
PAN 14,196 

PRD 9,496 

PRI 7,705 

Total 31,397 

 
Note: Data refer to ads aired from January 19 to June 28, 2006. 

Data available at 

http://www.ife.org.mx/documentos/proceso_2005-
2006/docs/rep_final_monitoreos.pdf. 

Campaign advertising seems to have played an influential role in the 2006 Mexico 

presidential election, benefiting Calderón at the expense of AMLO.  Yet neither ad 

volume nor ad spending are likely conditioners of this effect.  AMLO not only aired more 

television ads than his rivals (see Figure 3.3), but also outspent them two-to-one (see 

Table 3.4).  If volume and spending had conditioned the effect of campaign advertising 

on voting behavior, AMLO should have won by a landslide, especially considering his 

double-digit lead halfway through the campaign (see Figure 3.1). 

After close examination of the polls and ads aired by the three main candidates, 

the only significant correlation seems to be between the airing of negative ads on AMLO 

in March and April and his decline in the polls between April and May.  A first 

examination of this correlation suggests that that this effect was bigger among moderately 

knowledgeable voters (see Figure 3.4), significantly increasing their likelihood of 

switching from AMLO to Calderón between October 2005 and May 2006.  Since 

moderately knowledgeable voters constitute a majority of Mexico’s electorate, it is likely 

that they were the main targets of Calderón’s negative campaign.  This might also explain 

why the largest switch in vote intentions was registered in the second wave of the 2006 

Mexico Panel Study (compare Tables 3.2 and 3.3), paving the road for Calderón’s 

remarkable comeback. 
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The 2012 Mexico Presidential Election Campaign 

The 2012 Mexico presidential election is the backdrop of the laboratory 

experiment I conducted in Mexico City in 2012.  The campaign started off like a 

landslide.  Enrique Peña of the PRI was ahead in the polls by at least 12 points by the 

time the candidates officially began campaigning on March 30
th

.  This presented a major 

challenge for his two main rivals: Josefina Vázquez, who won the PAN primary by a 

wide margin but was carrying the burden of 12 years of PAN administrations; and 

AMLO, who was running once again for the leftist PRD.  AMLO was struggling to shed 

the negative opinions accumulated since the aftermath of the 2006 presidential election, 

in which he did not concede Calderón’s victory, slandered the electoral authorities, and 

organized mass protests.  Figure 3.5 shows the trends in the polls from November 2011 to 

Election Day on July 1, 2012, illustrating Peña’s smooth ride to victory, as well as 

AMLO’s surprising finish in second place. 
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The first interesting trend in 2012 is Peña’s slight decline in the polls in late April, 

which coincided with Vázquez’s first wave of negative ads on Peña.  In mid-April, 

Vázquez aired a series of ads called “Peña doesn’t deliver,” which intended to neutralize 

Peña’s theme of “delivering on his word.”
33

 She struck with a mix of character and issue 

attacks, associating Peña with his party’s corrupt elements and presenting evidence of 

unfinished public works during his tenure as Mexico State governor.
34

 Yet, unfortunately 

for Vázquez, her negative ads seemed to benefit AMLO, who had recovered in the polls 

by early May. 

The distance between Peña and AMLO—by then in second place—narrowed 

further in late May, following a series of public demonstrations in Mexico City against 

the possible return of the PRI.  A group of college students launched a social media 

campaign to remind voters of “imminent risks” associated with the PRI candidate, 

apparently taking a toll on his popularity.  The students’ campaign seemed so effective 

that by mid-June some polls placed AMLO within single digit of Peña, who decided to 

strike back with a mix of character and issue attacks casting AMLO as antidemocratic 

and authoritarian.
35

 Overall, Peña’s response seemed quite effective; he recovered a few 

points and consolidated his lead by late June. 

In contrast with 2006, AMLO did not respond to Peña’s attacks.  Instead, he 

raised concerns about the possibility of massive fraud.  These accusations seemed to slow 

down his ascend.  In the meantime, and despite falling to third place, Vázquez continued 

attacking Peña, yet without an apparent effect.  Finally, on July 1, Mexican voters elected 

Peña by the widest margin in Mexico’s young democratic history.  The 6.62% that 

                                                        
33

 An example of Vázquez’s first wave of negative ads on Peña is available at 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nGl0zW9ceyg. 
34

 Mexico State is the most populous in the country, which is divided into 31 states and a federal district. 
35

 An example of Peña’s negative ads on AMLO is available at 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79yBuvJLUIQ. 
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separated him from AMLO was a mandate for the PRI’s return.  This was shocking 

considering public expectation that the PRI would disappear or weaken significantly after 

its 2000 and 2006 electoral debacles.  The PRI not only survived the transition: it took 

only 12 years to come back in full strength.  The incumbent PAN finished a distant third. 

Campaign Advertising 

In the absence of panel data to estimate changes in vote intentions, I jump straight 

to an examination of campaign advertising in the 2012 Mexico presidential election.  

Figures 3.6-3.8 respectively describe the ads aired by Vázquez, Peña, and AMLO, while 

Table 3.6 summarizes these figures.  The ads are coded as categorical variables along two 

dimensions: tone and content.  In the case of tone, the categories are “very negative,” 

“somewhat negative,” “neutral,” “somewhat positive,” and “very positive.”  In the case of 

content, the categories are “concrete policy proposals,” “generic policy proposals,” 

“broad promises,” “candidate record,” and “candidate personality.” In the three figures 

tone is the X-axis and content is the Y-axis.  The diameter of the circles on the plains 

represents the number of ads in a given category: the bigger the diameter, the more ads in 

a given category (e.g., very negative ads focusing on candidate personality).  I also 

include a number under each circle to indicate the exact number of ads in a given 

category.  

First, of the 50 ads aired by Vázquez, 21 (42%) were very negative or somewhat 

negative, while 29 (58%) were neutral, somewhat positive, or very positive.  Second, of 

the 81 ads aired by Peña, only 10 (12%) were very negative or somewhat negative, while 

71 (88%) were neutral, somewhat positive, or very positive.  Finally, of the 54 ads aired 

by AMLO, 14 (26%) were very negative or somewhat negative, while 40 (74%) were 

neutral, somewhat positive, or very positive.  Thus, as in 2006, the PAN candidate aired 

the most negative ads, and in contrast with 2006, the PRI candidate aired the least.  These 
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are reasonable strategies by both the PRI and the PAN considering that leading 

candidates have little incentives to spearhead a negative campaign and run-off candidates 

have strong incentives to attack leading candidates (Desposato 2008; Skaperdas and 

Grofman 1995).  Yet what seems surprising is that AMLO did not follow up on 

Vázquez’s negative ads on Peña, especially considering that following up on Madrazo’s 

negative ads on AMLO was crucial for Calderón’s remarkable comeback in 2006. 

 
Figure 3.6. 

Tone and Content of the Ads Produced by Vázquez (PAN) in the 2012 Mexico Presidential Campaign 
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Figure 3.7. 

Tone and Content of the Ads Produced by Peña (PRI) in the 2012 Mexico Presidential Campaign 
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Figure 3.8. 

Tone and Content of the Ads Produced by AMLO (PRD) in the 2012 Mexico Presidential Campaign 
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Table 3.6. 

Ads Produced by the Three Main Candidates in the 2012 Mexico Presidential Campaign, by 

Tone and Content 

 
 Tone 

 

Content Very 

Negative 

Somewhat 

Negative 

Neutral Somewhat 

Positive 

Very 

Positive 

Total 

Concrete Policy Proposals 0 

(0%) 

0 

(0%) 

3 

(8.9%) 

1 

(3.7%) 

0 

(0%) 

4 

(2.2%) 

Generic Policy Proposals 1 

(3.6%) 

5 

(29.4%) 

9 

(26.4%) 

1 

(3.7%) 

3 

(%) 

19 

(10.6%) 

Broad Promises 0 

(0%) 

9 

(52.9%) 

15 

(44.1%) 

19 

(70.4%) 

23 

(%) 

66 

(37.0%) 

Candidate Record 7 

(25%) 

2 

(11.7%) 

0 

(0%) 

3 

(11.1%) 

6 

(%) 

18 

(10.0%) 

Candidate Image 20 

(71.4%) 

1 

(6.0%) 

7 

(20.6%) 

3 

(11.1%) 

41 

(%) 

72 

(40.2%) 

Total 28 
(15.6%) 

17 
(9.4%) 

34 
(19.0%) 

27 
(15.0%) 

73 
(41.0%) 

179 
(100%) 

 

Note: Percentages in parentheses (author elaboration using content analysis by two independent codifiers; Scott’s Pi = 0.85) 

Unfortunately, there are no panel data with which to examine variation in vote 

intentions in the 2012 Mexico presidential election.  Through close observation of the 

polls, however, it appears like negative ads played an influential yet smaller role 

compared to 2006.  Despite Vázquez’s early negative ads on Peña, his lead never fell 

below seven points, and although AMLO’s rise roughly coincides with Vázquez’s first 

wave of negative ads on Peña, the latter’s negative ads on AMLO seem to have 

“neutralized” their effect.  If anything, negative ads helped Peña in keeping the lead in the 

final stretch.  Unfortunately, the data available for the ads produced in 2012 cannot be 

disaggregated by month like 2006’s. 

Campaign spending, on the other hand, was not relevant in the 2012 presidential 

election.  Since the 2007 electoral reform, presidential candidates are entitled to daily free 

time (41 minutes) in every broadcast television network to air a fixed number of 

campaign ads.  Each candidate’s portion of campaign ads is calculated by a formula 

allocating 30% of the time equally among candidates and 70% proportionally, according 

to each party’s number of deputies in the 500-seat Chamber of Deputies.  Based on this 

formula, Peña aired the most ads (29,410), respectively followed by Vázquez (18,040) 
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and AMLO (12,664).  In contrast with 2006, the volume of campaign ads did not vary 

across months.  During the 90-day official campaign period Peña’s daily dose of 

campaign ads remained roughly fixed at 326, Vázquez’s at 200, and AMLO’s at 140.
36

 

Hence, without panel data, it is impossible to draw any conclusions about their possible 

effect on vote intentions.  This is the backdrop of the experiment I conducted in Mexico 

City in 2012. 

Mexican Legislative Campaigns 

A word on campaign advertising in national legislative campaigns is essential for 

understanding my experimental design and assessing the validity and generalizability of 

my findings.  Mexico has a bicameral legislature originally modeled after the United 

States and more recently after Germany.  The upper chamber is the Senate and comprises 

128 seats: 96 senators are elected by direct popular vote and 32 by closed-list 

proportional representation.  All serve 6-year terms without reelection.  The lower house 

is the Chamber of Deputies and comprises 500 seats: 300 deputies are elected by direct 

popular vote and 200 by closed-list proportional representation.  All serve 3-year terms 

without reelection.   

Thanks to these rules, Mexico’s national legislature is among the few in the world 

that is completely renewed every election cycle.  Without reelection, legislators are 

wedded to their parties and largely unaccountable to the people (Carey 2009).  This quirk 

means that politicians depend on party bosses, not voters, for their next job, making it 

essential to toe the party line (Rosas and Langston 2011).  Hence few Mexicans know the 

names of their legislators, who rarely address the constituencies they are mandated to 

                                                        
36

 These numbers only include ads aired in broadcast television networks.  Note that a consequence 

(intended or not) of the 2007 electoral reform was a significant increase in the number of campaign ads 

aired by all candidates.  While in 2006 the three main candidates aired a total of 36,845 ads, in 2012 they 

aired at least 60,114.  
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represent (Camp 2006).  Not surprisingly, Congress attracts little interest among Mexican 

voters, particularly in election campaigns (Crow 2010). 

Another institutional variable denting interest in Congress is that legislators 

elected by proportional representation essentially represent no district, further weakening 

the link between Congress and voters.  Not surprisingly, 56% is strongly opposed to 

electing legislators by proportional representation, 58% does not know what party has the 

most representatives in Congress, and 60% does not know for how long they serve 

(ENCUP 2008).  This is further complicated by the fact that, for historical reasons, 64% 

is strongly opposed to reelecting legislators (ENCUP 2008). 

Mexico has clearly evolved into a three-party system, but a plurality of voters 

remains independent, reaching 37% in 2012 (Buendía and Laredo 2012).  This is a 

relatively high number considering that among those identifying with a political party, 

only 20% are strong identifiers (ENCUP 2008), turning 17% into highly “persuadable.” 

In fact, to the extent that voters care about legislative elections, it is largely a function of 

concurrent presidential campaigns. 

Maybe for this reason it is common to see legislators campaigning alongside 

presidential candidates, even appearing together in advertising.  Figure 3.9 shows this 

feature of Mexican politics.  In a poster designed for the 2012 national legislative 

campaign, Roy Gómez, the PRI candidate for the second district in the northwestern state 

of Nayarit, appears to the right of Enrique Peña, the PRI presidential candidate.  This is a 

common strategy that aims at overcoming the detachment between voters and candidates 

in national legislative campaigns.  The electorate’s thin party identification and meager 

political knowledge, combined with the institutions of closed-list proportional 

representation and no reelection, produce few incentives for legislative candidates to 

invest in gaining name recognition and informing voters about their policy proposals. 
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Figure 3.9. 

Example of Advertising in Mexican National Legislative Campaigns (2012) 

 

Taking into account these factors, national legislative campaigns are fertile 

ground for experimental testing, particularly on the effects of campaign advertising.  

Since most legislative races are among candidates with little name recognition, the net 

effect of campaign ads can be disaggregated with greater statistical confidence: attitudes 

and opinions are not as “contaminated” as in presidential races.  This is particularly true 

in experiments with fictitious candidates, where relevant variables can be held constant 

while allowing for variation of the treatment effect, which in this case is ad tone.  

Conducting such experiment in a presidential race, even with fictitious candidates, is 

likely to contaminate the treatment, as participants would try to guess the candidates’ 

identity and evaluate them accordingly. 

Implications of the Mexican Case 

As a developing country with a relatively new democratic regime, the case of 

Mexico sheds light on the impact of campaign advertising in several respects.  Whatever 

the impact of campaign advertising, it should be much larger in developing democracies, 

where voters lack institutions to help them interpret political messages: consolidated 

parties, issue ownership, and well-defined issue spaces (Desposato 2007).  Voters in 
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developing democracies also lack the same levels of political knowledge as those in 

developed democratic regimes (McCann and Lawson 2005).  With less knowledge and 

weaker institutions to compensate, voters may be especially inclined to consider 

information in campaign advertising. 

Furthermore, since most democracies have relatively young, poor, and weakly 

institutionalized party systems, the apparently small effect of campaign ads may be a 

function of context (Desposato 2007, 2008).  The United States has the necessary 

institutions to mitigate—though not eliminate—the potential impact of campaign ads on 

persuasion, as they are largely interpreted through partisan and ideological goggles.  As a 

result, campaign ads seem to activate existing beliefs and help voters categorize 

candidates according to issues, rather than persuade voters to change their preferences 

(see Geer 2006).  Given that developing democracies like Mexico lack these “vote-

stabilizing” features, we might see much larger campaign effects.  In the absence of 

consolidated party institutions, voters might rely on other sources for making choices, 

including campaign advertising (Greene 2011). 

In the case of persuasion, this implies that campaign advertising will have a 

bigger impact in a developing democracy like Mexico than in a developed democracy 

like the United States, ceteris paribus.  In developing democracies voters cannot fall back 

on latent partisanship and issue ownership to interpret and react to campaign messages—

party labels have little meaning, issue-ownership is in flux, and even politicians’ party 

memberships are unstable (Desposato 2006, 2007).  Hence any political message may 

provide “relevant” information.  Unlike in a long-established party system, voters are less 

likely to dismiss messages based on their source.  The result might be that any piece of 

political information, regardless of source, has a bigger impact on attitudes and vote 

intentions. 
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The Mexican case might also allow assessing the extent to which these effects 

vary with political knowledge.  Previous work has not tested this interaction, but it 

reflects an important feature of politics in the developing world, where there is a bigger 

range of political knowledge (see Chapter 2 for a detailed discussion).  Many voters have 

only a rudimentary or even no formal education, making voting decisions based on 

candidate personality (Slosar 2011) or clientelistic exchanges (Brusco et al. 2004; Stokes 

2005), not policy issues.  When it comes to vote choice, moderately knowledgeable 

voters have a poorer understanding of, and greater uncertainty about, the candidates and 

their policies.  Hence they may rely more heavily on new information than highly 

knowledgeable voters.  Voters with strong priors about particular parties or candidates 

may adjust their beliefs only slightly—if at all—in response to campaign advertising. 

Hence examining the case of Mexico may shed light on the role and influence of 

campaign advertising across the globe, particularly in developing democracies with 

moderate levels political knowledge.  To the extent that voters lack the necessary 

cognitive buffers to resist and interpret these messages, they are likelier to be influential, 

even decisive, in election outcomes.  Mexico also offers fertile ground for examining 

these hypotheses in comparative perspective with the United States, which is, by far, the 

most studied case in the literature.  And as a developing democracy similar to others in 

Latin America, Mexico is an interesting case for examining the effect of campaign ads in 

the region, where they are increasingly widespread and controversial. 
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Chapter 4 

Attribution of Candidates’ Character Traits 
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This chapter shows that the effect of campaign advertising on the attribution of 

candidates’ character traits is mutually conditioned by the voter’s degree of political 

knowledge and the ads’ tone.  First, a campaign ad’s effect on the attribution of the 

subject-candidate’s character traits should be bigger among moderately knowledgeable 

voters than on ignorant or highly knowledgeable voters.  Second, the more negative an 

ad’s tone, the more negative the character traits attributed to the subject-candidate.  

Finally, the more positive an ad’s tone, the more positive the character traits attributed to 

the subject-candidate.  Yet, because of the negativity bias discussed in Chapter 2, on 

average, negative ads should have a bigger net effect than positive ads. 

I begin by describing my hypotheses and formalizing them in a model, which I 

estimate with panel data from the 2006 Mexico presidential election.  Then I estimate an 

equivalent model with data from the laboratory experiment I conducted in Mexico City in 

2012.  This strategy allows me, first, to test my hypotheses about the size and direction of 

the effects in a real election campaign, and second, to confirm my findings in a highly 

controlled environment while identifying some psychological mechanisms involved.  I 

begin with H1 and H2 described in Chapter 2, examining whether moderately 

knowledgeable voters are indeed more susceptible to campaign advertising, and whether 

negative ads have indeed a bigger net effect than equivalent positive ads.  Then I examine 

H3 and H4, explaining how political knowledge and negativity should condition the 

effect of campaign advertising on the attribution of candidates’ character traits. 

This analysis speaks to academic research on the weight of candidate personality 

in explaining vote intentions, particularly in developing democracies like Mexico (Greene 

2011; Slosar 2011; Zechmeister 2008).  Despite speculation that election campaigns in 

developing democracies have become increasing ideological, Latin American elections 

paint a different picture.  Recent studies have found that candidate considerations—rather 
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than ideology or policy proposals—stand out as the best predictors of vote intentions (see 

Mainwaring and Torcal 2006; Mainwaring and Zoco 2007).  For example, Mexican 

voters gave greater weight to competence and character than to policy proposals when 

evaluating the presidential candidates in 2000 (Zechmeister 2008).  Likewise, candidate 

personality is one of the best predictors of Brazilians’ vote intentions (Hunter and Power 

2007; Silveira and Mello 2011). 

By introducing campaign ads as a predictor of the attribution of candidates’ 

character traits (a crucial aspect of candidate personality), this chapter makes an 

important contribution to our understanding of voting behavior, particularly in developing 

democracies like Mexico, where the attribution of candidates’ character traits has a bigger 

influence on vote intentions. 

A Model of the Attribution of Candidates’ Character Traits 

In its simplest form, my model involves five empirical variables.  Knowi is voter 

i’s degree of political knowledge; Negij is whether voter i was exposed to a negative ad on 

candidate j; Pattij is voter i’s degree of attachment to candidate j’s party; Femi is voter i’s 

gender; and Agei is voter i’s age.  When estimating the model with panel data, I also 

include Posij, whether voter i was exposed to a positive ad on candidate j; Econi, voter i’s 

evaluation of the economy; Inci, voter i’s income; Educi, voter i’s educational attainment; 

Inti, voter i’s degree of interest in politics; and Disci, voter i’s frequency of engagement in 

political discussion.  

In these terms, the hypotheses in Chapter 2 lead me to the following model of 

campaign advertising’s effect on voter i’s attribution of candidate j’s character traits 

(Charij): 
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(Eq. 4.1) 

Charij = 0j + 1jKnowi + 2jNegij + 3jPosij + 4jPattij + 5jFemi + 6jAgeij + 7jEconij + 8jIncij + 

9jEducij + 10jIntij + 11jDiscij + 12jKnowi*Negij + 13jKnow*iPosij + eij. 

The multiplicative terms allow the impact of exposure to positive and negative 

ads to vary across degrees of political knowledge, which facilitates examining the 

mutually conditioning role of political knowledge and tone in explaining the attribution 

of candidates’ character traits.  Unfortunately, the equation does not allow me to fully 

capture campaign advertising’s inverted U-shaped effect when conditioned by political 

knowledge.  Hence I make a linear prediction in this model: as political knowledge 

decreases, the effect of campaign advertising on the attribution of candidates’ character 

traits should increase.  

I expect two main effects: first, an overall conditioning effect of political 

knowledge on the effect of exposure to campaign ads; and second, a smaller conditioning 

effect of political knowledge on positive ads relative to its conditioning effect on negative 

ads.  However, since exposure to positive ads is the omitted category in the statistical 

analysis of the experimental data, some of my findings on the effects of negative ads are 

relative to those of positive ads. 

My main hypothesis, in line with H1 in Chapter 2, is that campaign advertising’s 

effect on the attribution of candidates’ character traits is conditioned by a voter’s degree 

of political knowledge.  Since moderately knowledgeable voters are likelier to use 

campaign ads to make character attributions (Bartels 1996; Delli Carpini and Keeter 

1996; Gómez and Wilson 2001; Lau and Redlawsk 2001), they are more susceptible to 

the persuasive effect of information in campaign advertising.  This should result in larger 

systematic effects in the attribution of candidates’ character traits relative to highly 
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knowledgeable voters, who, on the other hand, are unlikely to consider information in 

campaign advertising (Bartels 1996; Gómez and Wilson 2001). 

My predictions are based, first, on the fact that people routinely make mistakes in 

the calculation of scenarios and probabilities (Kahneman 2011; Kahneman and Tversky 

1974; Simon 1959, 1972); and second, on the fact that the size of any given mistake and 

its influence on the attribution of a candidate’s character traits depend on the extent to 

which a voter has the necessary cognitive constraints to mitigate it (Converse 1964, 1975, 

2000; Luskin 1987, 1990, 2002).  In brief, campaign advertising’s effect on the 

attribution of candidates’ character traits hinges on its ability to craft a plausible argument 

and, since an argument’s plausibility depends on a voter’s capacity to analyze the 

evidence that supports it (Althaus 1998; Delli Carpini and Keeter 1996; Luskin and 

Globetti 1997), that the effect is greatest among moderately knowledgeable voters. 

Yet negative ads should have a bigger effect than positive ads on the attribution of 

candidates’ character traits among moderately knowledgeable voters.  First, in line with 

H2 in Chapter 2, voters are predisposed to give greater weight to negative information.  

This “negativity bias” should render negative ads more influential than equivalent 

positive ads.  Second, the information in negative ads is generally more quantitative, 

truthful, and accurate than that in positive ads (Geer 2006).  Hence, to the extent that 

voters use campaign ads to attribute character traits to candidates, negative ads should 

have a bigger effect than positive ads. 

This should be true because people respond differently when given no evidence 

versus some evidence.  When no evidence is given, prior probabilities are properly 

utilized; when some evidence is given, prior probabilities are ignored (Kahneman and 

Tversky 1974).  Thus voters exposed to negative ads should be more prone to ignoring 

prior probabilities when attributing character traits to candidates or assessing the 
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likelihood of them belonging to a particular category: on average, negative ads contain 

more evidence than equivalent positive ads.  This effect should be bigger among 

moderately knowledgeable voters, who are likelier to use negative ads for attributing 

character traits to candidates. 

Effects 

My predictions on the key independent variables concern the direction and 

magnitude (absolute value) of the effects.  First, we should expect the i
th

 voter’s 

attributions of the j
th

 candidate’s character traits to vary as an increasing function of Negij 

such that (2+12Knowi) < 0 and as a decreasing function of Posij such that 

(3+13Knowi) > 0.  Second, due to the negativity bias, we should expect |2+12Knowi| 

to be bigger than |3+13Knowi|.  Given H1, as political knowledge decreases, the 

magnitude (or absolute value) of campaign advertising’s effect on the attribution of the 

candidates’ character traits should increase, such that |12 | and |13 | > 0.  This effect 

should be bigger when exposed to negative ads.  This implies that, with respect to the 

candidates’ character traits, political knowledge should condition the relative weight of 

considerations from negative ads to a greater extent than it conditions the relative weight 

of considerations from positive ads, making the former more salient and accessible in the 

minds of voters than the latter. 

 My predictions on the other independent variables only concern the direction of 

the effects.  First, we should expect the i
th

 voter’s attributions of the j
th

 candidate’s 

character traits to improve as his degree of attachment to the j
th

 candidate’s party (Pattij) 

increases.  Second, when the economy is perceived healthy, the effect of voter i’s 

evaluation of the economy (Econi) should be positive when the j
th

 candidate belongs to 

the incumbent party; however, when the economy is perceived sick, the effect of voter i’s 

evaluation of the economy (Econi) should be negative when the j
th

 candidate belongs to 
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the opposition.  The effects of voter i’s educational attainment (Educi) and approximate 

income (Inci), on the other hand, should vary as a function of the j
th

 candidate’s party.  

While poorer and less educated voters tend to be stronger supporters of PRI candidates, 

wealthier voters tend to be stronger supporters of PAN candidates and more educated 

voters tend to be stronger supporters of PRD candidates.  The predicted effect of voter i’s 

age (Agei) is less clear.  Although older voters used to prefer PRI candidates, AMLO’s 

welfare programs for the elderly during his tenure as Mexico City Governor (2000-2005) 

could have attracted their vote.  Finally, although the effects of voter i’s gender (Femi), 

degree of political interest (Inti), and frequency of engagement in political discussion 

(Disci) are unclear, they are interesting variables that could impact the way voters make 

attributions about the candidates’ character traits. 

Data and Measures 

Panel Data 

For the first half of the analysis, I use public opinion data from the 2006 Mexico 

Panel Study; including the first and second waves conducted in October 2005 and May 

2006 (Election Day was July 2, 2006).  The panel study is a three-wave survey with a 

national representative sample of Mexico.  Sample size in the first and second waves 

respectively is 2,400 and 1,776 respondents, distributed in 67 municipalities of 30 of 

Mexico’s 32 states. 

Despite concerns about relying on recall measures for examining campaign 

advertising (see Freedman and Goldstein 1999), those included in the panel study should 

help test my hypotheses in a real campaign, particularly considering that panel data allow 

for a closer examination of causal relationships than cross-section data (Hsiao 2003; 

Wooldridge 2002). 
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To make the experimental and panel data analyses as equivalent as possible, I 

examine the effect of one negative and one positive ad in which the same candidate is the 

main subject: the PRD’s Andrés Manuel López Obrador (AMLO).  The negative ad is a 

controversial 30-second spot where AMLO was associated with Venezuela’s president 

Hugo Chávez and accused of being an intolerant politician.  This is underscored by a 

slow-motion sequence from a campaign rally in which AMLO called for then-president 

Vicente Fox to “stop squeaking.” The reason for associating AMLO with Chávez is that 

the latter is widely regarded in Mexico as an intolerant politician.  The positive ad is a 30-

second spot where AMLO presents some economic proposals and reminds voters of his 

campaign slogan: “delivering is my strength.” Both ads aired heavily in April, the month 

prior to the panel’s second wave (May 3
rd

 to 16
th

) and the peak of the negative campaign 

on AMLO (see Figure 3.2 in Chapter 3). 

Experimental Data 

One advantage of laboratory experiments relative to other methods is that they 

allow for better control and measurement of psychological variables and causal 

mechanisms.  In this analysis, the method’s greatest strength is that it facilitates isolating 

the causal impact of specific elements of campaign ads.  The direct manipulation of the 

ads’ content, coupled with the random assignment of subjects to treatment and control 

conditions, renders strong inferences about their effects on the attribution of candidates’ 

character traits. 

My experiment was conducted in May 2012 in Mexico City, with a total of 139 

adult subjects recruited in squares, parks, and streets accessible to all regardless of age, 

gender, and socioeconomic status.
37

 Four interviewers—two men and two women—were 

                                                        
37

 Specifically, at Paseo de la Reforma between the Chapultepec Zoo and Insurgentes Avenue; at Juárez 

Avenue between Bellas Artes and Paseo de la Reforma; at the main squares of the Coyoacán, Benito 

Juárez, and Tlalpan boroughs; and at Insurgentes Avenue between Félix Cuevas and Barranca del Muerto. 
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in charge of administering the questionnaires and randomly assigning respondents to the 

experimental conditions.  To minimize interviewer bias, they worked in opposite-gender 

pairs and alternated between recruiting subjects and administering the treatments.  

Interviewers were instructed to insist only once after a first rejection (overall rejection 

rate was 34%) and to walk at least 200 meters after successfully completing an interview.  

Respondents received no compensation and were told that they would be answering 

questions about “current political events.” 

The sample bears a fair resemblance to the population and affords reasonable 

variation along relevant demographic and attitudinal dimensions.  The respondents are 

slightly younger than Mexico City’s registered voters (the sample mean is 34 instead of 

40), but few other variables are even that far off.  Women make up 52% and party 

identification is reasonably distributed according to polls conducted in Mexico City in 

2012 (sample = 20% PRD, 14% PRI, 10% PAN, and 56% independent; population = 

35% PRD, 17% PRI, 8% PAN, and 40% independent).  This is a significant advantage 

over experimental studies relying on undergraduate student samples (e.g., Gordon et al. 

2003; Kahn and Geer 1994; Kaid and Postelnicu 2005; Krupnikov 2009, 2012).  

Undergraduates, who usually have limited personal experience with campaigns, may be 

atypically susceptible to persuasion. 

Immediately after agreeing to participate, the respondents were randomly 

assigned to one of two advertising conditions: to watch either a negative ad criticizing a 

candidate or a positive ad lauding that same candidate (see below for further description).  

The randomization seems to have produced roughly equivalent treatment samples.  I find 

no significant differences in the demographic and attitudinal characteristics of those 

assigned to these two advertising conditions.  Any observed post-test differences could 

therefore comfortably be attributed to the treatment. 
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Those who agreed to participate began by filling out a self-administered 

questionnaire (thus further minimizing interviewer bias), beginning with some socio-

demographic questions.  Then they were asked to “take a few minutes to read the 

proposals made by two candidates (from the centrist PRI and the leftist PRD) competing 

for a Senate seat in a state other than Mexico City.”
38

 Finally, they completed a set of 

knowledge questions about Mexican politics. 

Interviewers then instructed respondents to don a pair of headphones and watch a 

television ad on a portable DVD player.  The treatment group watched a negative ad and 

the control group watched a positive ad.  Both ads’ subject was the PRI’s José 

Hernández: a fictitious, average-looking candidate with the most common name in 

Mexico.
39

 After watching the ad, respondents completed a more extensive set of 

questions, including a task asking them to read a “short news story on one of the two 

candidates involved in the experiment.” Respondents then were debriefed and 

dismissed.
40

 

Because an ad’s effect is likely to vary as a function of its perceived quality and 

plausibility (Pinkleton 1997), I produced the experiment’s ads from scratch.  I began by 

writing a general narrative about a candidate’s economic, education, and health-care 

proposals.  I then chose Hernández (PRI) as the ads’ subject and adapted the content to fit 

his party’s proposals.  I chose a PRI candidate because their proposals are generally more 

centrist than the PAN’s and the PRD’s.  This increased the likelihood of subjects 

                                                        
38

 For copy of experimental material with candidate proposals please refer to Table A.2.2 in Appendix 2. 
39

 The second candidate was the PRD’s David Sánchez: another fictitious, average-looking candidate with a 

common name.  The faces used for both candidates’ pictures were purposefully selected to look very 

similar.  The candidates’ proposals were a sample of actual proposals from each party’s 2012 Senate 

candidates. 
40

 Since the experiment was conducted in the midst of a general election, subjects received extensive 

debriefing to ensure that no one left with the mistaken impression that the ad they saw was authentic and 

the candidates real. 
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sympathizing with, or feeling conflicted about, the ads’ content.  I did not include a PAN 

candidate because the PRD and PRI have more supporters in Mexico City. 

With the exception of tone, the ads’ transcripts were virtually identical.  After 

presenting two facts about economic conditions in Mexico (52 million live in poverty; 

10.4 percent cannot afford basic food, health, and shelter necessities), the narrator invites 

the listener to think about how to strengthen the economy and create more jobs.  

Subsequently, he describes Hernández’s economic, education, and health-care proposals, 

presenting a positive or negative frame depending on the ad’s tone.  The proposals 

respectively are to freeze or raise food costs, to subsidize or raise tuition costs, and to 

facilitate or restrict health-care access.
41

 

Both ads conclude by telling voters that if they agree with the proposals they 

should vote for the PRI’s candidate, with the slight variation of a final description of 

Hernández as either close to (positive ad) or distant from (negative ad) the people.  The 

ads’ length (35 seconds) and visuals were mostly identical, with the exception of color-

to-black-and-white conversions in the negative ad.   The main difference was in sound.  A 

winding clock ticks in the background of both ads’ first 20 seconds.  But the last 15 

seconds in the negative ad feature the original all-strings piece from the murder scene in 

Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho, in contrast with the joyful brass of Mexican banda music in 

the positive ad.  Although the ads’ sponsors were not identified, it was implied that the 

positive ad was “sponsored” by the PRI and the negative ad by the PRD.  An anonymous 

advertising company produced the ads’ sound and visuals and an anonymous voice-over 

talent served as narrator. 

  

                                                        
41

 See table A.2.1 in Appendix 2 for full transcript of attack and advocacy ads used in the experiment. 
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Measures of Dependent Variable
42

 

My dependent variable is the attributions of a candidate’s character traits.  When 

analyzing the panel data I use a measure of change in these attributions.  This allows me 

to assess whether exposure to campaign ads actually leads to a change in the attributions 

from t1 to t2, not simply to better or worse attributions at t2.  Specifically, I use a measure 

of overall affective attitudes toward the candidates at t1 and t2, where t1 is the panel’s first 

wave (October 2005) and t2 is the panel’s second wave (May 2006).
43

 Both range from 0 

to 10, with higher values indicating more positive attitudes towards the candidate.  After 

constructing a measure for each wave, I subtract the values at t1 from those at t2.  The 

result is a variable ranging from -10 to 10, where negative and positive values 

respectively indicate a worsening and an improvement in the attributions of the 

candidate’s character traits form t1 to t2. 

When analyzing the experimental data I use two measures of the attributions of a 

candidate’s character traits.  The first is an ordinal scale ranging from 0 to 10, with higher 

values indicating better attributions.  Yet instead of using a measure of overall affective 

attitudes towards a candidate, I use a measure of perception of the candidate’s honesty.  

This is the closest measure available in the experimental data to the one I use in the 

analysis of the panel data. 

My second measure when analyzing the experimental data is bias in the 

attributions of a candidate’s character traits.  This allows me to identify the psychological 

mechanism responsible for the effect—that is, why, at a psychological level, we see a 

change in the attributions of a candidate’s character traits after exposure to campaign ads.  

                                                        
42

 Refer to Table A.1.1 in Appendix 1 for a detailed description of the variables used in this chapter’s 

analysis, including means, standard deviations, minimums, and maximums. 
43

 The item used to construct this variable reads: “I am going to ask your opinion about some people.  On a 

0 to 10 scale, where zero means you have a very negative opinion and ten means you have a very positive 

opinion, what is your opinion of…?” 
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To measure it, I use a 0-100 scale where higher values indicate a higher probability of a 

news story describing a candidate.  Objectively, the odds of the news story describing 

either candidate are 50-50, as it contains no information that could help respondents 

associate the story with either candidate.  I framed the news story in negative terms 

expecting that the association between the new story’s candidate and the ad’s candidate 

will be conditioned by the ad’s tone. 

The story makes two allegations—influence peddling and illegal spending—to 

make a stronger case about the questionable character of the news story’s candidate.  I 

picked these allegations because they are very common in Mexico and highly enervating 

for Mexican voters.  After reading it, participants were told to assign the probability of it 

referring to each candidate, considering that both probabilities must add to 100.  The 

news story reads as follows: 

Sources close to this newspaper confirmed that the state’s judicial authorities 

opened a preliminary investigation on the Senate candidate, accused of 

influence peddling and illegal spending during his most recent tenure as public 

official.  Moreover, the same sources suggest that the candidate is the main 

investor of a well-known strip club, where last year the police arrested several 

subjects in possession of marijuana and cocaine. 

I also opt for this measure of my dependent variable because it allows for a 

cleaner and more precise examination of the causal mechanism responsible for the effect 

of campaign advertising.  Based on my theory, campaign ads should affect the 

attributions of the candidates’ character traits by increasing the salience of character and 

personality considerations.  Hence the ads’ effect is essentially a bias or predisposition to 

think about character and personality considerations when making attributions about a 

candidate’s character.  By asking subjects to assign probabilities of a negatively framed 
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news story describing one of two candidates, I tap more directly onto the character 

considerations brought forth by the campaign ads. 

Respondents exposed to the positive ad on Hernández should be predisposed to 

associate the news story with Sánchez, while respondents exposed to the negative ad on 

Hernández should be predisposed to associate the news story with him.  Since the news 

story also makes an implicit condemnation of its candidate’s character and moral probity 

(by suggesting that he owns a strip club frequented by drug dealers), probabilities 

assigned by respondents should be largely informed by character considerations derived 

from the campaign ads. 

Measures of Independent Variables 

My two key independent variables are ad exposure and political knowledge.  In 

all cases ad exposure is a binary measure where 1 indicates exposure (experimental data) 

or recall (panel data) and 0 otherwise.  To measure political knowledge with the panel 

data I constructed a 12-item additive index ranging from 0 to 10, with higher values 

indicating higher political knowledge ((knowledge) = 0.79).  The items are a mix of general 

and specific open-ended questions about Mexican politics.  I constructed an equivalent 9-

item index using a similar mix of open-ended questions from the experimental data 

((knowledge) = .77). 

Despite not being the focus of my analysis, party identification is a key 

independent variable in the models.  I use binary measures when analyzing the panel data 

and 0-10 scales of party attachment when analyzing the experimental data, with 1 and 

higher values respectively indicating identification with, and a closer attachment to, a 

given political party. 

Other variables included in the panel data analysis are: income (an ordinal scale 

ranging from 1 to 10, with higher values indicating a higher income); education (an 
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ordinal scale ranging from 1 to 9, with higher values indicating a higher educational 

attainment); economic evaluations (an index of sociotropic and pocketbook evaluations 

of the economy ranging from 0 to 10, with higher values indicating more positive 

evaluations); political interest (an ordinal scale ranging from 0 to 3, with higher values 

indicating greater interest in politics); and political discussion (an ordinal scale ranging 

from 0 to 4, with higher values indicating a higher frequency of political discussion).  

Finally, in both analyses gender is a binary measure where 1 indicates female and 0 male, 

and age is the respondent’s age.  I also include a binary measure of “independence,” 

where 1 indicates that the respondent identifies as “independent” from political parties 

and 0 otherwise. 

Estimation and Results 

Panel Data Analysis 

The first step is examining my hypotheses in a real election campaign.  Table 4.1 

displays coefficients for three models estimated with data from the first two waves of the 

2006 Mexico Panel Study.  The columns present the estimates of equations where change 

in the attribution of Calderón’s, AMLO’s, and Madrazo’s honesty from October 2005 to 

May 2006 are regressed upon exposure to the negative and positive ads on AMLO.  To 

complete the models, I include measures of gender, age, income, education, economic 

evaluations, identification with the three candidates’ political parties (PAN, PRD, and 

PRI), political interest, and political discussion.  I also include interactions between ad 

exposure and political knowledge. 

Reading down the rows, we see that exposure to the negative ad on AMLO has a 

significant effect on change in the attribution of AMLO’s honesty between October 2005 

and May 2006.  In line with my expectations, the resulting association between political 

knowledge and the attribution of AMLO’s honesty, when recalling the negative ad on 
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him, is -0.80 (-1.00 + 0.20).  The slope is statistically significant (p = 0.01) and in a 

direction consistent with the hypothesis: exposure to the negative ad on AMLO worsened 

the perceptions about his honesty as a decreasing function of political knowledge.  The 

interaction between exposure to the negative ad and political knowledge in both the 

Calderón and Madrazo models is statistically insignificant. 

 
Table 4.1. 

Change in Attribution of Candidates’ Character from Wave 1 to Wave 2 

 
 Calderón (PAN) 

 

AMLO (PRD) Madrazo (PRI) 

Variable Coefficient p Coefficient p Coefficient p 

Female 

 

-0.07 (0.19) 0.72 -0.59 (0.18) 0.00 -0.50 (0.19) 0.01 

Age 

 

-0.69 (0.26) 0.01 0.41 (0.25) 0.10 -0.07 (0.26) 0.80 

Income 

 

0.02 (0.04) 0.68 -0.05 (0.05) 0.17 0.02 (0.04) 0.61 

Educational 

Attainment 

-0.02 (0.06) 0.66 -0.04 (0.05) 0.45 -0.08 (0.06) 0.18 

Economic Evaluations 

 

-0.04 (0.05) 0.46 -0.12 (0.05) 0.02 -0.05 (0.05) 0.38 

Panista 

 

0.06 (0.65) 0.93 -0.25 (0.62) 0.68 -0.68 (0.65) 0.29 

Perredista 

 

-1.53 (0.65) 0.02 0.89 (0.61) 0.14 -1.35 (0.64) 0.04 

Priista 

 

-1.04 (0.65) 0.11 0.03 (0.62) 0.96 0.09 (0.66) 0.89 

Independent 

 

-0.69 (0.65) 0.28 0.28 (0.62) 0.65 -0.44 (0.65) 0.50 

Political Interest 

 

-0.01 (0.13) 0.93 0.15 (0.12) 0.24 -0.21 (0.13) 0.11 

Political Discussion 

 

0.02 (0.10) 0.80 0.01 (0.10) 0.93 0.13 (0.10) 0.22 

Political Knowledge 

 

0.22 (0.10) 0.03 0.06 (0.09) 0.50 0.22 (0.10) 0.03 

Exposure to Positive 

Ad on AMLO 

1.17 (0.43) 0.01 0.70 (0.41) 0.09 1.19 (0.44) 0.01 

Exposure to Negative 

Ad on AMLO 

0.62 (0.40) 0.12 -1.00 (0.38) 0.01 -0.11 (0.40) 0.78 

Political Knowledge *  

Positive Ad 

-0.34 (0.09) 0.00 -0.15 (0.09) 0.10 -0.19 (0.09) 0.04 

Political Knowledge * 

Negative Ad 

-0.06 (0.08) 0.44 0.20 (0.08) 0.01 0.00 (0.08) 0.95 

Constant 

 

3.68 -1.29 0.88 

Adj. R2 

 

0.05 0.06 0.03 

 
Notes: Estimation by OLS.  Standard errors in parentheses and p’s on adjacent cells (two-tailed 

tests). N for all models = 1,000 
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Exposure to the positive ad on AMLO, on the other hand, has a significant effect 

on change in the attribution of the AMLO’s character traits between October 2005 and 

May 2006.  The resulting association between political knowledge and the attribution of 

AMLO’s honesty, when recalling the positive ad on him, is 0.55 (0.70 - 0.15).  The slope 

is statistically significant (p = 0.10) and in a direction consistent with the hypothesis: 

exposure to the positive ad on AMLO improved the perception of his honesty as a 

decreasing function of political knowledge. 

Moreover, just looking at the AMLO model, the fact that the absolute value of the 

interaction between exposure to the negative ad and political knowledge (0.80) is bigger 

than that of the interaction between exposure to the positive ad and political knowledge 

(0.65) is consistent with the second hypothesis: on average, negative ads seem to have a 

bigger net effect than positive ads. 

Two final effects worth highlighting are the interactions between exposure to the 

positive ad and political knowledge in both the Calderón and Madrazo models.  While the 

resulting association in the Calderón model is 0.83 (1.17 - 0.34), the resulting association 

in the Madrazo model is 1.00 (1.19 - 0.19).  Both slopes are statistically significant (p = 

0.00 in the Calderón model; p = 0.04 in the Madrazo model) and indicate a significant, 

conditioning effect of political knowledge on the effect of exposure to the positive ad.  

Yet the size and direction of these effects challenge my expectations.  Exposure to the 

positive ad on AMLO improves the perception of Calderón’s and Madrazo’s honesty.  

Although this might be consistent with a reinforcing effect of other candidates’ positive 

ads on pre-existing preferences, I lack sufficient evidence to interpret these results in line 

with my theory. 

Figures 4.1-4.4 illustrate the statistically significant interaction effects.  I hold the 

other independent variables at their means and vary political knowledge by one standard 
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deviation (mean= 4.31; standard deviation= 2.33).  In the AMLO model, the result from 

exposure to the negative ad on AMLO is a significant 0.74 worsening of his honesty’s 

perception among moderately knowledgeable voters (see Figure 4.1).  As expected, 

highly knowledgeable voters exhibit no significant change.  Thus, recalling the negative 

ad on AMLO translates into a 0.74 worsening in the perception of AMLO’s honesty from 

October 2005 to May 2006. 

 

 

Also in the AMLO model, the result from exposure to the positive ad on AMLO 

is a significant 0.49 improvement in the perception of his honesty among moderately 

knowledgeable voters (see Figure 4.2).  Also as expected, highly knowledgeable voters 

exhibit no significant change.  Thus, recalling the positive ad on AMLO translates into a 
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Figure 4.1. Change in Perception of AMLO's Honesty when Exposed to 

Negative Ad on AMLO,  Conditioned by Political Knowledge 

Low Political Knowledge High Political Knowledge
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0.49 improvement in the perception of his honesty from October 2005 to May 2006, 

which is smaller than the worsening in the perception of his honesty from exposure to the 

negative ad.  This is consistent with the hypothesis that campaign ads have a bigger effect 

not only among moderately knowledgeable voters, but also when the ad’s tone is 

negative. 

 

In the Calderón and Madrazo models, on the other hand, the result from exposure 

to the positive ad on AMLO respectively results in a significant 0.94 and 0.69 

improvement in the perception of their honesty among moderately knowledgeable voters 

(see Figures 4.3 and 4.4).  Both effects are bigger than in the AMLO model (0.49), 

suggesting a reinforcing effect of existing preferences from exposure to a positive ad on a 

rival candidate.  That said, highly knowledgeable voters exhibit no significant change.  

Thus, recalling the positive ad on AMLO respectively translates into 0.94 and 0.69 
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Figure 4.2. Change in Perception of AMLO's Honesty when Exposed to 

Positive Ad on AMLO, Conditioned by Political Knowledge 
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improvements in the perception of Calderón and Madrazo’s honesty from October 2005 

to May 2006. 
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The coefficients for gender are statistically significant in the AMLO (p = 0.00) 

and Madrazo (p = 0.01) models (see Table 4.1).  While being a woman leads to a 0.59 

worsening in the perception of AMLO’s honesty, it leads to a 0.50 worsening in the 

perception of Madrazo’s honesty.  Yet, since the coefficient in the Calderón model is 

statistically insignificant, it is unclear whether these decreases translate into an 

improvement in the perception of Calderón’s honesty. 

A clearer story can be told about the effects of age and economic evaluations.  

While every increase in the natural log of age leads to a 0.69 worsening in the perception 

of Calderón’s honesty (p = 0.01), every equivalent increase leads to a 0.41 improvement 

in the perception of AMLO’s honesty.  That is, between October 2005 and May 2006, 

older voters improve their perception of AMLO’s honesty while worsening their 

perception of Calderón’s.  This is consistent with the hypothesis of AMLO’s welfare 
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programs for the elderly garnering their vote.  In the case of economic evaluations, as 

expected, a one-point improvement in the scale of economic evaluations—that is, 

evaluations on the economic management of the incumbent PAN—leads to a 0.12 

worsening in the perception of AMLO’s honesty, the opposition PRD candidate (p = 

0.02). 

Finally, although identifying with the PAN or as an independent voter does not 

lead to changes in perceptions of the candidates’ honesty, identifying with the PRD leads 

to a 1.53 worsening in the perception of Calderón’s honesty (p = 0.02) and a similar 1.35 

worsening in the perception of Madrazo’s honesty (p = 0.04).  Identifying with the PRI, 

on the other hand, only leads to a 1.04 worsening in the perception of Calderón’s honesty 

(p= 0.11).  Income, education, and engagement in political discussion have no significant 

effects. 

Experimental Data Analysis 

After exposure to the campaign ads in the experiment, respondents were asked to 

make attributions about each candidate’s honesty on a 0-10 scale (with 10 indicating a 

more positive perception).  I use this scale to measure the effect of campaign ads on the 

attribution of the candidates’ honesty. 

 
Table 4.2. 

Attribution of Candidate Honesty after Exposure to Campaign Ads 

 
Candidate Positive Ad Negative Ad Positive-Negative p 

Hernández (PRI) 

 

3.55 (0.40) 2.58 (0.28) 0.98 (0.48) 0.02 

Sánchez (PRD) 

 

3.81 (0.30) 4.21 (0.27) -0.40 (0.20) 0.83 

 

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses and p’s on right-end cells (two-tailed tests). 

Table 4.2 shows the means and associated p’s for the perception of both fictitious 

candidates’ honesty (Hernández, PRI; Sánchez, PRD) after exposure to equivalent 
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negative and positive ads on Hernández.  The results agree with my expectations.  

Respondents’ mean perception of honesty was markedly against Hernández after 

exposure to the negative ad, worsening attributions by 0.98 points relative to respondents 

exposed to the positive ad (p = 0.02).  Respondents’ mean perception of Sanchez’s 

honesty, on the other hand, did not vary significantly after exposure to either ad (p = 

0.83). 

 
Table 4.3. 

Attribution of the Candidates’ Character Traits 

 
 Hernández (PRI) Sánchez (PRD) 

Variable Coefficient p Coefficient p 

Female 

 

-0.75 (0.47) 0.19 -0.14 (0.41) 0.73 

Age 

 

-0.69 (0.66) 0.28 -0.41 (0.57) 0.48 

Perredista 

 

0.03 (0.12) 0.80 0.30 (0.11) 0.01 

Priista 

 

0.37 (0.15) 0.01 0.05 (0.13) 0.72 

Independent 

 

-0.42 (0.52) 0.41 -0.53 (0.45) 0.25 

Political Knowledge 

 

-0.43 (0.15) 0.00 -0.03 (0.13) 0.81 

Exposure to Negative 

Ad 

-2.56 (1.13) 0.02 0.67 (0.99) 0.50 

Political Knowledge* 

Negative Ad 

0.34 (0.21) 0.12 -0.04 (0.19) 0.82 

Constant 

 

7.77 4.68 

Adj. R2 

 

0.12 0.06 

 

Notes: Estimation by OLS.  Positive ad is the omitted category.  Standard errors in parentheses and p’s 

on adjacent cells (two-tailed tests).  N for both models = 139 

The next step is examining whether the effect of campaign advertising on the 

attribution of the candidates’ character traits is conditioned by political knowledge—that 

is, whether the findings from the panel data can be roughly replicated with the 

experimental data.  Table 4.3 displays coefficients for two models, each with one of the 

honesty scales as its dependent variable.  They present separate equations regressing the 

attribution of Hernández and Sánchez’s character traits on exposure to the negative ad on 
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Hernández and political knowledge.  I also include the product of exposure to the 

negative ad and political knowledge to allow each to condition the other’s effect.  Since 

exposure to the positive ad is the omitted category, all findings on the effect of exposure 

to the negative ad are relative to exposure to the positive ad.  To complete the models, I 

include measures of gender, age, identification with both candidates’ political parties 

(PRI and PRD), and “independence” from political parties. 

Reading down the rows, we see that exposure to the negative ad on Hernández has 

a significant effect on the attribution of his character traits.  In line with my expectations, 

the resulting association between political knowledge and the attribution of Hernández’s 

character traits after exposure to the negative ad on him is -2.22 (-2.56 + 0.34).  The slope 

is statistically significant (p = 0.12) and in a direction consistent with the hypothesis: 

exposure to the negative ad on Hernández, relative to exposure to an equivalent positive 

ad on him, worsened the attribution of his character traits as a decreasing function of 

political knowledge.  The interaction between exposure to the negative ad and political 

knowledge in the Sánchez model is statistically insignificant. 

Figure 4.5 illustrates the statistically significant interaction effect.  I hold the other 

independent variables at their means and vary political knowledge by one standard 

deviation (mean= 4.86; standard deviation= 2.25).  In the Hernández model, the result 

from exposure to the negative ad on Hernández relative to exposure to an equivalent 

positive ad on him is a significant 1.61 worsening of the perception of his honesty among 

moderately knowledgeable voters (see Figure 4.5).  As expected, highly knowledgeable 

voters exhibit no significant change.  Thus, relative to exposure to the positive ad, 

exposure to the negative ad translates into a 1.61 worsening in the perception of 

Hernández’s honesty. 
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Yet the main advantage of the experimental data is that they facilitate identifying 

causal mechanisms responsible for changes in the attribution of the candidates’ character 

traits.  Here I use a more innovative measure requiring respondents to assign the 

probability of a new story describing each candidate (see detailed description above).  

This should allow me to identify whether character and personality considerations 

looming in the voters’ minds after exposure to the campaign ads affect their attribution of 

the candidates’ character traits. 

 
Table 4.4. 

Bias in the Attribution of Candidates’ Character Traits after Exposure to Campaign Ads 

 
Candidate Positive Ad Negative Ad Positive-Negative p 

Hernández (PRI) 

 

59.68 (3.30) 70.19 (2.70) -10.51 (4.22) 0.01 

Sánchez (PRD) 

 

38.88 (3.19) 29.80 (2.70) 9.08 (4.15) 0.03 

 

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses and p’s on right-end cells (two-tailed tests). 
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Figure 4.5. Perception of Hernández's Honesty after Exposure to Negative Ad 

on Hernández Relative to Exposure to Equivalent Positive Ad on Hernández,   

Conditioned by Political Knowledge 

Low Political Knowledge High Political Knowledge
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The results in Table 4.4 also agree with my expectations.  Respondents’ mean 

attribution of character traits was markedly against Hernández after exposure to the 

negative ad, increasing the assigned probability of him being the news story’s candidate 

from 59.68 to 70.19 (mean difference = -10.51; p = 0.01).  This implies an opposite effect 

(or positive bias) in the attribution of Sánchez’s character traits, lowering the probability 

of him being the news story’s candidate from 38.88 to 29.80 (mean difference = 9.08; p = 

0.03).  Hence the difference in the attribution of the candidates’ character traits not only 

widened significantly after exposure to the campaign ads, but slightly more after 

exposure to the negative ad. 

The results seem conclusive.  Exposure to the negative ad on Hernández not only 

had a bigger effect on the attribution of Hernández’s character traits relative to exposure 

to an equivalent positive ad on him, but was systematically conditioned by the 

respondents’ degree of political knowledge: the lower the political knowledge, the bigger 

the effect on the attribution of Hernández’s character traits.  Moreover, comparing mean 

differences in the attribution of the candidates’ character traits after exposure to the 

campaign ads, the effect appears slightly bigger after exposure to the negative ad.  Hence 

the results also suggest: (1) a negativity bias beyond the “normal” bias caused by 

limitations inherent to human cognition; (2) an influential role of character and 

personality considerations made salient by the campaign ads; and (3) a heavier weight of 

negative relative to positive considerations in the minds of voters when making 

attributions about the candidates’ character traits. 

Discussion 

I examine how and under what conditions campaign ads affect the attribution of 

candidates’ character traits.  Three major findings emerge. 
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First, campaign ads systematically affect the attribution of candidates’ character 

traits conditioned by political knowledge: the lower the knowledge, the bigger the effect.  

While positive ads improve the attribution of the candidate’s character traits, negative ads 

worsen the attribution.  Although in the empirical analysis I only examine a linear 

relationship, in line with my theory, the effect of campaign ads on the attribution of 

character traits should be an inverted U-shaped function of political knowledge: bigger 

among moderately knowledgeable voters and nil among politically ignorant and highly 

knowledgeable voters. 

Second, relative to positive ads, negative ads have a bigger net effect on the 

attribution of candidates’ character traits.  Although both ads affected the attribution of 

candidates’ character traits, tone systematically conditions the effect’s magnitude: the 

more negative the tone, the bigger the magnitude. 

Third, the relation between campaign ads and the attribution of candidates’ 

character traits is in the direction expected by the attacking candidate, consistently 

worsening the attribution of the attacked candidate’s character traits.  Thus, although 

campaign ads generally sway moderately knowledgeable voters, negative ads seem 

significantly more persuasive when it comes to affecting their attribution of character 

traits. 

The bigger magnitude of the effect of negative ads on voters with low political 

knowledge warrants further attention.  The fact that negative ads are rife with issue 

content does not entail that they help in making attributions about candidates’ character 

traits.  If at all, their “helpfulness” seems to depend on a voter’s degree of political 

knowledge.  And what is worse, those whom in principle should benefit the most from 

their content—less knowledgeable voters—seem to be the most affected, biasing their 

attribution of character traits to a bigger degree and in line with the attacker’s intention.  
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These findings suggest that campaign ads in general and negative ads in particular might 

be at least partly responsible for the volatility of vote intentions in developing 

democracies like Mexico, which, as I show in Chapter 6, are strongly influenced by the 

attribution of candidates’ character traits.  To the extent that voters are predisposed to 

make attributions about a candidate’s character in line with campaign advertising, they 

should also be predisposed to define their votes in line with information in campaign ads. 

Yet since my findings on the causal mechanism responsible for this effect are 

based on the single task of reading a news story and assigning probabilities, it is well to 

remain cautious about their generalizability.  The respondents who assigned a higher 

probability of the news story describing Hernández may simply have inferred specific 

aspects of his personality and character without relying on considerations brought forth 

by the campaign ads.  A second limitation is that other aspects of the campaign ads (e.g., 

music, visuals, and color transitions) might have magnified the effect of the negative ad 

relative to the positive ad.  For example, it is possible that Hitchcock’s all-strings piece 

from Psycho produced a bigger effect than Mexican banda music—hence magnifying the 

effect of the negative ad. 

Finally, it is also possible that the effect of campaign ads on the attribution of 

candidates’ character traits varies as a function of the allegations presented in the news 

story.  For example, the effects might have been smaller or even insignificant if the 

allegations were about an extramarital affair or drunk driving.  In fact, it is possible that 

the allegations presented in the news story—influence peddling and illegal spending—

would have no effect in a country where they are regarded as too common or morally 

inconsequential.  Settling these questions is necessary to identify the precise causal 

mechanism responsible for the effects found in this chapter. 
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Hence the effect of campaign ads on the attribution of candidates’ character traits 

might be highly contingent on the ads’ ability to tap onto context-specific aspects of 

voters’ values.  Ads waging accusations of conducts not regarded as morally wrong are 

unlikely to affect the attribution of candidates’ character traits.  Not surprisingly, a 

negative ad criticizing then-candidate Jacob Zuma for having sexual relations with 

multiple women did not affect voters’ attributions in the 2009 South Africa presidential 

election: polygamy is culturally embraced by many South Africans, especially by Zuma’s 

supporters.
44

 Also not surprisingly, this ad was produced by a team of British media 

consultants who had never stepped foot on South Africa. 

 

                                                        
44

 Author interview with Jacob Zuma’s chief campaign strategist (May 2009). 
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Chapter 5 

Evaluation of Candidates’ Policy Proposals 
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This chapter examines campaign advertising’s effect on the evaluation of 

candidates’ policy proposals in Mexico.  First, a campaign ad’s effect on the evaluation 

of the subject-candidate’s policy proposals should be bigger among moderately 

knowledgeable voters than on ignorant and highly knowledgeable voters.  Second, the 

more negative an ad’s tone, the more negative the evaluation of the subject-candidate’s 

policy proposals.  Finally, the more positive an ad’s tone, the more positive the evaluation 

of the subject-candidate’s policy proposals.  Yet because of the negativity bias discussed 

in Chapter 2, on average, negative ads should also have a bigger net effect than positive 

ads. 

 As in Chapter 4, I begin by describing my hypotheses and formalizing them in a 

model, which I estimate with panel data from the 2006 Mexico presidential election.  

Then I replicate this analysis with data from the laboratory experiment I conducted in 

Mexico City in 2012.  This strategy allows me, first, to test my hypotheses about the size 

and direction of the effects in a real election campaign, and second, to confirm my 

findings in a highly controlled environment while identifying the some psychological 

mechanisms involved. 

I begin with H1 and H2 described in Chapter 2, examining whether moderately 

knowledgeable voters are indeed more susceptible to campaign advertising, and whether 

negative ads indeed have a bigger net effect than equivalent positive ads.  Then I examine 

H5 and H6, explaining how political knowledge and tone should condition the effect of 

campaign advertising on the evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals.  Finally, I 

introduce emotions as an additional causal mechanism involved in the effect of campaign 

ads on the evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals. 

This analysis speaks to academic research suggesting that less knowledgeable 

voters benefit substantially from information in campaign ads, particularly when 
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evaluating candidates and calculating voting utilities (Page and Shapiro 1992; Popkin 

1994; Sniderman et al. 1991).  Being rife with issue content, the argument goes, 

campaign ads help voters in recalling candidates’ names and inferring their policy 

proposals—even in calculating the “distance” between the candidates’ and their own 

policy issue positions (Freedman et al. 2004; Lupia 1994; Vavreck 2001).  Moreover, 

without repairing on the quality of information in campaign ads or addressing the 

measurement and aggregation problems inherent to the issue-placement task (see Luskin 

2002), advocates of this argument conclude that campaign ads help less knowledgeable 

voters in making informed voting decisions—or at least sufficiently informed to behave 

as if they were well informed. 

This conclusion streams from the larger academic debate over the role of political 

information in voting behavior.  While one side argues that heuristics allow uninformed 

voters to emulate the behavior of the relatively well informed (Brady and Sniderman 

1985; Lau and Redlawsk 2001; Lupia 1994, 2006; Sniderman et al. 1991), the other 

defends that political knowledge is the sine qua non of voter competence (Bartels 1996; 

Gilens 2001; Kuklinski et al. 2000; Luskin 2002; Luskin and Bullock 2011).  Yet this 

debate has not permeated the literature on campaign advertising, where a complacent 

consensus over its allegedly high informational value has turned research onto other 

dependent variables (see Lau et al. 2007).  Hence this chapter also intends to rekindle the 

debate over the relation between political information and voting behavior. 

A Model of the Evaluation of Candidates’ Policy Proposals 

With the exception of the dependent variable, my model is roughly equivalent to 

Chapter 4’s.  The main reason for including the same independent variables is that policy 

considerations, as analogous candidate considerations, are elicited through the same 

psychological mechanisms, which in turn are triggered by similar or even the same 
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independent variables.  Indeed, I expect that the variables affecting the attribution of 

candidates’ character traits will also affect the evaluation of their policy proposals.  The 

main difference should be the size—neither the direction nor the statistical significance— 

of the effects. 

Hence in its simplest form my model again involves five empirical variables.  

Knowi is voter i’s degree of political knowledge; Negij is whether voter i was exposed to a 

negative ad on candidate j; Pattij is voter i’s degree of attachment to candidate j’s party; 

Femi is voter i’s gender; and Agei is voter i’s age.  When estimating the model with panel 

data, I also include Posij, whether voter i was exposed to a positive ad on candidate j; 

Econi, voter i’s evaluation of the economy; Inci, voter i’s approximate income; Educi, 

voter i’s educational attainment; Inti, voter i’s degree of interest in politics; and Disci, 

voter i’s frequency of engagement in political discussion.  

 In these terms, the hypotheses in Chapter 2 lead me to the following model of 

campaign advertising’s effect on voter i’s evaluation of candidate j’s policy proposals 

(Evalij): 

(Eq. 5.1) 

Evalij = 0j + 1jKnowi + 2jNegij + 3jPosij + 4jPattij + 5jFemi + 6jAgeij + 7jEconij + 8jIncij + 

9jEducij + 10jIntij + 11jDiscij + 12jKnowi*Negij + 13jKnow*iPosij + eij. 

The multiplicative terms again allow the impact of exposure to positive and 

negative ads to vary across degrees of political knowledge, which facilitates examining 

the mutually conditioning role of political knowledge and tone in explaining the 

evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals. 

As in Chapter 4, I expect two main effects: first, an overall conditioning effect of 

political knowledge on the effect of exposure to campaign ads; and second, a smaller 

effect of positive ads relative the effect of negative ads. 
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My main hypothesis, in line with H1 in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4’s findings, is that 

campaign advertising’s effect on the evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals is 

conditioned by a voter’s degree of political knowledge (see Chapter 2).  Since moderately 

knowledgeable voters have a harder time analyzing political information (Althaus 1998; 

Bartels 1996; Delli Carpini and Keeter 1996; Luskin 1987, 1990, 2002; Luskin and 

Bullock 2011; Luskin and Globetti 1997), they are likelier to be swayed by information in 

campaign advertising, framed and simplified to fit the 30-to-60-second television spot 

format (West 2010).  This should result in substantive changes in their evaluation of 

candidates’ policy proposals.  Highly knowledgeable voters, on the other hand, are 

unlikely to be moved by information in campaign advertising.  The cues they use to 

evaluate candidates’ policy proposals, to the extent they use them, are found in debates, 

magazines, and newspapers, not in campaign advertising (Bartels 1996; Gómez and 

Wilson 2001; Lau and Redlawsk 2001). 

My predictions are based, first, on the fact that people routinely make complex 

decisions without exhaustively searching in memory for relevant information (Fazio 

2001; Simon 1959, 1972) and, second, on the fact that a given consideration’s coming to 

mind and its influence on the evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals depend on the 

extent to which it is primed by external stimuli like campaign advertising (Zaller 1992).  

In brief, campaign advertising’s effect on the evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals 

should hinge on its ability to prime policy considerations and, since priming is a 

decreasing function of one’s capacity to question new information (Iyengar and Kinder 

1987), that the effect is greatest among moderately knowledgeable voters (see Chapter 2). 

Yet negative ads should also have a bigger effect than positive ads on the 

evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals among moderately knowledgeable voters.  

First, in line with H2 in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4’s findings, voters are predisposed to 
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give greater weight to negative information.  This “negativity bias” should render 

negative ads more influential than positive ads.  Second, the information in negative ads 

is generally more quantitative, truthful, and accurate than the information in positive ads 

(Geer 2006).  Hence, to the extent that voters use campaign ads to evaluate the 

candidates’ policy proposals, negative ads should have a bigger effect than positive ads. 

Effects 

My predictions on the key independent variables again concern the direction and 

magnitude (absolute value) of the effects.  First, we should expect the i
th

 voter’s 

evaluation of the j
th

 candidate’s policy proposals to vary as an increasing function of Negij 

such that (2+12Knowi) < 0 and as a decreasing function of Posij such that 

(3+13Knowi) > 0.  Second, due to the negativity bias, we should expect |2+12Knowi| 

to be bigger than |3+13Knowi|.  Given H1, as political knowledge decreases, the 

magnitude (or absolute value) of campaign advertising’s effect on the evaluation of 

candidates’ policy proposals should increase, such that |12 | and |13 | > 0.  This effect 

should be bigger when exposed to negative ads.  This implies that, with respect to the 

candidates’ policy proposals, political knowledge should condition the relative weight of 

considerations from negative ads to a greater extent than it conditions the relative weight 

of considerations from positive ads, making the former more salient and accessible in 

voters’ minds than the latter. My predictions on the other independent variables are 

analogous to those in Chapter 4. 
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Data and Measures 

While panel data illuminate the dynamics of individual-level change in the course 

of a real campaign, experiments allow for better control and measurement of 

psychological variables.  Hence I use both, first estimating statistical models with both 

sets of data and then examining the mean differences between experimental conditions. 

Panel and Experimental Data 

Chapter 4 details both the panel and experimental data used in the analysis.  

Relevant information for this chapter is that the set of questions that respondents 

completed after watching the ad in the experiment also included evaluations of the 

candidates’ policy proposals on three issue dimensions: the economy, education, and 

health care.  Hence this variable refers to the evaluation of a candidate’s policy proposals 

on the economy, education, and health care: three recurrent concerns among Mexican 

voters.  Since respondents in the panel data were also asked to evaluate the candidates’ 

policy proposals on these three issue dimensions, in this chapter the experimental data 

analysis is a closer replication of the panel data analysis. 

Measures of Dependent Variable
45

 

My dependent variable is the overall evaluation of a candidate’s policy proposals 

on three issue dimensions: the economy, education, and health care.  When analyzing the 

panel data—and in line with Chapter 4’s analysis—I use a measure of change in this 

evaluation.  This allows me to assess whether exposure to campaign ads actually leads to 

a change in the evaluation of from t1 to t2, not simply to a more positive or negative 

evaluation at t2. 

                                                        
45

 Refer to Tables A.1.2 and A.1.3 in Appendix 1 for a detailed description of the variables used in this 

chapter’s analyses, including means, standard deviations, minimums, and maximums. 
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Specifically, I use a measure of overall evaluation of the candidates’ policy 

proposals at t1 and t2, where t1 is the panel’s first wave (October 2005) and t2 is the 

panel’s second wave (May 2006).
46

 Both are three-item additive indexes ranging from 0 

to 10, with higher values indicating a more positive evaluation ((Calderón t1) = 0.90; 

(Calderón t2) = 0.88; (AMLO t1) = 0.91; (AMLO t2) = 0.90; (Madrazo t1) = 0.91; (Madrazo t2) = 

0.89).  After constructing an index for each wave, I subtract the values at t1 from those at 

t2.  The result is a variable ranging from -10 to 10, where negative and positive values 

respectively indicate more negative and positive evaluations of the candidate’s policy 

proposals from t1 to t2. 

When analyzing the experimental data I use a four-item additive index for each 

candidate, which allows me to construct a measure of change in the evaluation of their 

policy proposals from before (t1) to after (t2) watching the campaign ad.  They also range 

from 0 to 10, with higher values indicating a higher evaluation ((Hernández t1) = 0.88; 

(Hernández t2) = 0.95; (Sánchez t1) = 0.89; (Sánchez t2) = 0.95).  In addition to the three 

dimensions evaluated in the panel data, I include an evaluation of the candidates’ policy 

proposals on public security: the voters’ biggest concern in 2012.  As with the panel data, 

however, I subtract the values at t1 from those at t2.  The result is a variable ranging from 

-10 to 10, where negative and positive values respectively indicate more negative and 

more positive evaluations of the candidate’s policy proposals from t1 to t2. 

Respondents in the experiment were able to evaluate the candidates’ policy 

proposals because, after agreeing to participate, they were asked to “take a few minutes to 

read the proposals made by two candidates competing for a Senate seat in a state other 

than Mexico City.” Hence respondents in the experiment were asked to evaluate the 

                                                        
46

 The item used to construct this variable reads: “I am going to ask your opinion about some people.  On a 

0 to 10 scale, where zero means you have a very negative opinion and ten means you have a very positive 

opinion, what is your opinion of…?” 
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candidates’ policy proposals in two occasions: immediately after reading their proposals 

and immediately after watching one of the campaign ads. 

Measures of Independent Variables 

As in Chapter 4, my two key independent variables are ad exposure and political 

knowledge.  In all cases ad exposure is a binary measure where 1 indicates exposure 

(experimental data) or recall (panel data) and 0 otherwise.  To measure political 

knowledge, I use the same 12- and 9-item additive indexes described in Chapter 4—

ranging from 0 to 10, with higher values indicating higher political knowledge. 

The rest of the independent variables in the model—party identification, income, 

education, economic evaluations, political interest, political discussion, gender, and 

age—are measured and entered into the equations in the same form as in Chapter 4. 

Estimation and Results 

Panel Data Analysis 

The first step is examining my hypotheses in a real election campaign.  Table 5.1 

displays coefficients for three models estimated with data from the first two waves of the 

2006 Mexico Panel Study.  The columns present the estimates of equations where 

changes in the evaluation of Calderón’s, AMLO’s, and Madrazo’s policy proposals from 

October 2005 to May 2006 are regressed upon exposure to the negative and positive ads 

on AMLO.  To complete the models, I include measures of gender, age, income, 

education, economic evaluations, identification with the three candidates’ political parties 

(PAN, PRD, and PRI), political interest, and political discussion.  I also include 

interactions between ad exposure and political knowledge. 
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Table 5.1. 

Change in Evaluation of Candidates’ Policy Proposals from Wave 1 to Wave 2 

 
 Calderón (PAN) AMLO (PRD) Madrazo (PRI) 

 

Variable Coefficient p Coefficient p Coefficient p 

Female 

 

0.32 (0.16) 0.05 -0.11 (0.15) 0.46 -0.02 (0.19) 0.90 

Age 

 

-0.21 (0.22) 0.35 0.03 (0.21) 0.89 0.50 (0.20) 0.01 

Income 

 

0.03 (0.03) 0.33 0.02 (0.03) 0.44 0.05 (0.03) 0.10 

Educational 

Attainment 

-0.01 (0.05) 0.84 -0.08 (0.04) 0.08 -0.01 (0.04) 0.77 

Economic Evaluations 

 

-0.04 (0.04) 0.40 -0.10 (0.04) 0.02 0.01 (0.04) 0.80 

Panista 

 

0.84 (0.55) 0.13 0.15 (0.51) 0.77 -0.16 (0.50) 0.75 

Perredista 

 

-0.18 (0.54) 0.74 0.72 (0.51) 0.16 -0.54 (0.50) 0.28 

Priista 

 

-0.46 (0.55) 0.40 0.14 (0.52) 0.79 0.23 (0.51) 0.64 

Independent 

 

0.50 (0.55) 0.36 0.41 (0.51) 0.42 -0.14 (0.50) 0.78 

Political Interest 

 

-0.26 (0.11) 0.02 0.05 (0.10) 0.60 -0.01 (0.10) 0.94 

Political Discussion 

 

0.09 (0.09) 0.32 0.07 (0.08) 0.39 -0.06 (0.08) 0.46 

Political Knowledge 

 

-0.15 (0.08) 0.08 -0.07 (0.08) 0.36 -0.05 (0.08) 0.54 

Exposure to Positive 

Ad on AMLO 

-0.63 (0.37) 0.09 0.03 (0.34) 0.92 -0.04 (0.34) 0.90 

Exposure to Negative 

Ad on AMLO 

0.51 (0.34) 0.13 -1.04 (0.31) 0.00 -0.34 (0.31) 0.28 

Political Knowledge *  

Positive Ad 

0.10 (0.08) 0.21 -0.04 (0.74) 0.60 -0.02 (0.07) 0.78 

Political Knowledge * 

Negative Ad 

-0.07 (0.07) 0.32 0.19 (0.07) 0.00 0.07 (0.06) 0.28 

Constant 

 

2.27 0.49 -0.87 

Adj. R2 

 

0.05 0.02 0.01 

 
Notes: Estimation by OLS.  Standard errors in parentheses and p’s on adjacent cells (two-tailed tests). N for 

all models = 1,000 

Reading down the rows, we see that exposure to the negative ad on AMLO has a 

significant effect on change in the evaluation of AMLO’s policy proposals between 

October 2005 and May 2006.  The resulting association between political knowledge and 

the evaluation of AMLO’s policy proposals, when recalling the negative ad on AMLO, is 

-0.85 (-1.04 + 0.19).  The slope is statistically significant (p = 0.00) and in a direction 

consistent with the hypothesis: exposure to the negative ad on AMLO decreases the 

evaluation of his policy proposals as a decreasing function of political knowledge.  Yet 
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the coefficient is slightly bigger than in the AMLO model in Chapter 4, where the 

association between political knowledge and the attribution of his character traits when 

exposed the negative ad is -0.80.  This slight difference suggests similar magnitudes of 

the impact of negative ads on the attribution of the candidates’ character traits and the 

evaluation of their policy proposals, all else equal. 

The interaction between exposure to the negative ad and political knowledge in 

both the Calderón and Madrazo models is statistically insignificant.  The same is true 

about the interaction between exposure to the positive ad and political knowledge in the 

three models.  This contrasts sharply with the models on the attribution of the candidates’ 

character traits, where exposure to the positive ad on AMLO has a statistically significant 

effect in the three models.  Indeed, the fact that the interaction between exposure to the 

negative ad and political knowledge is the only statistically significant coefficient in the 

three models is consistent with the second hypothesis: on average, negative ads seem to 

have a bigger net effect than positive ads. 

Figure 5.1 illustrates the statistically significant interaction effect.  I hold the other 

independent variables at their means and vary political knowledge by one standard 

deviation (mean= 4.31; standard deviation= 2.33).  In the AMLO model, the result from 

exposure to the negative ad on AMLO is a significant 0.91 worsening of the evaluation of 

his policy proposals among moderately knowledgeable voters (see Figure 5.1).  As 

expected, highly knowledgeable voters exhibit no significant change.  Thus, recalling the 

negative ad on AMLO translates into a 0.91 decrease in the evaluation of his policy 

proposals from October 2005 to May 2006.  This effect is 0.17 larger than the effect of 

the negative ad on AMLO on the attribution of his character traits, also conditioned by 

political knowledge. 
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Regarding the rest of the independent variables, the coefficient for gender is 

statistically significant in the Calderón model (p = 0.05) (see Table 5.1): being a woman 

leads to a 0.32 increase in the evaluation of his policy proposals.  This contrasts with the 

models on the attribution of the candidates’ character traits (see Table 4.1), where gender 

is statistically significant in the AMLO and Madrazo models but not in the Calderón 

model.  Thus, while gender affects the attribution of AMLO and Madrazo’s character 

traits, it affects the evaluation of Calderón’s policy proposals.  Maybe the dimensions to 

which men and women pay closer attention vary by candidate. 

Also in contrast with the models on the attribution of candidates’ character traits, 

every increase in the natural log of age leads to a 0.50 increase in the evaluation of 

Madrazo’s policy proposals (p = 0.01), having no effect in the Calderón and AMLO 

models.  This seems to contradict the hypothesis that AMLO’s welfare programs for the 
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elderly attracted their vote.  In the case of economic evaluations, however, every one-

point increase in the scale of economic evaluations leads to a 0.10 decrease in the 

evaluation of AMLO’s policy proposals, the opposition PRD candidate (p = 0.02).  This 

effect is roughly equivalent to that on the attribution of candidates’ character traits, 

suggesting that economic evaluations affect both variables similarly. 

Also in contrast with the models on the attribution of candidates’ character traits, 

none of the partisanship variables (Perredista, Priista, Panista and Independent) has a 

statistically significant effect, while income, educational attainment, and political interest 

respectively affect the evaluation of Madrazo’s, AMLO’s, and Calderón’s policy 

proposals.  While every one-point increase in the income scale leads to a 0.05 increase in 

the evaluation of Madrazo’s policy proposals (p = 0.10), every one-point increase in the 

educational attainment scale leads to a 0.08 decrease in the evaluation of AMLO’s policy 

proposals.  In the case of political interest, every one-point increase in the scale leads to a 

0.26 decrease in the evaluation of Calderón’s policy proposals. 

Experimental Data Analysis 

I begin by examining whether the evaluation of the candidates’ policy proposals 

varies after exposure to the campaign ads in the experiment.  Table 5.2 shows the means, 

differences of means, and associated p’s for the evaluation of both fictitious candidates’ 

policy proposals (Hernández, PRI; Sánchez, PRD) after exposure to equivalent negative 

and positive ads on Hernández. 

 
Table 5.2. 

Evaluation of Candidate Policy Proposals after Exposure to Campaign Ads 

 
Evaluation Positive Ad Negative Ad Positive-Negative p 

Hernández (PRI) 

 

3.72 (0.37) 1.97 (0.24) 1.75 (0.43) 0.00 

Sánchez (PRD) 

 

4.03 (0.34) 3.82 (0.25) 0.21 (0.41) 0.61 

 

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses and p’s on right-end cells (two-tailed tests). 
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The results agree with my expectations.  Respondents’ mean evaluation of policy 

proposals was markedly lower for Hernández after exposure to the negative ad, lowering 

evaluations of his policy proposals by 1.75 points relative to respondents exposed to the 

positive ad (p = 0.00).  Respondents’ mean evaluation of Sánchez’s policy proposals, on 

the other hand, did not vary significantly after exposure to the ads (p = 0.61). 

 

 

To look more closely, we may disaggregate these evaluations by issue.  Figure 5.2 

illustrates these differences in a column graph.  The disaggregated picture is consistent 

with the whole.  All the mean differences for Hernández are statistically significant and in 

the expected direction, all those for Sánchez far from statistical significance.  Evaluation 

of Hernández’s health-care and education proposals exhibit the greatest difference after 

exposure to the negative ad, respectively decreasing by 2.16 (p = 0.00) and 2.06 (p = 

0.00) relative to exposure to the positive ad.  Though to a lesser extent, evaluations of his 

economic and security proposals also change significantly after exposure to the negative 

ad, respectively decreasing by 1.65 (p = 0.00) and 1.37 (p = 0.00) relative to exposure to 

the positive ad.  This provides further empirical support for the hypothesis that negative 
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ads affect the evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals to a greater extent than positive 

ads, and that this is true because voters give greater weight to negative vis-à-vis positive 

information in evaluating candidates’ policy proposals. 

The next step is examining whether the effect of campaign advertising on change 

in the evaluation of the candidates’ policy proposals is conditioned by political 

knowledge—that is, whether the findings from the panel data analysis can be replicated 

with the experimental data.  Table 5.3 displays coefficients for two models, each with one 

of the evaluation indexes as its dependent variable.  They present separate equations 

regressing the evaluation of Hernández and Sánchez’s policy proposals on exposure to 

the negative ad on Hernández and political knowledge.  I also include the product of 

exposure to the negative ad and political knowledge to allow each to condition the other’s 

effect.  Since exposure to the positive ad is the omitted category, all findings on the effect 

of exposure to the negative ad are relative to exposure to the positive ad.  To complete the 

models, I include measures of gender, age, attachment to both candidates’ political parties 

(PRI and PRD), and “independence” from political parties. 

Reading down the rows, we see that exposure to the negative ad on Hernández—

relative to exposure to an equivalent positive ad on him—has a significant effect on 

change in the evaluation of his policy proposals.  In line with my expectations, the 

resulting association between political knowledge and change in the evaluation of 

Hernández’s policy proposals after watching the negative ad on him is -3.49 (-4.03 + 

0.54).  The slope is statistically significant (p = 0.00) and in a direction consistent with 

the hypothesis: exposure to the negative ad on Hernández, relative to exposure to an 

equivalent positive ad on him, decreased the evaluation of his policy proposals as a 

decreasing function of political knowledge.  The interaction between exposure to the 

negative ad and political knowledge in the Sánchez model is statistically insignificant. 
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Table 5.3. 

Change in the Evaluation of the Candidates’ Policy Proposals 

 
 Hernández (PRI) 

 

Sánchez (PRD) 

Variable Coefficient p Coefficient p 

Female 

 

0.50 (0.38) 0.19 -0.29 (0.33) 0.38 

Age 

 

0.72 (0.53) 0.17 0.17 (0.46) 0.70 

Perredista 

 

0.17 (0.10) 0.09 0.06 (0.09) 0.48 

Priista 

 

0.04 (0.12) 0.75 0.11 (0.10) 0.29 

Independent 

 

0.01 (0.42) 0.98 -0.31 (0.36) 0.39 

Political Knowledge 

 

-0.40 (0.12) 0.00 -0.09 (0.10) 0.38 

Exposure to Negative 

Ad 

 

-4.03 (0.91) 0.00 -0.95 (0.79) 0.23 

Political Knowledge* 

Negative Ad 

0.54 (0.17) 0.00 0.21 (0.15) 0.16 

Constant 

 

-1.46 -0.84 

Adj. R2 

 

0.16 0.01 

 
Notes: Estimation by OLS.  Positive ad is the omitted category.  Standard errors in parentheses and p’s 

on adjacent cells (two-tailed tests).  N for both models = 139 

Figure 5.3 illustrates the statistically significant interaction effect.  I hold the other 

independent variables at their means and vary political knowledge by one standard 

deviation (mean= 4.86; standard deviation= 2.25).  In the Hernández model, the result 

from watching the negative ad on Hernández relative to watching an equivalent positive 

ad on him is a significant 3.12 decrease in the evaluation of his policy proposals among 

moderately knowledgeable voters (see Figure 5.3).  As expected, highly knowledgeable 

voters exhibit no significant change.  Thus, relative to exposure to the positive ad, 

exposure to the negative ad translates into a 3.12 decrease in the evaluation of 

Hernández’s policy proposals. 
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The results seem conclusive.  Exposure to the negative ad on Hernández not only 

had a bigger effect on the evaluation of Hernández’s policy proposals relative to exposure 

to an equivalent positive ad on him, but was systematically conditioned by the 

respondents’ degree of political knowledge: the lower the political knowledge, the bigger 

the effect on Hernández’s policy proposals.  Moreover, comparing the aggregated and 

disaggregated mean differences on the evaluation of Hernández’s policy proposals after 

exposure to the campaign ads, the effect appears slightly bigger after exposure to the 

negative ad.  Hence the results also suggest: (1) a negativity bias beyond the “normal” 

bias caused by limitations inherent to human cognition; (2) an influential role of policy 

considerations made salient by the campaign ads; and (3) a heavier weight of negative 

relative to positive considerations in the minds of voters when evaluation the candidates’ 

policy proposals. 
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Yet the main advantage of the experimental data is that they facilitate identifying 

causal mechanisms responsible for changes in the evaluation of the candidates’ policy 

proposals.  Following Brader’s (2005) findings on emotions elicited by campaign ads, I 

examine the means, differences of means, and associated p’s for anxiety, anger, 

confusion, sadness, enthusiasm, and happiness reported by respondents after watching the 

campaign ads on Hernández (see Figure 5.4).  All emotions are measured using a 0-10 

scale, with 10 indicating a very intense feeling of a given emotion.  This should shed light 

on whether emotions elicited by campaign ads play a role in voters’ evaluation of 

candidates’ policy proposals. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 illustrates the differences in a column graph.  Only the mean 

differences for anger, sadness, enthusiasm, and happiness are statistically significant.  

While anger and sadness are higher after exposure to the negative ad, enthusiasm and 
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happiness are higher after exposure to the positive ad.  This is consistent with findings 

suggesting that positive ads elicit “positive” emotions such as enthusiasm and happiness 

while negative ads elicit “negative” emotions such as anger and sadness.  In fact, anger 

and sadness exhibit the greatest difference after exposure to the campaign ads, 

respectively increasing by 1.88 (p = 0.00) and 1.90 (p = 0.00) after exposure to the 

negative ad relative to exposure to the positive ad.  Enthusiasm and happiness, on the 

other hand, change significantly but to a lesser extent after exposure to the campaign ads, 

respectively increasing by 1.34 (p = 0.00) and 0.85 p = 0.04) after exposure to the 

positive ad relative to exposure to the negative ad. 

This provides empirical support for the hypothesis that emotions are involved in 

the psychological processing of campaign advertising, which in turn might affect the way 

voters evaluate the candidates’ policy proposals.  The effect of anger seems particularly 

relevant because it is an “activating” emotion that motivates behaviors such as 

information seeking (Brader 2005).  Though limited in scope, these findings suggest a 

causal mechanism that might be responsible for the effect of negative ads relative to 

positive ads. 

Discussion 

I examine how and under what conditions campaign ads affect the evaluation of 

candidates’ policy proposals.  Three major findings emerge.  First, relative to positive 

ads, negative ads have a bigger net effect on the evaluation of candidates’ policy 

proposals.  Second, the effect is systematically conditioned by political knowledge: the 

lower the voter’s political knowledge, the bigger the change in the evaluation of the 

subject-candidate’s policy proposals.  Finally, in contrast with the attribution of 

candidates’ character traits, positive ads do not seem to affect the evaluation of 

candidates’ policy proposals, suggesting that while negative ads make salient both 
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candidate and policy considerations, positive ads mainly make salient character 

considerations.  These findings not only illustrate the influence of the negativity bias, but 

also suggest that its effect is bigger among moderately knowledgeable voters. 

The effect of negative ads on moderately knowledgeable voters warrants further 

attention.  A large majority of voters in most democratic countries either knows too little 

or “cannot care less” about politics (Gordon and Segura 1997; Converse 2000; McCann 

and Lawson 2005).  Based on my findings, this suggests that negative ads might be at 

least partly responsible for the volatility of vote intentions, which, along with the 

attribution of candidates’ character traits, are strongly influenced by the evaluation of 

candidates’ policy proposals.  The implication for campaign professionals is sound and 

clear.  Campaign ads, in general, and negative ads, in particular, are an effective 

campaign strategy in countries where a majority of voters are moderately knowledgeable. 

An encouraging corollary of this cynical implication is that campaign ads could 

lose their edge in highly knowledgeable electorates.  The overall pattern of findings here 

suggests that campaign ads do not affect the evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals 

among highly knowledgeable voters.  This could undermine the perception that 

regulation is the only or best antidote against campaign advertising’s undesirable effects.  

From disseminating political information, to teaching government in high school, to 

opening fora for political deliberation, to increasing the supply of high-quality political 

news: all could be stronger buffers than regulation against the objectionable side of 

campaign advertising.  After all, it might not be coincidental that campaign advertising is 

not sanctioned or common in countries like Denmark, France, Germany, and Greece, 

where political knowledge is significantly higher than the world’s average (Gordon and 

Segura 1997; Gröndlund and Milner 2006). 
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In the Mexican case, examining these findings against the backdrop of the 2006 

election, we can conclude that Calderón’s campaign ads did affect AMLO, but mainly 

among moderately knowledgeable voters and to an unclear extent.  If anything, this 

should motivate further research on negative ads in Mexico and in comparative 

perspective.  The common perception seems to be right about the effect’s direction—

negative ads lower the evaluation of the subject-candidate’s policy proposals—yet 

determining their aggregate effect on election outcomes requires further evidence, 

preferably based on more reliable measures of ad exposure. 

Finally, since my experimental findings are based on a reasonably representative 

sample of Mexico City, I remain cautious about generalizing them to the nation as a 

whole, not to say to other countries.  Yet the findings from the panel data are quite 

encouraging.  Political knowledge seems to be a robust moderator of campaign 

advertising across time and at least in presidential and senatorial elections.  This is an 

important reminder about the weight of political knowledge in voting behavior.  

Campaign effects seem larger when political knowledge is meager.  Maybe the better 

counterfactual for the 2006 Mexico presidential election is to think about the outcome 

with a more highly knowledgeable electorate, not without campaign ads. 
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Chapter 6 

Vote Intentions 
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A common perception among pundits and campaign strategists is that campaign 

advertising affects vote intentions directly.  Yet here I show that this effect is indirect: 

through its effect on the attribution of candidates’ character traits and the evaluation of 

their policy proposals.  Two predictions drive my research: first, the better the attribution 

of a candidate’s character traits, the higher the probability of voting for him; and second, 

the more positive the evaluation of a candidate’s policy proposals, the higher the 

probability of voting for him.  Finally, because voters in developing democracies give 

greater weight to candidate than to policy considerations (Slosar 2011), the effect of the 

attribution of candidates’ character traits on vote intentions should be bigger than the 

effect of the evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals, all else equal.  These predictions 

are based on my main findings in Chapters 4 and 5: the attribution of a candidate’s 

character traits and the evaluation of his policy proposals are systematically affected by 

campaign ads, conditioned by political knowledge. 

As in Chapters 4 and 5, I begin by describing my hypotheses and formalizing 

them a model, which I estimate with panel data from the 2006 Mexico presidential 

election.  Then I replicate this analysis with data from the laboratory experiment 

conducted in Mexico City in 2012.  This strategy allows me, first, to test my hypotheses 

about the size and direction of the effects in a real election campaign, and second, to 

confirm my findings in a highly controlled environment. 

I begin with H7 described in Chapter 2, examining whether the effect of campaign 

advertising on vote intentions is indirect, through its effect on the attribution of 

candidates’ character traits and the evaluation of their policy proposals.  Then I explain 

why the effect of the attribution of candidates’ character traits on vote intentions is bigger 

than the effect of the evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals, all else equal.  Finally, I 

introduce variation in political knowledge as an explanation for the preponderance of 
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candidate over policy considerations: the more meager a voter’s political knowledge, the 

greater the preponderance of candidate considerations. 

Despite its appeal among pundits and campaign strategists, the relation between 

campaign advertising and vote intentions has attracted surprisingly little attention in the 

academic literature.  An extensive review yields only 27 studies where vote intentions are 

the dependent variable.  Although 12 of them support the argument that campaign ads 

benefit the sponsoring candidate, the overall, unadjusted effect of campaign ads on vote 

intentions indicates a modest disadvantage for the sponsoring candidate, particularly in 

the case of negative ads (see Lau et al. 2007).  Yet what is most surprising (or telling) is 

that none of these studies tests the possibility of an indirect effect through intermediate 

variables such as the attribution of candidates’ character traits and the evaluation of 

candidates’ policy proposals, which is this chapter’s main contribution. 

A Model of Vote Intentions in a Developing Democracy 

In contrast with the models in Chapters 4 and 5, my model here includes a new set 

of variables.  The main reason is that the attribution of candidates’ character traits and the 

evaluation of their policy proposals are intermediate variables between exposure to 

campaign ads and vote intentions.  Hence a large portion of the effects of these variables 

on vote intentions should be a function of the effect of exposure to campaign ads at a 

prior stage. 

Hence, in its simplest form, my model involves seven empirical variables.  Charij 

is voter i’s attribution of candidate j’s character traits; Evalij is voter i’s evaluation of 

candidate j’s policy proposals; Pattij is voter i’s degree of attachment to candidate j’s 

party; Femi is voter i’s gender; and Agei is voter i’s age.  To discard the possibility of 

campaign ads having a direct effect on vote intentions, I also include Knowi, voter i’s 

degree of political knowledge, and Negij, whether voter i was exposed to a negative ad on 
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candidate j.  When estimating the model with panel data, I also include Posij, whether 

voter i was exposed to a positive ad on candidate j; Econi, voter i’s evaluation of the 

economy; Inci, voter i’s approximate income; Educi, voter i’s educational attainment; Inti, 

voter i’s degree of interest in politics; and Disci, voter i’s frequency of engagement in 

political discussion.  

In these terms, H7 in Chapter 2 leads me to the following model of the effects of 

voter i’s attribution of candidate j’s character and vote i’s evaluation of candidate j’s 

policy proposals on voter i’s intention to vote for candidate j (Voteij): 

(Eq. 6.1) 

Voteij = 0j + 1jCharij + 2jEvalij + 3jPattij + 4jFemi + 5jAgeij + 6jKnowi + 7jNegij + 8jPosij + 

9jEconij + 10jIncij + 11jEducij + 12jIntij + 13jDiscij + 14jKnowi*Negij + 15jKnow*iPosij + eij. 

The multiplicative terms allow the impact of exposure to positive and negative 

ads to vary across degrees of political knowledge, which here, in contrast with Chapters 4 

and 5, aims at discarding a direct effect of exposure to campaign advertising on vote 

intentions. 

I expect linear effects of the attribution of a candidate’s character traits and the 

evaluation of his policy proposals on the intention to vote for him.  Although these effects 

should be largely a function of campaign advertising’s effects on these variables at a prior 

stage (see Chapters 4 and 5), the effect of the attribution of a candidate’s character traits 

should be bigger than the effect of the evaluation of his policy proposals because 

Mexican voters—as most voters in most developing democracies—give greater weight to 

candidate than to policy considerations when calculating utilities and calibrating vote 

intentions (Slosar 2011). 

Due to voters’ unequal abilities to process information relating to candidates’ 

personality and policy proposals, candidate considerations should dominate over policy 
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considerations, all else equal.  This should result in a bigger effect of the attribution of 

candidates’ character traits on vote intentions relative to the effect of the evaluation of 

their policy proposals.  Because it takes so little cognitive effort, most voters should be 

able to process information and make attributions about the candidates’ character 

(Iyengar et al. 2008; Luskin and Globetti 2002; Peterson and Djupe 2005).  Doing so for 

policy proposals, however, is much more cognitively demanding, diminishing the 

influence of these considerations when calculating voting utilities. 

My predictions are based, first, on the fact that people routinely make complex 

decisions without exhaustively searching in memory for relevant information (Fazio 

2001; Simon 1959, 1972) and, second, on the fact that a given consideration’s coming to 

mind and its influence on vote intentions depend on the extent to which its processing is 

cognitively demanding: the less demanding, the bigger its influence (Zaller 1992).  In 

brief, considerations derived from the attribution of candidates’ character traits on vote 

intentions should weigh heavier in the minds of voters than considerations derived from 

the evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals because of voters’ tendency to avoid 

cognitively demanding tasks and, since making attributions about character traits is less 

demanding than evaluating policy proposals (Slosar 2011), that the effect of the 

attribution of candidates’ character traits on vote intentions should be bigger than the 

effect of the evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals, all else equal. 

Yet while voters’ cognitive ability certainly plays an important role, context 

matters too.  This should explain why in Mexico the attribution of candidates’ character 

traits has a bigger effect on vote intentions than the evaluation of candidates’ policy 

proposals.  First, political knowledge in Mexico is meager, even relative to similar 

countries in Latin America (see Chapter 3).  The meagerness of political knowledge 

should render candidate considerations more influential than policy considerations—on 
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average and relative to more developed democracies.  Second, the institutionalization and 

structure of political competition in developing democracies like Mexico (the party 

system, issue ownership, and issue spaces, among others) presents a hurdle for voters’ 

understanding of the political landscape and their evaluation of candidates’ policy 

proposals.  Hence, to the extent that voters struggle processing policy proposals, the 

attribution of a candidate’s character traits should have a bigger effect on vote intentions 

than the evaluation of his policy proposals, all else equal. 

Effects 

My predictions on the key independent variables again concern the direction and 

magnitude (absolute value) of the effects.  First, we should expect the i
th

 voter’s intention 

to vote for the j
th

 candidate to vary as a linear function of Charij such that |(1Charij)| > 0; 

increasing as the attribution of the j
th

 candidate’s character traits increases, and decreasing 

as the attribution of the j
th

 candidate’s character traits decreases.  Second, we should 

expect the i
th

 voter’s intention to vote for the j
th

 candidate to vary as a linear function of 

Evalij such that |(2Evalij)| > 0; increasing as the evaluation of the j
th

 candidate’s policy 

proposals increases, and decreasing as the evaluation of the j
th

 candidate’s policy 

proposals decreases.  Third, because of Mexican voters’ propensity to give greater weight 

to candidate considerations when calculating voting utilities, we should expect |1Chari| 

to be bigger than |2Evali|.  This implies that, with respect to vote intentions, the 

attribution of candidates’ character traits should have a bigger effect than the evaluation 

of candidates’ policy proposals, suggesting a heavier weight of candidate considerations 

relative to policy considerations and that the former are more salient and accessible in the 

minds of voters than the latter. 

My predictions on the other independent variables also concern the direction of 

the effects.  First, we should expect voter i’s exposure to a negative or positive ad on 
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candidate j to have no effect on his intention to vote for candidate j or any other 

candidate.  Hence all coefficients for interactions between political knowledge and 

exposure to campaign ads should be undistinguishable from zero.  Second, we should 

expect the i
th

 voter’s intention to vote for the j
th

 candidate to increase as his degree of 

attachment to the j
th

 candidate’s party (Pattij) increases.  Third, when the economy is 

perceived healthy, the effect of voter i’s evaluation of the economy (Econi) should be 

positive when the j
th

 candidate belongs to the incumbent party; however, when the 

economy is perceived sick, the effect of voter i’s evaluation of the economy (Econi) 

should be negative when the j
th

 candidate belongs to the opposition. 

As in Chapters 4 and 5, the effects of voter i’s educational attainment (Educi) and 

income (Inci) should vary as a function of the j
th

 candidate’s party.  While poorer and less 

educated voters are likelier to vote for PRI candidates, wealthier voters are likelier to vote 

for PAN candidates and more educated voters are likelier vote for PRD candidates.  The 

predicted effect of voter i’s age (Agei) is less clear.  Although older voters historically 

have been likelier to vote for PRI candidates, AMLO’s welfare programs for the elderly 

during his tenure as Mexico City Governor (2000-2005) could have attracted their vote.  

Finally, although the effects of voter i’s gender (Femi), degree of political interest (Inti), 

and frequency of engagement in political discussion (Disci) are unclear, they are 

interesting variables that could impact vote intentions generally. 

Data and Measures 

While panel data illuminate the dynamics of individual-level change in the course 

of a real campaign, experiments allow for better control and measurement of 

psychological variables.  Hence I use both, first estimating statistical models with both 

sets of data and then examining the mean differences between experimental conditions. 
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Panel and Experimental Data 

Chapter 4 details both the panel and experimental data used in the analysis.  When 

analyzing the panel data, relevant information for this chapter is that vote intentions are 

the reported intention to vote for a given candidate at the second wave (t2), as supposed to 

change in vote intentions from t1 to t2.  Since respondents in the experiment were asked 

about their intention to vote for each candidate after watching the campaign ads, in the 

analysis of the experimental data I also use the reported vote intentions at t2.  Before 

opting for this analytic strategy, I estimated models with change in the intention to vote 

for each candidate as the dependent variable, including interactions between political 

knowledge and exposure to campaign ads as predictors.  None of these models indicated 

a statistically significant effect of campaign advertising on vote intentions, bolstering the 

hypothesis that campaign ads affect vote intentions indirectly, through their effect on 

intermediate variables. 

Following this logic, the attribution of candidates’ character traits and the 

evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals are also measured at t2.  Before opting for this 

analytic strategy, I also estimated models with change in these variables as predictors.  

None of these models indicated a statistically significant effect on vote intentions.  This is 

consistent with the theory in Chapter 2.  Since campaign ads affect the cognitive 

processing of candidate and policy considerations, change in these variables is a more 

accurate measure of voters’ cognitive processing.  Yet since the calculation of voting 

utilities requires more definite attributions of candidates’ character traits and evaluations 

of their policy proposals, vote intentions should be affected by measures of these 

variables at t2. 
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Measures of Dependent Variable
47

 

My dependent variable is vote intentions.  When analyzing the panel data I use a 

binary measure, where 1 indicates intending to vote for a given candidate at t2 and 0 

otherwise.  When analyzing the experimental data I use a 0-10 scale, with higher values 

indicating a stronger intention to vote for a given candidate at t2. 

Measures of Independent Variables 

 My two key independent variables are the attribution of candidates’ character 

traits and the evaluation of candidates’ policy proposals.  Evaluations of candidates’ 

policy proposals in both sets of data is an ordinal scale ranging from 0 to 10, with higher 

values indicating a more positive evaluation of a candidate’s policy proposals at t2.  

Attributions of candidates’ character traits, however, are slightly different: when 

analyzing the experimental data I use a 0-10 scale of candidate honesty (see Chapter 4); 

when analyzing the panel data I use a 0-10 scale of overall affective attitudes toward the 

candidates (see Chapter 4).  Both measures are at t2—after watching the campaign ads in 

the experiment and at the panel’s second wave. 

The rest of the independent variables in the model—ad exposure, political 

knowledge, party identification, income, education, economic evaluations, political 

interest, political discussion, gender, and age—are measured and entered into the 

equations in the same form as in Chapters 4 and 5. 

Estimation and Results 

Panel Data Analysis 

The first step is examining my hypotheses in a real election campaign.  Table 6.1 

displays coefficients for three models estimated with data from the second wave of the 

                                                        
47

 Refer to Tables A.1.4 and A.1.5 in Appendix 1 for a detailed description of the variables used in this 

chapter’s analyses, including means, standard deviations, minimums, and maximums. 
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2006 Mexico Panel Study.  The columns present the estimates of equations where vote 

intentions for Calderón, AMLO, and Madrazo on May 2006 are regressed upon the 

attribution of candidates’ character traits and the evaluation of their policy proposals.  To 

complete the models, I include measures of exposure to campaign ads, political 

knowledge, gender, age, income, education, economic evaluations, identification with the 

three candidates’ political parties (PAN, PRD, and PRI), political interest, and political 

discussion.  I also include interactions between ad-exposure and political knowledge. 

Reading down the rows, we see that exposure to either campaign ad on AMLO 

has no significant effect on vote intentions—thus exposure to campaign ads has no direct 

effect on vote intentions.  In line with my expectations, the attribution of candidates’ 

character traits has significant effects in the three models.  The only exception is the 

statistically insignificant effect of the attribution of Madrazo’s character traits in the 

AMLO model.  Also in line with my expectations, the evaluation of candidates’ policy 

proposals has significant effects in the three models, but smaller and in fewer occasions.  

While the evaluation of Calderón and AMLO’s policy proposals has a significant effect 

on the intentions to vote for Calderón and AMLO, the evaluation of Madrazo’s policy 

proposals only has a significant effect on the intention to vote for Madrazo. 

The effects of the attribution of candidates’ character traits and the evaluation of 

their policy proposals are in line with H7 that campaign affect vote intentions indirectly, 

through their effect on these intermediate variables.  Thus, considering Chapter 4 and 5’s 

findings, a large portion of these variables’ effects on vote intentions should be a function 

of exposure to campaign ads at a prior stage (t1). 
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Table 6.1. 

Vote Intentions in May 2006 

 
 Calderón (PAN) 

 

AMLO (PRD) Madrazo (PRI) 

Variable Coefficient p Coefficient p Coefficient p 

Female 

 

0.05 (0.23) 0.83 -0.14 (0.26) 0.60 -0.15 (0.29) 0.60 

Age 

 

0.04 (0.32) 0.89 -0.66 (0.38) 0.08 -0.03 (0.40) 0.95 

Income 

 

0.10 (0.05) 0.04 0.04 (0.05) 0.48 -0.26 (0.07) 0.00 

Educational Attainment 

 

-0.04 (0.07) 0.59 -0.05 (0.08) 0.51 0.05 (0.08) 0.56 

Economic Evaluations 

 

0.19 (0.07) 0.00 -0.11 (0.07) 0.14 -0.21 (0.08) 0.01 

Panista 

 

2.13 (0.65) 0.00 -0.03 (0.79) 0.97 -0.16 (0.95) 0.87 

Perredista 

 

-0.63 (0.70) 0.37 3.04 (0.76) 0.00 -1.43 (1.01) 0.16 

Priista 

 

-0.44 (0.69) 0.52 -1.04 (0.79) 0.18 2.86 (0.92) 0.00 

Independent 

 

0.72 (0.65) 0.26 1.05 (0.73) 0.15 0.39 (0.94) 0.67 

Political Interest 

 

0.07 (0.17) 0.67 0.02 (0.17) 0.90 -0.30 (0.20) 0.13 

Political Discussion 

 

-0.06 (0.12) 0.60 0.07 (0.14) 0.60 -0.08 (0.15) 0.57 

Political Knowledge 

 

0.00 (0.12) 0.99 0.07 (0.13) 0.60 -0.31 (0.15) 0.04 

Attribution of Calderón’s 

Character 

0.45 (0.06) 0.00 -0.27 (0.06) 0.00 -0.26 (0.07) 0.00 

Evaluation of Calderón’s Policy 

Proposals 

0.24 (0.07) 0.00 -0.21 (0.08) 0.01 -0.03 (0.09) 0.71 

Attribution of AMLO’s 

Character 

 

-0.16 (0.05) 0.00 0.57 (0.07) 0.00 -0.16 (0.06) 0.01 

Evaluation of AMLO’s Policy 

Proposals 

-0.16 (0.07) 0.02 0.35 (0.08) 0.00 0.04 (0.08) 0.60 

Attribution of Madrazo’s 

Character 

-0.15 (0.05) 0.00 -0.05 (0.05) 0.32 0.56 (0.08) 0.00 

Evaluation of Madrazo’s Policy 

Proposals 

-0.08 (0.07) 0.21 -0.11 (0.07) 0.14 0.29 (0.08) 0.00 

Exposure to Positive Ad on 

AMLO 

-0.42 (0.50) 0.40 0.18 (0.62) 0.29 -0.69 (0.59) 0.23 

Exposure to Negative Ad on 

AMLO 

0.06 (0.48) 0.89 0.03 (0.53) 0.07 -0.70 (0.56) 0.21 

Political Knowledge *  

Positive Ad 

0.07 (0.11) 0.49 -0.03 (0.13) 0.84 0.10 (0.14) 0.47 

Political Knowledge * 

Negative Ad 

-0.01 (0.10) 0.388 -0.04 (0.11) 0.74 0.19 (0.13) 0.17 

Constant 

 

-4.60 -1.12 -0.53 

Pseudo R2 

 

0.56 0.67 0.63 

 

Notes: Estimation by logit.  Standard errors in parentheses and p’s on adjacent cells (two-tailed tests). N for all models = 1,000 
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Taking a closer look, the direction of both sets of effects—the attribution of 

candidates’ character traits and the evaluation of their policy proposals—are also in line 

with my expectations.  While more positive attributions of a given candidate’s character 

traits increase the probability of voting for him, more positive attributions of other 

candidates’ character traits decrease the probability of voting for him.  Hence more 

positive attributions of Calderón’s, AMLO’s, and Madrazo’s character traits increase the 

probability of voting for them in their respective models—and decrease the probability of 

voting for them in other candidates’ models. 

Evaluations of candidates’ policy proposals, however, only affect the intention to 

vote for the leading candidates—Calderón and AMLO—having no effect on the third 

place.  Specifically, while a higher evaluation of Calderón’s policy proposals increases 

the probability of voting for him and decreases the probability of voting for AMLO, a 

higher evaluation of AMLO’s policy proposals increases the probability of voting for him 

and decreases the probability of voting for Calderón. 

Figures 6.1-6.6 illustrate the statistically significant effects of the attribution of 

candidates’ character traits and the evaluations of candidates’ policy proposals on the 

three models.  Figure 6.1 illustrates the effect of the attribution of Calderón’s, AMLO’s, 

and Madrazo’s character traits on the probability of voting for Calderón, holding the 

other independent variables at their means.  As expected, the more positive the attribution 

of Calderón’s character traits, the higher the probability of voting for him: ranging from 

1.6% at the worst attribution (0) to a whopping 60.4% at the best (10).  The biggest 

increase in the probability of voting for Calderón takes place after an attribution of 8 on 

the 0-10 scale, thereafter increasing at an average rate of 10% for every increase on the 

scale. 
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Also as expected, the more positive the attribution of AMLO and Madrazo’s 

character traits, the lower the probability of voting for Calderón.  Both probabilities 

decrease at a rate close to 3% for every increase in the attribution of each candidate’s 

character traits.  The probability of voting for Calderón ranges from 40.6% at the worst 

attribution of AMLO’s character traits (0) to 11.5% at the best (10), and from 33.3% at 

the worst attribution of Madrazo’s character traits (0) to 10% at the best (0). 

Figure 6.2 illustrates the effect of the attribution of Calderón’s, AMLO’s, and 

Madrazo’s character traits on the probability of voting for AMLO, holding other 

independent variables at their means.  As expected, the more positive the attribution of 

AMLO’s character traits, the higher the probability of voting for him: ranging from 0.9% 

at the worst attribution (0) to a whopping 74.2% at the best (10).  Note that this spread is 

10% larger than Calderón’s.  The biggest increases in the probability of voting for AMLO 
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take place after an attribution of 6 on the 0-10 scale, thereafter increasing at an average 

rate of 13% for every increase on the scale. 

 

 

Also as expected, the more positive the attribution of Calderón and Madrazo’s 

character traits, the lower the probability of voting for AMLO.  Yet, relative to the 

attribution of Calderón’s character traits, variation in the attribution of Madrazo’s leads to 

significantly less variation in the probability of voting for AMLO.  While every increase 

in the attribution of Calderon’s character traits decreases the probability of voting for 

AMLO at an average rate of 4%, every increase in the attribution of Madrazo’s character 

traits decreases the probability of voting for AMLO at an average rate of 1%.  The 

probability of voting for AMLO ranges from 58.7% at the worst attribution of Calderón’s 

character traits (0) to 8.8% at the best (10), and from 26.2% at the worst attribution of 

Madrazo’s character traits (0) to 17% at the best (10). 
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Figure 6.3 illustrates the effect of the attribution of Calderón’s, AMLO’s, and 

Madrazo’s character traits on the probability of voting for Madrazo, holding other 

independent variables at their means.  As expected, the better the attribution of Madrazo’s 

character traits, the higher the probability of voting for him: ranging from 0.3% at the 

worst attribution (0) to 45.2% at the best (10).  Note that this spread is 20% narrower than 

Calderón’s and at least 30% narrower than AMLO’s.  The biggest increases in the 

probability of voting for Madrazo take place after an attribution of level of 6 on the 0-10 

scale, thereafter increasing at an average rate of 13% for every increase on the scale. 

 

 

Also as expected, the better the attribution of Calderón and AMLO’s character 

traits, the lower the probability of voting for Madrazo.  Both probabilities decrease at an 

average rate of 1% for every increase on the attribution scale.  The probability of voting 

for Madrazo ranges from 15.0% at the worst attribution of Calderón’s character traits (0) 
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to 1.3% at the best (10), and from 8.4% at the worst attribution of AMLO’s character 

traits (0) to 45.2% at the best (10). 

 

 

Figure 6.4 illustrates the effect of the evaluation of Calderón and AMLO’s policy 

proposals on the probability of voting for Calderón, holding other independent variables 

at their means.  I do not include predicted probabilities for the evaluation of Madrazo’s 

policy proposals because the coefficient is statistically insignificant.  As expected, the 

higher the evaluation of Calderón’s policy proposals, the higher the probability of voting 

for him: ranging from 5.2% at the worst evaluation (0) to 40.0% at the best (10).  Note 

that the highest predicted probability for the evaluation of Calderón’s policy proposals 

(40.0% at a level of 10) is 20% lower than the highest probability for the attribution of his 

character traits (60.4% at a level of 10), suggesting a heavier weight of candidate relative 

to policy considerations, all else equal.  The biggest increases in the probability of voting 
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for Calderón take place after a level of 7 on the 0-10 scale, thereafter increasing at an 

average rate of 4% for every increase on the scale. 

Also as expected, the better the evaluation of AMLO’s policy proposals, the lower 

the probability of voting for Calderón: decreasing at an average rate of 3% for every 

increase on the evaluation scale.  The probability of voting for Calderón ranges from 

40.7% at the worst evaluation of AMLO’s policy proposals (0) to 12.0% at the best (10). 

 

 

Figure 6.5 illustrates the effect of the evaluation of Calderón and AMLO’s policy 

proposals on the probability of voting for AMLO, holding other independent variables at 

their means.  Again I do not include predicted probabilities for the evaluation of 

Madrazo’s policy proposals because the coefficient is statistically insignificant.  As 

expected, the higher the evaluation of AMLO’s policy proposals, the higher the 

probability of voting for him: ranging from 3.3% at the worst evaluation (0) to 51.9% at 
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the best (10).  Note that the highest predicted probability for the evaluation of AMLO’s 

policy proposals (51.9% at a level of 10) is 23% lower than the highest probability for the 

attribution of his character traits (74.2% at a level of 10), also suggesting a heavier weight 

of candidate relative to policy considerations, all else equal.  The biggest increases in the 

probability of voting for AMLO take place after an attribution level of 6 on the 0-10 

scale, thereafter increasing at an average rate of 6% for every increase on the scale. 

Also as expected, the better the evaluation of Calderón’s policy proposals, the 

lower the probability of voting for AMLO: decreasing at an average rate of 4% for every 

increase on the evaluation scale.  The probability of voting for AMLO ranges from 51.2% 

at the worst evaluation of Calderón’s policy proposals (0) to 11.3% at the best (10). 

 

 

Figure 6.6 illustrates the effect of the evaluation of Madrazo’s policy proposals on 

the probability of voting for him, holding other independent variables at their means.  I do 

not include predicted probabilities for the evaluation of Calderón and AMLO’s policy 
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proposals because the coefficients are statistically insignificant.  As expected, the higher 

the evaluation of Madrazo’s policy proposals, the higher the probability of voting for 

him: ranging from 0.7% at the worst evaluation (0) to 11.7% at the best (10).  Note that 

the highest predicted probability for the evaluation of Madrazo’s policy proposals (11.7% 

at a level of 10) is 34% lower than the highest probability for the attribution of his 

character traits (45.2% at a level of 10), also suggesting a heavier weight of candidate 

relative to policy considerations, all else equal.  The biggest increases in the probability 

of voting for Madrazo take place after a level of 8 on the 0-10 scale, thereafter increasing 

at an average rate of 2% for every increase on the scale. 

Regarding the rest of the independent variables in Table 6.1, the coefficients for 

gender, educational attainment, party independence, political interest, and political 

discussion are statistically insignificant in all models.  Age, however, is statistically 

significant in the AMLO model (p = 0.08), indicating that for every increase in the log of 

age, the odds of voting for AMLO decrease by 0.66—again contradicting the hypothesis 

that AMLO’s welfare programs for the elderly attracted their vote.  Yet the direction of 

the effects of income, economic evaluations, and partisanship are in line with my 

expectations. 

First, while every increase in the income scale leads to a 0.10 increase in the odds 

of voting for Calderón (p = 0.04), it leads to a 0.26 decrease in the odds of voting for 

Madrazo (p = 0.00).  This suggests that wealthier voters were indeed likelier to vote for 

Calderón and less likely to vote for Madrazo, in line with the hypothesis that wealthier 

voters are likelier to vote for PAN candidates and less likely to vote for PRI candidates. 

Second, while every increase in economic evaluations leads to a 0.19 increase in 

the odds of voting for Calderón (p = 0.00), it leads to a 0.11 decrease in the odds of 

voting for AMLO (p = 0.14) and a 0.21 decrease in the odds of voting for Madrazo (p = 
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0.01).  This suggests that better evaluations of the economy under the incumbent PAN 

increased the likelihood of voting for this party’s candidate and decreased the likelihood 

of voting for the opposition PRD and PRI candidates, supporting the hypothesis that 

perceptions about the incumbent party’s economic performance have a significant effect 

on the intention to vote for its candidates. 

Finally, identifying with a given party increases the odds of voting for this party’s 

candidate, having no effect on the odds of voting for other parties’ candidates.  

Specifically, while identifying with the PAN increases the odds of voting Calderón by 

2.13 (p = 0.00), identifying with the PRD and PRI respectively increases the odds of 

voting for AMLO and Madrazo by 3.04 (p = 0.00) and 2.86 (p = 0.00).  These effects are 

not only the biggest in the models, but also support traditional hypotheses about party 

identification affecting vote intentions to a bigger extent than any other variables. 

Statistical Models Estimated with Experimental Data 

 I begin by examining whether vote intentions vary after exposure to the campaign 

ads in the experiment.  Table 6.2 shows the means, differences of means, and associated 

p’s for the intention to vote for both fictitious candidates (Hernández, PRI; Sánchez, 

PRD) after exposure to equivalent negative and positive ads on Hernández. 

 
Table 6.2. 

Vote Intentions after Exposure to Campaign Ads 
 

Vote Intention Advocacy Ad Attack Ad Advocacy-Attack p 

Hernández (PRI) 

 

2.78 (0.42) 1.51 (0.26) 1.26 (0.48) 0.01 

Sánchez (PRD) 

 

3.44 (0.40) 3.89 (0.34) -0.45 (0.52) 0.39 

 

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses and p’s on right-end cells (two-tailed tests). 

 At first sight the results seem to contradict my expectations.  Respondents’ mean 

vote intention was markedly lower for Hernández after exposure to the negative ad, 
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lowering the intention to vote for him by 1.26 points relative to respondents exposed to 

the positive ad (p = 0.01).  Respondents’ mean vote intention for Sánchez, on the other 

hand, did not vary significantly after exposure to the campaign ads (p = 0.39).  Hence 

campaign ads seem to have a direct effect on vote intentions.  

 
Table 6.3. 

Vote Intention After Watching Campaign Ads 

 
 Hernández (PRI) 

 

Sánchez (PRD) 

Variable Coefficient p Coefficient p 

Female 

 

0.21 (0.29) 0.47 0.03 (0.36) 0.93 

Age 

 

-0.02 (0.40) 0.95 -0.02 (0.50) 0.97 

Perredista 

 

0.04 (0.08) 0.64 0.21 (0.10) 0.05 

Priista 

 

0.22 (0.10) 0.03 0.02 (0.12) 0.84 

Independent 

 

-0.63 (0.32) 0.05 -0.67 (0.40) 0.10 

Political Knowledge 

 

-0.01 (0.09) 0.94 -0.06 (0.12) 0.62 

Hernández’s Character 

Traits 

0.28 (0.07) 0.00 -0.14 (0.09) 0.11 

Hernández’s Policy 

Proposals 

0.65 (0.09) 0.00 -0.03 (0.11) 0.81 

Sánchez’s Character 

Traits 

-0.10 (0.07) 0.17 0.50 (0.09) 0.00 

Sánchez’s Policy 

Proposals 

-0.01 (0.08) 0.91 
 

0.50 (0.10) 0.00 

Exposure to Negative Ad 

 

1.19 (0.73) 0.11 -0.52 (0.92) 0.57 

Political 

Knowledge*Negative Ad 

-0.08 (0.13) 0.53 0.15 (0.16) 0.35 

Constant 

 

-0.49 0.43 

Adj. R2 

 

0.70 0.56 

 
Notes: Estimation by OLS.  Positive ad is the omitted category.  Standard errors in parentheses and p’s 

on adjacent cells (two-tailed tests).  N for both models = 139 

Table 6.3 displays coefficients for two models, each with the intention to vote for 

a candidate as its dependent variable.  They present separate equations regressing the 

intention to vote for Hernández and Sánchez on exposure to the negative ad on 

Hernández, the attribution of each candidate’s character traits, and the evaluation of each 

candidate’s policy proposals.  Since exposure to the positive ad is the omitted category, 
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all findings on the effect of exposure to the negative ad are relative to exposure to the 

positive ad.  The attribution of candidates’ character traits and the evaluation of 

candidates’ policy proposals are measured at t2—that is, after exposure to the campaign 

ads on Hernández. 

In line with H7, I expect no significant effect of exposure to the negative ad and 

significant effects of the attribution of candidates’ character traits and the evaluation of 

candidates’ policy proposals.  Also in line with H7, I expect a bigger effect of the 

attribution of the candidates’ character traits relative to the effect of the evaluation of the 

candidates’ policy proposals, all else equal.  To complete the models, I include measures 

of gender, age, attachment to both candidates’ political parties (PRI and PRD), and 

“independence” from political parties. 

Reading down the rows, we see that exposure to the negative ad on Hernández—

relative to exposure to an equivalent positive ad on him—has an insignificant effect on 

vote intentions (p = 0.53), and in line with my expectations, the attribution of the 

candidates’ character traits and the evaluation of their policy proposals have significant 

effects in both models. 

While a more positive attribution of a given candidate’s character traits 

strengthens the intention of voting for him, a more positive attribution of other 

candidates’ character traits weakens the intention of voting for him.  Hence a more 

positive attribution of Hernández and Sánchez’s character traits strengthens the intentions 

of voting for them in their respective models—and slightly weakens the intention of 

voting for them in the other candidates’ models.  Specifically, for every increase in the 

attribution of Hernández’s character traits, there is a 0.28 increase in the intention of 

voting for him (p = 0.00) and a 0.14 decrease in the intention of voting for Sánchez (p = 

0.11); and for every increase in the attribution of Sánchez’s character traits, there is a 
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0.50 increase in the intention of voting for him (p = 0.00) and a 0.17 decrease in the 

intention of voting for Hernández (p = 0.17). 

Evaluations of candidates’ policy proposals, however, only affect the intention to 

vote for the evaluated candidate.  Specifically, while for every increase in the evaluation 

of Hernández’s policy proposals there is a 0.65 increase in the intention of voting for him 

(p = 0.00), for every increase in the evaluation of Sánchez’s policy proposals there is a 

0.50 increase in the intention of voting for him (p = 0.00). 

Contrary to my expectations, the effects of the evaluation of the candidates’ 

policy proposals are slightly bigger than those of the attribution of the candidates’ 

character traits.  This might by a function of the fact that the campaign ads designed for 

the experiment mainly focus on the Hernández’s policy proposals, referring to his 

character only toward the end of the script. 

The results seem conclusive.  At the very least they provide empirical support for 

the hypothesis that campaign ads affect vote intentions indirectly, through their effects on 

the attribution of candidates’ character traits and the evaluation of their policy proposals.  

Whether candidate considerations weigh heavier than policy considerations in the minds 

of voters is a matter of further empirical testing, particularly in real election campaigns. 

Discussion 

I examine how and under what conditions campaign ads affect vote intentions.  

Three major findings emerge.  First, campaign ads do not seem to have a direct effect on 

vote intentions.  Second, the effects of the attribution of candidates’ character traits and 

the evaluation of their policy proposals are in the expected direction, consistently 

increasing the intention of voting for a given candidate as the attribution of his character 

traits and the evaluation of his policy proposals increases.  Finally, although candidate 

considerations were more influential in the models examining a real election campaign 
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and policy considerations were more influential in the models examining the 

experimental data, previous research on the role of candidate personality suggests that 

candidate considerations generally weigh heavier in the minds of voters than policy 

considerations (Slosar 2011), all else equal.  If true, this would bolster the hypothesis that 

my finding of a heavier weight of policy considerations in the experiment is an artifact of 

the content of the campaign ads, largely focusing on Hernández’s policy proposals. 

In the Mexican case, examining these findings against the backdrop of the 2006 

election, we can conclude that the attribution of Calderón and AMLO’s character traits 

had a bigger impact on vote intentions than the evaluation of their policy proposals.  If 

anything, this should motivate further research on the relation between campaign ads and 

candidate personality in Mexico and in comparative perspective.  The common 

perception seems to be right about the heavier weight of candidate relative to policy 

considerations, but determining what accounts for the salience of candidate 

considerations requires further research, preferably based on more reliable measures of 

ad-exposure. 

The implication for campaign professionals working in developing democracies 

like Mexico is loud and clear: air campaign ads focusing on the candidates’ character and 

personality and evaluate their effectiveness by examining their effect on the attribution of 

candidates’ character traits, not on vote intentions. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 
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Since the 1980s, the global shift toward television campaign advertising has 

transformed election campaigns, giving candidates the opportunity to reach voters more 

quickly and easily than ever before.  Paradoxically, this more readily access to political 

information—which in principle should strengthen democratic accountability—has raised 

concerns about voters’ performance in the polls relying heavily on information found in 

campaign advertising.   Such concerns have motivated governments in developed and 

developing democracies alike to heavily regulate or even ban campaign ads, particularly 

after close elections purportedly decided on the effect of one or two emblematic ads on a 

few hundred thousand voters.  Is this the right response to a seemingly unstoppable trend 

in political communication?  Is voters’ performance as poor as the detractors of campaign 

ads claim? 

Despite rising concerns about undesirable effects of campaign ads, candidates and 

political consultants stake their livelihoods on the conviction that their electoral fortunes 

depend on airing the right ad at the right time to the right audience.  Campaigns spend 

vast amounts of time and money deciding what to say and how often.  Not surprisingly, 

when the airing of a campaign ad is followed by a fall in the polls, candidates 

automatically establish causality between the two, reconsidering their strategy in “war 

rooms” filled with “crisis managers.” 

In response to this trend, political scientists have researched the effect of 

campaign ads on voting behavior.  Partly because the United States is the cradle of 

television campaign advertising, most studies have focused on U.S. presidential 

campaigns.  This stream of research has advanced our conceptualization of variables 

related to campaign advertising, their measurement, and their effects, but overreliance on 

the American case might have limited our ability to identify the full distribution of 
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campaign advertising effects, which should vary across developed and developing 

democracies as a function of political knowledge. 

This dissertation sought to advance our knowledge of campaign advertising 

effects in comparative perspective, particularly in developing democracies like Mexico, 

where campaign ads are an increasingly common feature of election campaigns and 

political knowledge is more meager than in the United States. 

Two main findings emerged.  First, the lower a voter’s political knowledge, the 

bigger the effect of the campaign ad; and second, the more negative the tone of the 

campaign ad, the bigger its net effect relative to that of positive ads.  In both cases the 

effect is in the direction expected by the sponsoring candidate: positive ads sway voters 

to attribute positive character traits to the sponsoring candidate and evaluate approvingly 

his policy proposals; negative ads persuade voters to attribute negative character traits to 

the attacked candidate and evaluate disapprovingly his policy proposals.  Although my 

data only allow testing for a linear relationship between political knowledge and the 

effect of campaign ads on these two variables, my findings are consistent with the 

hypothesis of a bigger effect among moderately knowledgeable voters—that is, among 

the most dependent on campaign ads to learn about the candidates and calculate the 

utility of voting for each. 

A third noteworthy finding is that the effect of campaign ads on vote intentions is 

indirect, through its effect on the attribution of character traits and the evaluation of their 

policy proposals.  This finding suggests a more nuanced relationship between campaign 

advertising and vote intentions, in which the former affect the latter through intermediate 

variables. 

These effects are underlined by psychological mechanisms.  The effect of 

campaign ads on the attribution of character traits and the evaluation of their policy 
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proposals hinges on the conditioning role of political knowledge and ad tone.  Both 

variables make certain considerations more salient than others in the minds of voters: 

while knowledge conditions the salience of candidate and policy considerations derived 

from campaign ads, tone conditions the salience of positive and negative considerations 

among those predisposed to consider information in campaign ads.  Political 

psychological research suggests that the salience of candidate and policy considerations 

depends on voters’ cognitive ability to decode and weigh information in campaign ads 

vis-à-vis information from other sources; social psychological research suggests that the 

salience of negative over positive considerations depends on humans’ predisposition to 

give greater weight to negative vis-à-vis otherwise equivalent positive information. 

The case of Mexico sheds light on this question because Mexican voters—as in 

many developing democracies—lack the necessary cognitive buffers to resist and 

interpret these messages, which makes them likelier to be influential, even decisive, in 

election outcomes. 

Limitations and Avenues for Future Research 

Since my findings are based on a single laboratory experiment and a single 

national election, I remain cautious about their generalizability. 

The fact that my experiment relies on fictitious candidates and custom-made 

campaign ads might be amplifying the effect of campaign advertising in a real campaign, 

where affective attachments, warring ads, and political discussion, among other factors, 

combine to influence voting behavior.  Yet the findings seem conclusive enough to bury 

the “minimal effects” thesis that held sway until the 1980s and encourage further research 

on developing democracies, where voters seem more susceptible to campaign advertising. 

By showing the conditioning effects of ad tone and political knowledge, I can paint a 

more nuanced picture of campaign advertising’s effects on voting behavior.  Promising 
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next steps are replicating this study using different types of campaign ads, assigning new 

tasks to respondents, and finding innovative ways of validating the findings with new 

data and in real campaigns. 

It is also encouraging that findings from the panel data analysis are quite robust.  

Political knowledge seems to be the key moderator of campaign advertising across time 

and at least in presidential and senatorial elections.  This is an important reminder about 

the weight of political knowledge in voting behavior.  Campaign effects (including those 

of negative ads) are consistently larger when political knowledge is meager. 

 While it is not my aim to explain campaign advertising effects across a wide 

range of countries, the results are nonetheless instructive.  The effect of campaign ads on 

vote intentions have been long understood as direct, conditioned by variables such as tone 

and content.  Differences in tone and content, however, cannot explain variation in 

campaign advertising effects outside the United States, particularly in developing 

democracies where voters have less experience with democratic elections, party 

identification is thinner, and issue ownership is ambiguous. 

 The marked contrast in the effect of campaign ads across different levels of 

political knowledge in Mexico seems especially telling given the similarities in 

institutional variables determining voters’ susceptibility to campaign advertising in the 

United States.  Why are campaign advertising effects smaller in the United States among 

moderately knowledgeable voters?  One hypothesis is that, after dozens of democratic 

elections and presidential campaigns in one of the world’s most stable party system, U.S. 

voters are less reliant on campaign ads to acquire political information and calculate the 

utility of voting for each candidate: party identification and issue ownership, among other 

variables, might be better and more reliable substitutes for meager political knowledge. 
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 Finally, the evidence presented here suggests that variation in campaign 

advertising effects across voters might parallel its variation across countries.  Just as 

moderately knowledgeable voters are more susceptible to campaign ads because they lack 

sufficient cognitive buffers to decode them, in countries where, on average, voters are 

moderately knowledgeable, campaign ads should be more influential.  If true, a country’s 

“cognitive buffers” would be a stable party system, long experience with democratic 

elections, and crisp issue ownership.  As these variables hold greater clout at the 

aggregate-level, campaign ads should be less influential in election outcomes. 

The Value of Information in Campaign Advertising 

Information is the most precious commodity in election campaigns.  While voters 

need it to participate in politics to the fullest, candidates need it to defeat their opponents.  

The design and airing of campaign ads illustrates this point.   Highlighting the 

informational value of campaign ads without deeper empirical consideration seems 

premature at best, dogmatic at worst.  Information in election campaigns is not a silver 

bullet; it is a double-edged sword that can have both harmful and salutary effects. 

Arguing that campaign ads inevitably contribute to a more informed electorate 

seems as naïve as arguing that tax cuts inevitably contribute to a wealthier society.  Both 

are useful tools for specific goals, not a substitute for old-fashioned reasonableness.  This 

is particularly true in developing democracies, where partisanship has yet to become a 

key heuristic for a majority of voters.  Whether the increasing airing of campaign ads is 

responsible for electoral volatility in places like Brazil, Mexico, and Taiwan remains an 

open question. 

As usual, legislation lags behind political and technological innovation.  In the 

case of campaign ads, this has resulted in two types of developing democracies: those 
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allowing campaign ads and favoring the U.S. model based on free expression, and those 

banning campaign ads and favoring the Scandinavian model based on equal competition. 

The reason for this difference might lie in each country’s media system: while the 

U.S. presents the archetypical privately owned media system, countries like Norway 

present the archetypical publically owned media system.  Interestingly, revenue 

opportunities for privately owned media companies might explain the increasing use of 

campaign ads in new democracies. 

In any case, campaign ads are here to stay, in both developed and developing 

democracies alike.  The question is not whether they are “good” or “bad” of voters and 

democratic elections, but how we benefit the most from an unstoppable trend.  Increasing 

voters’ political knowledge is the most obvious alternative. 
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Appendix 1 

Predicted Probability of Switching from AMLO to Calderón, from Wave 1 to Wave 

2 of the 2006 Mexico Panel Study 
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Table A.1.1. 

Switched Vote Intention from AMLO to Calderón 

from Wave 1 to Wave 2 

 
 AMLO (PRD) -> Calderón (PAN) 

 

Variable Coefficient p 

FEMALE 

 

-0.59 (0.33) 0.07 

LOGAGE 

 

-0.43 (0.45) 0.33 

INCOME 

 

0.10 (0.06) 0.11 

EDUC 

 

0.09 (0.09) 0.33 

ECONEVAL 

 

-0.02 (0.09) 0.79 

PANISTA 

 

0.88 (0.88) 0.32 

PERREDISTA 

 

-2.10 (0.91) 0.02 

PRIISTA 

 

-1.33 (1.01) 0.19 

INDEP 

 

-0.43 (0.88) 0.63 

POLINT 

 

-0.17 (0.23) 0.46 

POLDISC 

 

0.12 (0.17) 0.48 

POLKNOW 

 

0.34 (0.21) 0.10 

CALDCHAR1 

 

-0.09 (0.07) 0.20 

CALDEVAL1 

 

0.07 (0.08) 0.38 

AMLOCHAR1 

 

0.44 (0.11) 0.00 

AMLOEVAL1 

 

0.23 (0.11) 0.03 

MADRCHAR1 

 

0.07 (0.06) 0.29 

MADREVAL1 

 

-0.13 (0.09) 0.17 

POSAD 

 

0.77 (0.99) 0.44 

NEGAD 

 

1.93 (0.87) 0.03 

POLKNOW*POSAD 

 

-0.13 (0.19) 0.50 

POLKNOW*NEGAD 

 

-0.31 (0.16) 0.05 

Constant 

 

-8.19 

Pseudo R2 

 

0.24 

Notes: Estimation by logit.  Standard errors in parentheses and p’s on 

adjacent cells (two-tailed tests). N for all models = 1,000 
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Appendix 2 

Descriptive Statistics for Statistical Analyses Using Experimental and Panel Data 
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Table A.2.1. 

Descriptive Statistics of Variables Used in Panel Data Analysis 

 
Name Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. Description 

CALDCHAR1 

 

5.08 2.77 0.00 10.00 Attribution of Calderón’s character in wave 1 (from 0 to 10) 

CALDCHAR2 

 

6.069 2.87 0.00 10.00 Attribution of Calderón’s character in wave 2 (from 0 to 10) 

CALDCHAR∆ 0.99 3.01 -10.00 10.00 Change in attribution of Calderón’s character from wave 1 to wave 2 (from -

10 to 10) 

CALDEVAL1 

 

5.41 2.36 0.00 10.00 Evaluation of Calderón’s policy proposals in wave 1 (from 0 to 10) 

CALDEVAL2 

 

6.29 2.08 0.00 10.00 Evaluation of Calderón’s policy proposals in wave 2 (from 0 to 10) 

CALDEVAL∆ 0.88 2.55 -10.00 10.00 Change in evaluation of Calderón’s policy proposals from wave 1 to wave 2 

(from -10 to 10) 

AMLOCHAR1 

 

6.48 2.98 0.00 10.00 Attribution of AMLO’s character in wave 1 (from 0 to 10) 

AMLOCHAR2 

 

5.91 3.14 0.00 10.00 Attribution of AMLO’s character in wave 2 (from 0 to 10) 

AMLOCHAR∆ -0.57 2.87 -10.00 10.00 Change in attribution of AMLO’s character from wave 1 to wave 2 (from -10 

to 10) 

AMLOEVAL1 

 

6.38 2.29 0.00 10.00 Evaluation of AMLO’s policy proposals in wave 1 (from 0 to 10) 

AMLOEVAL2 

 

6.09 2.28 0.00 10.00 Evaluation of AMLO’s policy proposals in wave 2 (from 0 to 10) 

AMLOEVAL∆ -0.29 2.34 -10.00 10.00 Change in evaluation of AMLO’s policy proposals form wave 1 to wave 2 

(from -10 to 10) 

MADRCHAR1 

 

4.17 3.09 0.00 10.00 Attribution of Madrazo’s character in wave 1 (from 0 to 10) 

MADRCHAR2 

 

4.43 3.05 0.00 10.00 Attribution of Madrazo’s character in wave 2 (from 0 to 10) 

MADRCHAR∆ 0.25 3.00 -10.00 10.00 Change in attribution of Madrazo’s character from wave 1 to wave 2 (from -

10 to 10) 

MADREVAL1 

 

4.98 2.25 0.00 10.00 Evaluation of Madrazo’s policy proposals in wave 1 (from 0 to 10) 

MADREVAL2 

 

5.50 2.14 0.00 10.00 Evaluation of Madrazo’s policy proposals in wave 2 (from 0 to 10) 

MADREVAL∆ 0.52 2.29 -10.00 10.00 Change in evaluation of Madrazo’s policy proposals from wave 1 to wave 2 

(from -10 to 10) 

PANVC2 0.34 0.47 0.00 1.00 1 if intended to vote for Calderón in wave 2; 0 if did not intend to vote or 

intended to vote for another candidate 

PRDVC2 0.38 0.48 0.00 1.00 1 if intended to vote for AMLO in wave 2; 0 if did not intend to vote or 

intended to vote for another candidate 

PRIVC2 0.20 0.40 0.00 1.00 1 if intended to vote for Madrazo in wave 2; 0 if did not intend to vote or 

intended to vote for another candidate 

PANISTA 0.26 0.44 0.00 1.00 1 if strong or weak identification with PAN; 0 if identifies with another party 

or with none 

PERREDISTA 

 

0.29 0.45 0.00 1.00 1 if strong or weak identification with PRD; 0 if identifies with another party 

or with none 

PRIISTA 

 

0.19 0.39 0.00 1.00 1 if strong or weak identification with PRI; 0 if identifies with another party 

or with none 

INDEP 

 

0.24 0.43 0.00 1.00 1 if identifies as independent; 0 if identifies with a party or with none 

FEMALE 

 

0.48 0.50 0.00 1.00 1 if female; 0 if male 

LOGAGE 

 

3.55 0.39 2.83 4.42 Natural log of age 

INCOME 

 

4.97 2.78 1.00 10.00 Approximate household income (from 1 to 10) 

EDUC 

 

5.57 2.41 1.00 9.00 Education attainment (from 1 to 9) 

ECONEVAL 

 

6.18 1.88 0.00 10.00 Sociotropic and pocketbook evaluation of the economy (from 0 to 10) 

POLINT 

 

1.51 0.91 0.00 3.00 Degree of interest in politics (from 0 to 3) 

POLKNOW 

 

4.31 2.33 0.00 10.00 Degree of political knowledge (from 0 to 10) 

POLDISC 

 

2.14 1.19 0.00 4.00 Frequency of political discussion (from 0 to 4)  

POSAD 

 

0.77 0.42 0.00 1.00 1 if recalls exposure to positive ad on AMLO; 0 if does not recall exposure 

NEGAD 

 

0.62 0.49 0.00 1.00 1 if recalls exposure to negative ad on AMLO; 0 if does not recall exposure 
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Table A.2.2. 

Descriptive Statistics of Variables Used in Experimental Data Analysis 

 
Name Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. Description 

HDZBIAS1 

 

65.43 25.27 0.00 100.00 Bias in attribution of Hernández’s character (from 0 to 100) 

SANBIAS1 

 

33.92 24.73 0.00 100.00 Bias in attribution of Sánchez’s character (from 0 to 100) 

HDZEVAL1 3.96 2.35 0.00 10.00 Evaluation of Hernández’s policy proposals prior to ad exposure (from 0 to 

10) 

HDZEVAL2 

 

2.77 2.69 0.00 10.00 Evaluation of Hernández’s policy proposals after to ad exposure (from 0 to 

10) 

HDZEVAL∆ 

 

-1.19 2.33 -10.00 10.00 Change in evaluation of Hernández’s policy proposals from before to after ad 

exposure (from 0 to 10) 

SANEVAL1 4.42 2.28 0.00 10.00 Evaluation of Sánchez’s policy proposals prior to ad exposure (from 0 to 10) 

 

SANEVAL2 

 

3.92 2.42 0.00 10.00 Evaluation of Sánchez’s policy proposals after ad exposure (from 0 to 10) 

 

SANEVAL∆ 

 

-0.50 1.85 -10.00 10.00 Change in evaluation of Sánchez’s policy from before to after ad exposure 

(from 0 to 10) 

HDZHON2 3.02 2.84 0.00 10.00 Evaluation of Hernández’s honesty after ad exposure (from 0 to 10) 

 

SANHON2 

 

4.03 2.39 0.00 10.00 Evaluation of Sánchez’s honesty after ad exposure (from 0 to 10) 

PRIVC1 2.96 3.15 0.00 10.00 Strength of intention to vote for Hernández prior to ad exposure from (0 to 

10) 

PRIVC2 

 

2.36 2.97 0.00 10.00 Strength of intention to vote for Hernández after ad exposure from (0 to 10) 

PRIVC∆ 

 

-0.60 2.37 -10.00 10.00 Change in strength of intention to vote for Hernández from before to after ad 

exposure (from 0 to 10) 

PRDVC1 4.19 3.09 0.00 10.00 Strength of intention to vote for Sánchez prior to ad exposure from (0 to 10) 

 

PRDVC2 

 

3.69 3.03 0.00 10.00 Strength of intention to vote for Sánchez after ad exposure from (0 to 10) 

PRDVC∆ 

 

-0.50 4.42 -10.00 10.00 Change in strength of intention to vote for Sánchez from before to after ad 

exposure (from 0 to 10) 

PRIISTA 1.99 1.71 1.00 7.00 Strength of identification with PRI (from 1 to 7) 

 

PERREDISTA 

 

3.16 2.02 1.00 7.00 Strength of identification with PRD (from 1 to 7) 

 

INDEP 

 

0.54 0.50 0.00 1.00 1 if identifies as independent; 0 if identifies with a party or with none 

FEMALE 

 

0.52 0.50 0.00 1.00 1 if female; 0 if male 

LOGAGE 

 

3.53 0.36 2.89 4.36 Natural log of age 

POSAD 0.34 0.47 0.00 1.00 1 if exposed to positive ad on Hernández; 0 if exposed to negative ad on 

Hernández 

NEGAD 0.46 0.50 0.00 1.00 1 if exposed to negative ad on Hernández; 0 if exposed to positive ad on 

Hernández 
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Appendix 3 

Experimental Material 
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Table A.3.1.  

Positive and Negative Ad Transcripts Used in Experiment 

 
Advocacy Ad 

 

There are 52 million people living in 

poverty in Mexico. 

 

And 10.4% cannot afford basic food, 

shelter, and health needs. 

  

And you… what do you propose to 

improve the economy and create more jobs? 

 

Freeze the cost of the basic food basket? 

 

 

Scholarships so that your children can 

complete their studies?  

 

Free and high-quality health care for 

you and your loved ones? 

 

If this are also your proposals…  

 

In the upcoming election…  

 

Vote for the PRI, vote for José 

Hernandez: the candidate who is closest to the 

people. 

 

Attack Ad 

 

There are 52 million people living in 

poverty in Mexico. 

 

And 10.4% cannot afford basic food, 

shelter, and health needs. 

  

And you… what do you propose to 

improve the economy and create more jobs? 

 

Increase the cost of the basic food 

basket?  

 

Higher tuitions so that your children 

drop out of school? 

 

Expensive and low-quality health care 

for you and your loved ones?  

 

If this are also your proposals…  

 

In the upcoming election…  

 

Vote for the PRI, vote for José 

Hernandez: the candidate who is furthest away 

from the people. 
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Table A.3.2.  

Copy of Material Used in Experimental Design, Including Issue Policy Proposals 

and Pictures of Fictitious Candidates 

 

 

 
 

José Hernández:  

El candidato más cercano a la gente 

 

 
 

 
 

 

David Sánchez:  

El candidato de todos 
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Desarrollo Económico Productivo 

 

Mi propuesta para que las familias de México 

mejoren su bienestar es impulsar proyectos 

productivos que beneficien a todos. Apoyaré 

alternativas para el otorgamiento de crédito a 

pequeños emprendedores y familias, para que 

puedan establecer un negocio. Promoveré la 

inversión en el país, especialmente 

infraestructura carretera y caminos rurales. 

 

 

Acciones: 

 

1. Apoyo a emprendedores, capacitación y 

créditos; 

 

 

2. Establecer estímulos para la creación de 

laboratorios de innovación y 

emprendedurismo en las instituciones 

educativas; 

 

 

3. Facilitar el acceso a créditos para los 

pequeños y mini empresarios; 

 

 

4. Considerar la asociación con capital 

privado para explotar yacimientos 

petroleros en aguas profundas. 

 

 

Desarrollo Económico Verdadero 

 

Mi propuesta se basa en que todas las familias de 

México mejoren su bienestar, no sólo lo más 

ricos y poderosos. Apoyaré las pensiones 

alimentarias a personas de escasos recursos y de 

la tercera edad. También promoveré la austeridad 

en el gobierno. Propondré el replanteamiento del 

modelo económico, para erradicar la 

desigualdad. 

 

 

Acciones: 

 

1. Apoyo a personas de escasos recursos y 

de la tercera edad; 

 

 

2. Reducir los costos de la gasolina, gas y 

luz; 

 

 

 

 

3. No aumentar los impuestos ni crear 

nuevos; 

 

 

4. Garantizar que el sector energético sea 

la palanca del desarrollo nacional. 
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Educación para el Futuro 

 

Mi compromiso con los jóvenes de México es 

pugnar por más becas, impulsando las Jornadas 

Escolares de Tiempo Completo para que los 

alumnos estén bien alimentados y cuenten con la 

infraestructura adecuada. Promoveré que cada 

estudiante tenga una computadora y acceso a 

Internet. 

 

Acciones: 

 

1. Promover más recursos para mejorar la 

cobertura educativa, la infraestructura y 

el equipamiento; 

 

2. Reforzar y promover materias y carreras 

transversales que atiendan la 

problemática del país; 

 

 

3. Hacer obligatorio el Seguro Escolar 

contra accidentes; 

 

 

4. Que la materia de cultura de la paz sea 

obligatoria a nivel educación básica. 

Educación para Todos 

 

La educación es el mejor recurso para el 

desarrollo y uno de los pilares fundamentales de 

la democracia. Sin embargo, como saldo del 

lastre educativo podemos señalar que son graves 

los problemas en la calidad de la enseñanza y la 

cobertura para atender a quien están en edad de 

estudiar. 

 

Acciones: 

 

1. Garantizar a la gente más humilde el 

acceso a la educación en todos los 

niveles de escolaridad; 

 

2. Asumir la tarea educativa con la 

participación de maestros, padres de 

familia y el esfuerzo organizado de la 

sociedad en su conjunto; 

 

3. Garantizar la educación gratuita a través 

de apoyos en materia alimenticia, útiles 

escolares y transporte; 

 

4. Cero rechazados en las universidades 

públicas, el gobierno otorgará el 

presupuesto suficiente. 
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Familias Saludables son Familias Productivas 

 

Mi compromiso es, promover el acceso a la salud 

de las familias mexicanas, para que cuenten con 

un hospital o centro médico a donde acudan 

cuando tengan un problema. Asimismo, 

impulsaré que los tratamientos especializados 

sean gratuitos. 

 

Acciones: 

 

1. Consolidar un sistema de salud 

universal; 

 

 

2. Medicamentos más baratos en el IMSS, 

el ISSSTE y los Centros de Salud; 

 

 

3. Sanciones a los doctores que no 

atiendan bien a sus pacientes; 

 

 

4. Atención gratuita a madres solteras y 

sus hijos.  

 

 

 

 

Salud Universal y Gratuita 

Mi compromiso es que el acceso a la salud 

pública gratuita sea universal y de calidad. Que 

las personas más pobres tengan acceso a atención 

médica para todo tipo de padecimientos crónicos, 

sobre todo las personas de la tercera edad. 

 

 

 

Acciones: 

 

1. Medicamentos gratuitos para todas las 

familias de bajos recursos; 

 

 

2. Promover una ley para que ningún 

gobierno pueda cobrar IVA en la 

compra de medicinas; 

 

3. Obligar a los hospitales privados a que 

atiendan a personas de escasos recursos 

en caso de emergencia; 

 

4. Borrar por completo el cobro de primas 

por membresía al Seguro Popular. 
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